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Address of National Lecturer
Featured W. C. T. U. In
stitute Yesterday

Dividend Notice

NEWSPAPER HISTORY

RocklanJ Loan & Building Association
Owners of Shares in the Sixty-First Series of the
Rockland Loan and Building Association are hereby
notified that a

Dividend of

$£J83

Per Share

was made October Twenty-first to mature the same,
and the value is now

$203.22 per Share
There are 71 Shares outstanding in this Series, on
which Shareholders have paid in

$10,224.00
Dividends added amount to

$4,204.62
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Charity Is a virtue of the heart •••
••• t.nd not of the hands.—Addison.
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A BAD PRACTICE

«

Cushing was without light and
power service for several hours yes
terday afternoon due to the shooting
off of insulators on the transmission
line. Hunters guilty of this offense
are not only liable to severe penalI’es under the law, but cause great
bother and possibly danger to many
people. The break was not reported
until nearly dark and it was well into
the night when the Central Maine
crew found the shot off insulators.
Radical steps will be taken if such
malicious mischief is again reported.
The Park Street Sea Grill in Studley Block is open for business. Best
foods. Manley T. Perry, prop.—adv.

Present value

$14,428.62
This may be withdrawn in CASH, or reinvested in
4% MATURED STOCK CERTIFICATES, or AD
VANCE PAYMENT CERTIFICATES which pay
about 5%.
Shares are issued at any time.

The Rockland Gazette was established In
The W.C.T.U. Institute held at the
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The First Baptist Church in this city yes
Free Press was established In 1855 and in
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These terday was not only an inspiring ses
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
sion of White Ribbon workers, but

No back payments.

Offices 18 School Street
Opposite Postoffice
Rockland, Maine

To Let—Storage for autos. Rear
Moody’s Gas Station, 70 -Park street.
Call at station or see S. F. Copeland.
\
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OPPORTUNITY
comes most often to those
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who are prepared to take ad
vantage of it. Ready money

is always an advantage and
there is no way so sure of

The
Money Barrel
is a help to
regular savings

Ask about it

NOW/

House-Sherman, Inc.
MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME

obtaining it as by saving.
*

Say

We welcome new savings
accounts.

it with

Flowers

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Rockland, Me.

ITS
At the Sign of
{North National Bank

Worry
About your valuables if you put them in
our Safe Deposit Vault because they
are protected all the time against loss
from both theft and fire. We rent Pri
vate Lock Boxes here for $3.00 and up
per year.
/

♦ • • •

Mrs. Mann called attention to the
: medal contests as means of educa
ting the public and fflso to raise funds
! that could well be usM to buy lit
I iratcre for distribution to help offse’
; the great amount of material the
' A.A.PA. is sending broadcast. The
I campaign for membership was taken
I up and explained at length.
Mrs. Manns evening address was a
| clarion call to prohibition workers
i and abounded in wit and epigram.
J She said in part:
Dinner and supper were served by
a committee comprising Mrs. Evelyn
i Sherman. Mrs. Ida Simmons, Mrs.
Gregory, Mrs. Kittredge, Miss A. B.
Young and Miss Mabel .Seavey. The
waiters were Barbara Blaisdell, Vir
ginia Richardson, Marion Anderson
and Mary Haskell, assisted by Lilia
Sherman, Beulah Callahan. Grace
Clar.cy, Alice Clancy and Ruth
Gregory of the L.T.L.
Despite the many decisive victo
ries that have been won by dry forces
there is still serious opposition to be
overcome before our country can
realize the full benefits of prohibi
tion. When the armstice was signed
Nov. 11, 1918, we thought the war
was over, but we are still fighting to
make the world safe for democracy.
The scene of the battle has changed
i Instead of fighting on bloody battle-

TIME

You Have No

.

MUM

gave a local audience another oppor
tunity to hear Mrs. Mann one of the
Union's most brilliant national speak
ers. Her evening address sounded a
strong warning that while success
has crowned the many years’ efforts
of the W.C.T.U. the work Is not yet
finished and old anti-Prohibition still
offers a menace that is not to be ig
nored
The morning session was called to
order by the county president, Mrs.
I’. C. Hughey of Rockport, the devotionals being led by Mrs. Russell,
Early in the session the county
unions voted to place the name of the
late Clara M. Farwell as a memorial
member by paying into the State
treasurer the required sum.
It was
voted to buy 500 leaflets of W.C.T.U.
literature each month for eight
months and to set aside Wednesday.
Dec. 4 as a day of self denial, the
money thus saved to be given to the
I'nion as the beginning of a retaining
fund.
• • • •
It was advised that a 5-minute drill
on parliamentary law be given at
each meeting.
Mrs. Hughey an
nounced that the State treasurer
would pay half of the traveling ex
penses of the county treasurer and
corresponding secretary for attend
ance at State conventions. Mrs. Mann
spoke briefly on the citizenship re
quirements of members.
Mrs. Kilborn of Thomaston con
ducted the afternoon devotional serv
ice.
Echoes from the State Convention
were given by Miss Florence Hastings
Mrs. Abbie Richardson. Mrs. Jean
nette Dunton and Mrs. Clara Emery
Mrs. Evie Studley. president of the
Lincoln County W.C.T.U. extended
greetings from her county and invit
ed all to attend the Institute to be
held there next Tuesday.
Mrs. Mann showed a photo of the
National Convention at Indianapolis
and gave a tribute to Mrs. Ida B. Wise
Smith national vice president with
pleasing stories of her life and work.
Mrs. Smith is acknowledged as the
leading woman citizen of Iowa and
holds the right to the title of Doctor;
with the degrees of D.D. and L.L.D.
from Iowa colleges.
Mrs. Mann’s address touched on the
work of the departments especially
J child welfare. ilhc said that the
Eighteenth Amendment was the
greatest piece of child welfare work
the world has ever seen, and that the
W.C T.U. has the greatest program
for carrying on the work, which be
gins before tlie crade and continues
beyond the grave.

Ttlephona 1088

Chrysanthemums !
The
most
glorious of Autumn's flowers, bring
the sparkle of sunshine into your
home. Decorate with Chrysanthe
mums. We have them now at
their radiant beVt. Order today.

The
Little Flower Shop

ROCKLAND

TAXI SERVICE
DAY AND NIGHT
Careful Driver and Courteous
Service—Prices Within the City
25c per passenger—Shopping and
Calling $2.00 per hour

Mrs. A G. Perry, Prop.

“SILSBY’S”
399 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
122-tf

Taxi Stand at Capitol Lunch
TEL. 8123-M
ROCKLAND. ME.
125-lt

I

North National Bank

Special Sunday Dinner
Chicken or
Steak

Rockland, Main©

’1.00

SPECIAL SHORE DINNER IF DESIRED

Sea Grill Cafe

Harry Smith

MANLEY T. PERRY, Prop.

Studley Block

Formerly of Tenant'* Harbor

Park Street

Rockland

Announces the Opening of a Modern

FALL AND WINTER

Automobile

DANCES

Repair Shop
68A PARK ST.

REAR MOODY’S GAS STA.

Fully Equipped Plant

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS

SINGS HERE MONDAY NIGHT

All Work Guaranteed
129-1t

NORMAN PIERCE’S ORCHESTRA
of Augusta
128-129

Dr. and Mrs. Herrick Cele
brate Silver Wedding In
Fall River

Many readers of this paper, cast
ing back in memory a quarter of a
century can pleasantly recall the day
of Oct. 19. 1994, when the marriage
was celebrated of Miss Sarah Munroe
Hall to Rev. Everett Carleton Her
rick, then pastor of the First Baptist
Church in Charlestown, Mass. The
marriage service was solemnized in
the First Baptist Church of this city,
followed by a reception at the South
Main street home of the 'bride’s |>arents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Hall,
the officiating clergyman 'being Rev.
William J. Day, the local pastor,
and Rev. Joel R. Herrick, father of
the groom. The occasion was par
ticularly notable in the social life of
the city because of the prominent
place Miss Hall had for several years
tilled in the musical life of the com
munity, as well as in other regions
near and far where her talent as a
soloist had called for her appearance
in distant cities of the country and
also in Geneva, Switzerland, at which
place she sang for the world’s con
vention of the W.C.T.U.
The hosts of friends in Fall River,
where Mr. Herrick’s 12 year pastor
ate of the First Baptist Church won
for the couple a citywide popularity,
desired the privilege of celebrating
this silver anniversary, calling them
from Newton Center, where Dr. Her
rick i« now established as president
of the Newton Theological Institu
tion. Before allowing them to get
away, the faculty and students of the
institution gave a formal opening to
the anniversary by presenting them
with a handsome gift in silver aad
joining in heartfelt felicitations.
At the church in Fall River the oc
casion of celebration opened with a
banquet in the parish house, 390
guests sitting down to a harvest supper, followed by a program of music
and addresses and the presentation of
a hag of silver to I>r. Herrick and to
Mrs. Herrick a shower bouquet, in
the petals of which were hidden a
wealth of silver coins. Then to the
strains of the Mendelssohn wedding
march the groom'and bride led the
company to the large hall where a
Miss Lottie McLaughlin, Talented Rockland Soloist Whose Concert At the Universalist Church Monday Evening
public reception was held, in which
several hundreds of the people of
Is To Be a Notable Fea ture of the Season
Fall River testified their affection for
A musical event of unusual inter Dr. and Mrs Herrick, and the latter
fields, the conflict is being waged W.C.T.U. worked for the passage of
est takes place Monday evening In the was made the recipient of other gifts
in the arenas of thought anil public the 18th Amendment as a measure of
auditorium of
the
Unlversalist in silver.
opinion, at the council table and in public welfare and a means of exter
church at 8.15 o'clock, when under the
The remainder of the weekend the
the halls of legislation where all the minating the beverage liquor traffic.
world's disputes should be adjusted Now, as loyal American citizens, we auspices of the organ fund committee Herricks devoted to a honeymoon trip
When prohibition of the bevduge uphold the law which is the fixed pol* Kitty M 'Laughlin, dramatic soprano to the Cape.
liquor traffic became part of the con icy of our government. Opponents of j of New York, a former Rockland girl,
stitution of our land, some people prohibition have not hitherto recog j will be presented In concert, assisted
TO BE ORDAINED
thought that war had ended. Some nized the W.C.T.U. as a factor of by Alcada Hall, pianist, of ThomasI ton. and Faith G. Berry, accompanist
still seem to think that the matter is any importance. But after the defi
RnrLlnnJ „_J r> if
now merely a controversy between nite part it had ia securing the elec i of this city. Miss McLaughlin, one ti
I of the finest musicians Rockland has
ne dockland and Belfast
the wet and dry forces, or as William tion of President Hoover, the un
Churches To Join In Cere
Hard, well known newspaper corre doubted friend of prohibition, enemies produced and a general favorite, is
spondent has put it "a clinch between of tlie law have t>e?ome conscious of singing more brilliantly than ever
| before, and the treat in store is in
mony At Hancock
Dimon Rum and the Anti-Saloon our power.
dicated by the program which this
League.”
Accordingly
the
Association
Tuesday the First Baptist Church
It ought to be clear to every think Against the Prohibition Amendment talented singer and her assistants will
received a notice that on Wednesday.
ing American citizen that the con has sponsored the formation of a present on Monday evening:
flict Is today the fight of the govern new woman's organization to oppose Lc Vlnletle ................................................8rarl»ttl Oct. 30, Hint the churches of Hancock
Helve ................................................ Handel County, the Columbia Street Baptist
ment of our country with those who the W.C.T.U. While we believe that Care
Alleluia ....................................................... Mozart Church of Bangor and the First Bap
are in rebellion against It. This the friends of prohibition outnumber
Miss IMcLauglillii
fact the W.C.T.U. is endeavoring to its opponents two to one, we do not (’an This Be Summer? ............4’lara Edwards tist Church of Rockland would unite
In
Ihe
Luxembourg
Gardens from
in ordaining Kenneth Havenor Cas
make clear. We believe that Ameri minimize the danger of a liberally fi
"Sketches of 'Paris” ..... Kathleen Manning
can citizens will stand loyally by their nanced, bitterly determined minority Al the Cry of the First Bird .................. Guion sens to the Baptist ministry.
Rev. J. C. MacDonald, Mrs. J. C.
country when they fully understand. and we are rallying our forces to meet The Pansy Flower .................... Harry R. Spier
MacDonald and Mrs. William T.
Miss McLaughlin
There are two phases to the liquor this new’ challenge.
Tend re Aveu ............................................. Schult Richardson were elected delegates to
problem: the habit and tlie traffic.
Plans announced by the. A.A.P.A. The Sea ................................................ Palmgren the Ordination Council which will be
Education of our growing citizens as include the woman's organization re
Miss iHall
held Wednesday afternoon. The or
to the detrimental effects of alcohol ferred to above; a liberal distribution Aria Pace, mio Pin from “La Forza
del
iDestino'
.........................................
'Verdi dination sermon will be preached
on the human body, will eventually of free literature; a referendum vote
IMiss McLaughlin
Wednesday evening by Rev. Mr. Mac
do away with the habit. Observance, in seven States next year for the re Mid summer ...................................... Amy Worth
Donald of this city. Rev. J. B. Ranger
support and rigid enforcement of the peal of State prohibition enforce In Rose-time ...»............................. Frank <irey
of Bangor will bear a prominent part
prohibition laws will eventually ment legislation; a committee of The Bitterness of Love ............... Janies 'Dunn
April, my April ....... Harold Vincent 'Milligan in the exercises. Mr. and Mrs. G.
elminate the traffic, and the world will lawyers in the large cities, who will (hind-bye
....................................................... Tost I Carl Cassens, parents of the candi
he vastly benefited thereby.
IMiss McLaughlin
furnish free legal counsel for per
date will also attend the exercises.
• • * •
The concert will begin promptly at
sons accused of violating the Vol
All indications point to a success
To this dual program the W.C.T.U. stead Act; and a literary committee 8.15, and no one will be admitted dur ful work for Mr. Cassens in his field
is devoting all the energies of its consisting of 312 authors, artists, ing a group of songs. Tickets are on at Hancock. The attendance at his
world-wide organization. We have humorists and cartoonists of which sale by members of the committee Sunday services is increasing each
never advocated a temperate use of Irvin S. Coob is chairman, which and at several places in town. Owing week and his prayer meetings are
alcoholic beverages. We believe lliat proposes to flood the literature of the to the limited capacity of the church, steadily gaining both in attendance
total abstinence is the only safe land with anti prohibition propa it is suggested that pickets be pro and spirituality. Ail his Rockland
cured prior to Monday night if pos friends wish him much success in the
course for tho individual. Our defini ganda.
work for the increase of his Lord’s
In these endeavors they are sup sible.
tion of “temperance” is moderation in
Kinkdom.
things beneficial, but total abstinence ported by tlie International Liquor
League, which held a world conven
from that which is harmful.
TWO BLACK CROWS
Science has demonstrated that al tion in Copenhagen last June.
UP FOR COMMISSION
To meet this opposition the
cohol is injurious to the human body,
even if used in moderation. In this W.C.T.U- has a definite program. An Famous Moran and Mack
Sergeant George W. Hardy of Bat
age of speed, automobiles, airplanes intensive membership campaign will
Team Will Be At Strand tery E, 240th Coast Artillery at Cam
den has been ordered by Adjutanland electrical machinery, total absti be launched. Every Christian wo
Next Week
General Hanson to appear before an
nence Is essential to safety
Our man who loves her home and dear
ones, will be urged to join the
Haven't you often wondered just examining board, the premdent of
W.C.T.U. and thus assist its work what Moran and Mack, the Two which is Lieut. Col. Dttsenherry of
for “<lod and Home and Every Land.” Black Crows, looked ar.d acted like. Die Coast Artillery for the purpose
Continued education of youth con Haven’t you thought how much fun of establishing his eligibility for a
cerning the scientific effects of al nier they would be if vou could see commission in the Maine National
cohol on the human body is to be as well as hear them put on their Guard.
stressed with increased activity.
hilarious record and radio sketches?
“Youth’s Roll Call” is a plan to se Now you don’t have to <v< nder any
cure one million signets of young longer. Moran and M’»ck, The Two YOUR FAVORITE POEM
people between the ages of 14 and 30, Black Crows, have made their first
If I had Io live my life again I would have
who will pledge themselves to total movie, an all talking i-icture called
abstinence and support of the consti “Why Bring That Up?” In which they made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The loss
tution. These names will be pre introduce many of their best selling of these tastes Is a loss of happiness. Charles
A Genuine All Electric
sented to President Hoover.
records hits and a bevy of new Darwin.
Thousaiids have already signed. funisms. It will beat the Strand Mon
Radio
A VILLAGE MAID
Maine young people have been eager day. Tuesday and Wednesday.
years she grew In sun and shower,
to enroll their names. Many people
"Why Bring That Up?” is from an Three
Then
Nature
said, "A lovelier flower
who hitherto have been indifferent original story of Oetavus Roy Cohen,
On earth was never sown:
to this cause are being aroused by famous author of negro stories. You Thl- Child I to myself will fake:
the new activities of tlie enemies of see and hear how the famous team She shall he mine, and I will make
A Lady of my own.
prohibition and are responding to the of Moran and Mack came to join up
call of the W.C.T.U. Our forces are and start the famous "Two Black "Myself will to my darling be
sure of ultimate victory
Crows” idea. You follow th< m along Bo*h law and Impulse: and with me
Tfle Girl, in rock and plain,
In the words of the Quaker poet, the path to fame with all its fun and
Whittier, we say to all loyal Ameri adversities. You see them oroduce a Ii earth and heaven, in glade and bower.
Shall feel an overseeing power
can citizens:
To kindle or restrain.
lavish musical show in which they
'•Children of the bravest fathers, will ye star. There's a girl mixed up in it,
"She shall be sportive as the fawn
falter.
,
too, Evelyn Brent. “Why I ring That That wild with glee across the lawn
With all they left yon periled ami at stake?
Complete with Tubes and Oh,
Up?’ is a smash-hit of the new show
Or up the mountain springs:
once again on Freedom's holy altar
The fire awake.
world, a brilliant revue comedy- And hers shall be the breathing balm.
strengthened lor the conflict, come drama. Girls, gayety and romance. An«l hers the silence and the calm
Speaker, delivered to your Prayertogether,
Of mute Insensate things.
Today only Monte Blue wi 1 appear
Gird on the harness for this moral fight,
home for only $85.00.
And with the blessing of our Heavenly Father, in “Skin Deep" with Davy Lee and "The floating clouds their state shall lend
Maintain the right.”
Betty Compson, an ail talking pic To her; for her the willow bend :
Nor shall she fail to see
ture.—adv.
Even in the motions of the Storm
The greatest value in high

’85

.00

33

grade radio ever offered.
Come in and see it or tele
phone 708 for a home dem
onstration.

SILVER-MARSHALL

We have the agency for the
The Great Radio Sensation of 1929
Let us demonstrate its superiority
STANDARD OIL STATION
Austin Richardson, Prop.
Cor. Park & Union Sts.
Rockland
129* It

START OCTOBER 26
AT FRIENDSHIP
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THREE CENTS A COPY
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1929

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro

Ro.kland Highland!

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS in
STONE
«Stf

The National Sunday School I’nion
of Great Brilain has i.isued an “ex
purgated" edition of the Bible with
a view of eliminating some of the pas
sages and phraseology which might
have a bad influence on the young
For instance, the hold invitation of
I Potiphar's wife tp Joseph to commit
| adultery with her ia translatedI''His master's wife last her eyes
j upon Joseph and tempted him to do
! evil." Another change of phrase is
in the ease of the story of tile prodi. gal son. “Evil companions” is sub[ stiluted for "harlots." The account
of Christ's treatment of the woman
I taken in adultery is omitted entirely.

The Pathfinder,

Grace that shal^ mould the Maiden’s form
By silent sympathy.

“Tho stars of midnight shall be dear
To her; and she sh ill lean her ear
In many a secret place
When rivulets dance their wayward round,
An-I beauty born of murmuring sound
Shall pass Into her face.
“Ami vital feelings of delight
Shall rear her form to stately height.
Her virgin bosom swell :
Such thoughts to Lucy I will give
While she and 1 together live
litre In this happy dell.”

Thus nature spake—TJie work was done—
How soon my Lucy’s race was run!
Sht died, and left to me
This health, this calm, and quiet scene:
The memory of what has been
And never more will be.
—William Wordsworth.

ourier-uazette,

age Iwo
IS HIGH MINDED

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WESK_________

Before me,

Notary JPublic.

Heaven and earth shall pass away:
but mv word shall not pass away.—
Luke 21:33.

FOR NAVY DAY
Governor

issued

Gardiner

a

that Oct. 28 has been designated

for the observance of Navy Day
and citizens are invited to make
inspections of the various Naval

stations and vessels on that oc
Navy.” 'continued

tlte

our

protective

guarantee of peace.

Incidental

"is

governor,

to the efficient maintenance of

naval

a

splendid

training

of

men.

young

the

force is

program

hope

I

for

our

that

our

further knowledge

gain

sible, during Navy Day?’

Between the Eastern and Western

divisions of the State has gradually
is now

up a feeling which

tinged , with actual

The

bitterness.

Bangor sectii n is convinced, for in

that

stance,

the

section

Portland

wants most of tlie plums on the tree,
and whatever the merits of the case
may

nobody

be

has

accused

ever

Portland of being bashful.

Bangor's

present fear is that it will lose the

teachers’

State

convention — that

Lewiston is to be made a convention
A headline in

city for the educators.
the Bangor

mmercial says:

’Will

Bangor lose State convention cl \.»ie
teachers? General ‘•ez.V'.ii.v'nt h?re is
»b*»t :f

is chosen as meeting

place next year. Eastern Maine teach

Already the feat of the Graf Zep
pelin is paling into significance. That

craft carried an average of 60 per
sons on its around the world trip,
while the giant, triple-decked Dornier
,
..
.
c •
plane DO-X in its recent successful

Hight over Lake Constance. Switzer

nier’s

6.000

dict that a craft weighing 51 tons
would be flying through the air for

an hour, to say nothing of its pro

next

flight

spring.

Tli©

attempted

assassination

of

Crown Prince Humbert, heir to the

Jtalian

day,

throne,

proved

Thurs

Brussels,

in

a

happily

failure, ‘and

congratulations are pouring in upon

It was a rude inter

the nobleman.
ruption

to

peaceful

iiis

in

errands

Belgium—the laying of a wreath at

th© Unknown Soldiers’ Tomb, and the
meeting

with

fiancee,

his

Princess

Marie Jcse.

Tim young lawyer, after receiving
his

sheepskin,

must

hang

out

his

shingle and sit behind his desk until

■the

clients

American

come

in

.decrees

the

which

Association,

Bar

says that if he solicits business he is

not ethical.

Trade In Your
* Wf ip STOVE co.'
e TAUNTON WftSS.,

Old Range As

A YEAR TO
PAY—NO
INTEREST
PIPING
FREE

Hiram P. Farrow. Rockland's well
known civil engineer sends its the
following interesting document which
he ci pied from Page 132 of Book 13.
Hancock Records:

Who would have been

trans-Atlantic

A SIX ROOM HOME

■ '-'mbs

In Which Property Is Con
veyed By Henry end Lucy
Knox

so crazy a few years dgjo as to pre

posed

WILL BUY THIS SIZE FOR

AN OLD DOCUMENT

horsepower, and easily lifted a weight
of 31 tons.

NOT EXPENSIVE; $153.00

Part

Payment

The Dor-

developed

motors

12

A GLENWOOD IS

’ .ca 42 years.
But lor the Sierra'
.< vada> the country would not be
fit to live in. .Maine does not depend
so much on mountains as seacoast
fi i- her beautful summer climate.
W. J. Hatton.

that.

land, carried 169 persons.

NACE.
We will a low ycu
$10 fcr your eld
range no matter
how worn it is

in different parts o' the world Klimanj-tro. the highest mountain in
Africa. 19,321 feet: Everest, the high
est in the world 29,002 feet: Whitney
he highest in the United States. 14.5'2 feet; and .McKinley in Alaska/'
20.300 feet. Then th* Andes on the
wost coast of South America would
nt probably mur interesting than
any others, with 4 10© miles of peaks1
averaging 1300 feet, one of them
Aconcagua in Argentina. 23.OSO feet.
Tlie moutains of the world are of
- .eat importance *o the welfare of the
1»» opie. They have a direct influence
in tin -weather a; t climate
«n
m mv places they shield U.<- .nn«oita its Irom storms
as well as
heat.
Thi« .<•» .-specially true in
Sou’be».a.ifornia where I hav»!

And that’s

ers will stay at home.”

THIS GLENWOOD FUR

M l. Kathadin in

per

sonal inspections, wherever pos

sprung

WINTER BY INSTALLING

Tie first place I would go would be
my ht me State. 520U
feet.
Then Mt. Washington. 6293
f’.et, then to some of the higher on?? ’

its

of

YOUR COAL BILL THIS

Ihe history of thj world before 1 got
I through.

citizens may take opportunity to
activities through making

SAVE ONE-QUARTER OF

mountains extend along the eastern ;
border of Tennessee and have 16
peaks that exceed 600 feet.
.Mount
Guyot is the highest, 6636 ftet. 1 afii
told that you can see from the top of
these peaks into seven States. They
are covered with timber of all kinds. 1
oak. pine, fir, spruce and hemlock !
chiefly.
I wandered through
the
woods until I found a little lake made '
bv damming up a little stream,
in
the still waters were mirrored the
side i l the mountain ’ ordering it and
i was a beautiful picture.
If I had time and money I should '•
like to visit all of the high mountains
('. the world and climb to the top of
them-*-that is all that could
bed
climbed without danger—and take ■
notes of what I saw.
I would have I

statement Wednesday asserting

casion.
“Our

Join The Glenwood Club!

^.Mascot. T«•/in.. Oct. 18.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
We are having fine weather down
here these days. No rain and beauti
ful sunshine for more than a week
A kin I of Indian summer I guess.
1 had an opportunity to visit the
Great Smoky mountains a few days ,
ago ar.d T had a wonderful time. These !

FRANK B. MILLER.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

W. J. Hatton Climbs a Ten
nessee Hill and Is Now
Ambitious

Rockland. Me., Oct. 20. 1929.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie. who
on oath declared that he is Pressman in the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
bsus of this paper of Oct. 21. 1929. there w.u
printed a total of 6,225 copies.

lay

Therein we see that the

legal profession is quite at variance

Know All Men By These Presents,,
that I Henry Knox of Thomaston, in
the County of Lincoln Esquire and
Lucy my wife, in consideration of
one dollar paid by Huldah
Treat
Widow of William Treat late of Prosl»ect deceased and in further con
sideration that her late husband lost
his life in an operation to obtain
money to pay for this lot and -in fur
ther consideration of the prolific
qualities of the said Huldah, she hav
ing had several pairs of twins trusting
that she had so much troub’e in pro
ducing the said children, will never
forsake their interests, and further
that she will never alienate this lot
of land while she lives, the receipt
whereof we do hereby acknowledge,
do hereby give, grant, sell and convey
unto the said Huldah Treat her heirs
and assigns.
A certain tract or lot of land, lying
in said Prospect bounded as follows,
to wit, beginning at a spruce tree,
marked No. 1. I. S. & No. 2 W. T.
thence running north by Jeremiah
Stimpson’s lot two hundred & ninetyseven rods to stake, thence East by H.
Knox’s land 54 rods to stake thence
South by Joseph Mathew's lot two
hundred & ninety s?ven rods to
stake & Stone marked No. 2 W. T.
& No. 3 1. M. thence west bv land of
Janies Lowell Frye & H. Knox's
land, fifty foui rods to tlie bound firsts
mentioned, containing one hundred
acres of land^and no more as sur

Join the Glenwood Club and perhaps you will be the
fortunate member to get a Range FREE. Come in
and ask for particulars.

L,.
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Choice of Bed,
Spring or Mattress

veyed by Robert Houston Esquire. ’
it being the lot referred by her late (
husband William Treat to the Hon'ble
dicious advertising.
Commissioners appointed by the Gen
era! Court.
To have and to hold the afore
The Curtiss Flying Service, which
granted premises to the said Huldah
loomed so prominently in Rockland Treat her heirs and assigns, to her ,
affairs the past summer, and which is & their use and behoof forever. And
even now building a permanent home we do covenant with ‘he said Huldah
Treat her heirs and assigns, that we
here, has just completed a hangar in
are lawfully seized in Re of the afore
Los Angeles costing $75,000. It is the granted premises; that they are free
initial structure of a building pro- of all incumbrances; ’haf we have
«
gram which will cost the corporation i good right to sell and convey the i
same to the said Huliah Treat and
$2,000,000 it is claimed. Air-minded
that we will warrant and defend the :
ness would seem to be somewhat of same premises to the said Huldah
Treat her heirs and assigns forevei. ,
an obsession < ut in th© blase West.
against the lawful claims and de- ;
mands of all persons.
Maine’s annual foliage show for
In Witness Whereof we the said
1929 is practically over. Those who Henry & Lucy Knox hive hereunto
set our hands and seals this twenty
did not, or could not, get out to en
nintjj day of September in the year
joy it, have the full sympathy of all
of oui Lord one thousand eight bun- 1
who were vouchsafed that grand dred and one.
treat. And in this connection it may Signed sealed & delivered
in presence of us.
now be proper to ask if anybody ever
David Fales
H. Knox
(L.S) i
saw as many leaves on the ground
John Rynier
L. Knox
(L.S) i
at one time as there were after Wed
Lincoln ss. September 29. 1801.
Then the above named Heny Knox ,
nesday’s storm.
Esq. & Lucy Knox acknowledge the
Maine Central revenues have shown above instrument to be their free act i
and deed.
rather a steady increase the present
Before me,
David Fa les,
year, hut the reports show that it is
Just, of Peace.
due wholly to the volume of freight Received Aug’t 8th. 1803. & entered by

with the trades, in which one does not

far advance without liberal and ju

Knox

materially

to

I I I 1.1 in ll llil l <( 11

the

Portland might well have been con
tent to rest on its laurels, after en

tertaining the national encampment
of the Grand Army of the Republic,
but here she is again, bidding for the

Bar Association in 1930 or 1931.

still

II inn

i uiiiiui iui

into

Wise modern housewife shares

ho Un of the Bath Iron Works Cor-

her burdens and lets The People's
Laundry, Tel. 170, do her family wash,

, . .

oration, which
o

build

,

another

Hcsel yaclit.

dropping

,
i.is ju.-

sleel

Grats

n
<

iwin

$n*yoo
On sale for cne week only! An extraordinary opportunity to jet a
superb new creation that is distinctively improved with new smart features
of construction for this fashionable Fa 1 season! Larger, more luxurious pro-.
portion with more gracefully shaped, massive arms! This Jacquard velour
is noticeably more beautiful in coloring with a newly-conceived pattern
you will enthuse over! Massive drop-carvings on the front! Reversible
cushions! Wonderful spring construction! Davenport, button-back chair
and club chair on special sale at $97. GO.

Small Deposit Delivers!

Choice of Fine
Come in and get a

,

■ '■ U. ■ V!

The Park Street Sea Grill will
hereafter be open* until midnight.—
adv.

national convention of the American

are

Amazing Value! Has New Features!

called over the heads of the strap ,■
hangers at the rush hour tlie other :
night:
’ Will them in front piaze move up
so that thim behind c’n take the
places of thini in front, an’ leave
loom fcr thifn that’s nayther in front
nor behind?”

Maine Central’s good showing.

Plums

OPEN AN ACCOUNT!

Reg’r.

Lincoln division

&

have contributed

Tremendous sale specials! Windsor style
Simmons steel bed in rich brown color!
Or the tine 90-coil spring! Or choose the
restful all-cotton mattress.

Tho's 'Cobh,

carried. Those double-header freights
over th©

Simmons Bed, 99-Coil Spring
or All-Cotton Mattress!

rugs and quilts.

•

service prompt,

screw
»

_

DUST PAN
FREE
new style w’th !org

361 Main Street

Rockland, Maine |

handle

Blanket or Comforter

$3.98
Part Wool, 66xS0 Blanket

Exceptional sa'e opportunity! Warm,
fleecy blankets in pla:d effect-, a thick,
part wool double blanket You will want
come cf these.
CHARGE TO YOUR ACCOUNT

(none to children)

The cost is low, the

the work excellent.

124-tf

nffifc.s.?gmTfag

Evcry-Ollier-Day

HAS CAMDEN A FIREBUG?

TALK OF THE TOWN

CONCERT

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Oct. 27—Navy Day.
Oct. 28—'McLaughlin concert, Universalist
Church.
Oct. 29 (8 p. m.)—Annual meeting Past
Matrons and Patrons Association of llth dis
trict. Masonic hall, Rockport, y
Oct. 31—Halloween.
Oct. 31—Halloween
Itooevlk Club.

dance,

auspices

of

Nov. 1 (7 p. m,—Managers of Educational
Club drive. Meet ut Judge 'Miller's, School '
street.
Nov. 1—All Saints Day.
Nov. 1-2—Annual Economic Conference In
Lewiston.
Nov. 2 (Football)—Rockland High vs Bar '
Harbor High at Community Park.
Nov. 4—Monthly meeting of City Goverij- j
ment.
Nov. 4—Belfast -First regular meeting of
Knox, Lincoln and Waldo Schoolmen’s Club, j
Nov. 7-8—“The Womanless Marriage” High |
School auditorium, auspices Pa rent-Teacher
Association.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.

Page TErea
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Under Auspices Organ Fund Committee

kitty McLaughlin
Dramatic Soprano, of New York
assisted by

Alcada Hall, pianist, of Thomaston

Faith G. Berry, accompanist, of Rockland
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH

MONDAY EVENING, OCT. 28
/

8.15 o’clock sharp

Nov. 12-13- Fruit show, auspices of Knox!
and Lincoln Farm Bureau, Temple lull. ;
TICKETS—Adults 75c; Students under 15 years 50c
Rot klaud.
Nov. 18—Old County Fair at Grand Army
hall.
It is time to commence knitting {
Nov. 18,-19- Forty Club play “Meet the •
Wife” at High School auditorium
mittens for the kiddies. Quite a num- j WORKING FOR MAINE
cult
Nov. 19-21—Jtfint agricultural
show in Low- her of women have been doing so at
fete!
io<3d times since last winter- 'l herc Cannot Afford To Have In
Nov. l-universaiist Fair
Nov. 22-23—Camden- Meguntlcook Grange are 80 manY children whose hands I
dustry Lag, Says President
fair.
! would be blue and eojd. but for the I
Nov. 22-23—Rockport town hall—Carnival, kindness of a number of friends. Last
benefit senior class of high school.
Wyman
winter mittens came to the city ma- |
Nov. 28--Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 4—St. Peter’s annual Christmas bazaar. tron from all over the State, sent by }
When the man in charge of Le.visDe<-. 4 -Rogcport Ladles’ Aid, M. E. women who once live! in Rockland.
Dei
11- Annual fair, Methodist church. They seemed so happy to he doing ton cotton mills completes the job of
n»« 11—Rockport Baptist Ladles’ sewing
and
something for their old home town. reorganization, readjustment
circle’ fair.
Friends who cannot knit, may send in rehabilitation now in progress, there
Church Christmas fair.
Dec. 23—Christmas.
the yard and it will be distributed to will he three prosperous plants em

IN THE

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Destruction of Saw Mill Owned By Yacht Building & Rail
way Co. Fourth Suspicious Blaze
Camden’s fourth mysterious fire
occurred early Thursday night and
resulted in the complete destruction
of the 56x70 foot structure used by
the Camden Yacht Building & Rail
way Co*, as a sawmill.
Included in the contents were
.
much valuable lumber—mahogany
and pine—some new rowboats, some
which were being repaired, and a
full equipment of machinery and
-toois.
When the blaze was discover d by
Charles Smith, a neighbor, it was
confined to the shed in which there
was a quantity of shaA’ings, hut it
s-i -end mi apidly that the entire
building was soon afire.
The total loss was between $9,000

and $10,000. The building was insured.
The fact that there had been three
other fires on the Camden water front
recently, all of them of a supposed
incendiary origin, would in itself
have led to the belief that Thursday
n’ght’s fire resulted from a similar
origin.
,here was an PVPn niore RUg.
picious circumstance.
A boatman
saw a man acting very suspiciously
m the waterfront about an hour before the fire, and it caused sucji an
impression that he notified Oliver
W. Mayhew manager of the -Camden
Yacht Building & Railway Co. MrMayhew investigated in person, hut
saw ncthing unusual. Half an hour
after he- left the spot the sawmill was
a mass of flames.

SERMONETTE
Herring Fishers

Witl( the approach of fall the
sardine fishermen spread their
great nets and seines over the
bays of this rugged coast. Sus
pended by small casks, these nets
are swept by the tides into the geo
metric forms of gigantic beetles.
All
through the long night
watches, these hardy men of the
sea work with flaming torches
from their dories, in fo;. rain and
tempest.
Fishing by net lias not cliangel
greatly since Jesus' day. 'Ep sec
these men at work would be a
familiar sight to him- It would re
call memories of Galili-e and of
the sight of ‘ Simon Peter and Andiew his brother, fcasting a net
Into the sea; for they were fish
ers.” "Follow me and I will make
you fishers of men."
"And they
straightway left their nets amt
followed him. And going on he
saw James, and Joint his brotlier
in ;i ship, willt Zebcdee their
father mending their nedc, and he
called them and they immediately
left the ship and followed him.”
They followed him to Calvary, and
to their own death as well, but
they followed him sto, immortality
anti into heaven.
Clearly he is calling to some
obscure -and now unknown per
sons in this generation, 'Follow
me!” and those who heard will
loom above their fellows as very
giants. It is a greater thing to he
fishers of men, than of herring.
\V. A. 11.

CHILDREN’S COATS
Our stock is now complete and we invite you to

bring your children in and see our line.

Fabrics—Tweeds, Camel's Hair and Chinchillas,
Camelaine Fur Fabric.

fur cuffs.

Models—throw scarf and

Fur collars also plain trimmed.

Priced $7 50 to $18.50
Sizes 2 to 6 years
BALCONY DEPARTMENT

Fur Fabric Rumble Seat Coats for the larger girls;
sizes 10 to 20 years
and also women's sizes

Priced $25, $35, to $59.50

A big showing of Chinchilla Coats, tailored models,
ploying a large force of help in that
city. Walter S. Wyman, president of
Johnny collars; belted. One price—
the Central Maine Power Co., told the
annual State convention^ of local as
sessors.
PARK THEATRE
Mr. Wyman discussed at considerA children’s matinee for “The Two
’
.
. .
. able length the matter of purchase
Black Crows’’ will be given at 4
Today Rod LaRoeque is playing in 0[ (}ie Lewiston mills, as well as in
y’click Tuesday at Strand Theatre.
an all talking picture of South Sea dustries in other parts of the State,
Children's Coats in our Basement
love and intrigue called “The De by his company. He had heard much
There will be no meting of the Blue lightful Rogue.’’
Some
people
believe
in
signs.
everything
would
be
all
right
again.
said about the power companies try
Small lot of Tweeds, Polo Cloth with fur collars;
Bonnet Girl Scouts Monday after
"When you see a red and white bar- In more recent years it was the ap
Daringly sophisticated, John Gil ing to grab industries, against the in
noon. The next meeting will take bert s latest talking triumph, His terests of the State. He had observed her i aje. witn diagonal stripes, what pendix. To be up-to-date, a woman
sizes 8 to I 2 years; marked from 10.75, 12.50 and
place Nov. 4.
ju< had to have her appendix lifted
Glorious Night.” comes to the screen conditions in Maine for 30 year.4 and does it indicate, and why?
Years ago, when drug stores con- out, and then she always felt better,
as the most delightfully out-loud bit j
this was wrong.
15.00
A good majority of the Grand offi of romantic comedy seen or heard in
instead of trying to injure Maine, fin^d their business almost wholly to and it was a new subject for convercers will be present Monday night at many a season. This picture begins jie assured, the companies sought to drug-s and prescriptions, you would sat’on at bridge parties- Anyone
Sunday will he observed as Rally
the official inspection of Claremont a two-dav run Mondayimprove its conditions; to work for find out fron’, on the window or over that couldn’t afford a case of “appenGommaYidery.
the door, a painted or carved grindi/g di-seat-us.” just didn't belqre in so Day at ‘ Littlefield Memorial Church
Gilbert, suavely reminiscent of its best interests.
with
sermon at 10.30 by Pastor L.
The Merry Widow.” magnificently
Referring to the Lewiston mills, and mixing bowl for drugs, called ciety. That blew over after a time,
Miss Edna Gregory arrived last bandies his role from the very first j which the power companies have mortar and pestle. And in the win- and then any man or woman found G. Perry from subject “The Precious
Chinchilla and Melton Cloths for boys and girls;
night from Boston to spend the week scene and opening sentence In Wil been accused of grabbing, as if in 1 dow, huge glass globes, filled With red, j with a concealed tonsil about them ness of Christ." Bible School at 11.45
end with Tier parents, Mr- and Mrs. lard Mack’s crisp dialogue to the last, some illegal way taking them out of green and amber liquid, through i wa; distressingly out of date and a and B.Y.P.U. convenes at 6.00. Rally
sizes 2 to 6 years; two colors, Navy and Deer—
day concert at 7.15.
W. W. Gregory, Centre street, return and completely dispels whatever the hands of unhappy owners. Mr. [which the light shone at night.
• (back number.
• * • •
ing Tuesday.
In
those
days,
in
front
of
a
cigar
[
However,
the
barber
was
not
do

fears his fans may have held for his Wyman said the owners were un
At St. Peter’s Church XEpiscopal)
happy, but they were unhappy be or tobacco shop would be a huge | Clared in on these later lads, and
ture in the talkies.
Louis A. Walker and John W.
It was a very pleasant happening cause tihe mills were not making wooden Indian, painted in colors, i when bleeding went out of tyle the Rev. E. O. Kenyon, reCior, services
Thompson attended the Masonic that Lionel Barrymore was given di- money. He said his companies had holding a handful of cigars. The barber s surgical ambitions faded. for tomorrow will be appropriate for
School of Instruction at Riverside
lectorial rein in this talking picture been offered chances to buy prosper- [American Indians wpi-» using tobacco The only tiling he cut after that was the 22d Sunday after Trinity; Holy
Lodge, Jefferson, Thursday after
version of Ferenc Molnar play. Bar ous mills that were making money. ( when the first settlers arrived in this hair. Of course he c ils, a lot of ice Communion at 7.30; matins and ser
noon and evening.
with the flappers when they come in mon at 10.30; Church school at noon;
rymore proved with “Madame X” but had refused them and had instead country.
»3SS
And in frent of a barlier shop; to get bobbed, but no knife is neces- evensong an sermon at St. John Bap
that he is away ahead of the field taken those that were ready to liqui
era tor, equipped for mechanical re
Harold (“Bush’’) Ladd, well re
tist
Church,
Thomaston,
at
7
p.
m.
date.
would
be
a
pole,
diagonally
striped
in
sarv
for
this
part
of
the
performance.
SOME
COLD FACTS
as a dialogue director and his new
frigeration, can be converted later
membered by Knox County baseball
»
*
•
•
Just
some
good
fresh
apple-sauce,
“
We
are
not
in
the
cotton
business,
”
red
and
white,
and
this
emblem
is
accomplishment amply justifies the
.
. .
> into an electric refrigerator at lower
fans, and now holding a responsible
compliment
or
two,
anT
the
trick
is
At the Congregational Church to Ice Consumption Has In- cost
critical Acclaim that greeted his first he said, “‘and we don't want to own still in use in it less conspicuous way,
factory position in Rochester, N. H.
cotton mills and shoe factories per- to denote til - haunt of the tonsorial done.
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
venture behind the camera.
i py
•.
.1
l\4
Mechanical refrigerators have come
has been visiting isn this city hnd
About
the
time
*ke
Mayflower
preach on the subject: “Joyous Liv
Katherine Dale OwenT^New York manently. but the prosperity of artist, where you may enjoy-a shamcreased Uespite the lYie* j,.to llHe chiefly in the last five years.
Warren this week.
stage star, makes her talkie screen Lewiston is bound up with the cot- :: poo, a facia] massage, hair cut, shave, | docked at Plymouth Rock on Dec. 11, ing." The Pilgrim Choir will sing.
The ice consumptions of the United
ton mills and we cannot afford to see j ol. iin interesting conversation on 1820. the barbers who made the voy • The Churci School will cont’ene at
chanical Refrigeration
States has increased more than 50
C. H. Rice of Bangor, manager of debut opposite Gilbert as the beau them close and throw hundreds of current topics.
[
age
decided
that
the
brass
basin
as
the noon hour. The Comrades of the
----! per cent, in that period. Forty milthe C. H. Rice Co., was a visitor in tiful young widow who happens to people out of work. We hired the j Along back in the 15th century, j a sign of the trade was not a‘ all suitWay will meet in the vestry at 6
Cold facts show that in spite < f * Hon tons were used in 1924, as comthe city Tuesday and at Hotel Rock he a princess and therefore becomes a best man we could find and told him ■ and even today, in some cities in Eu- able to this new era, and so the baro'clock, Mary Lawrence, leader.
America’s two million mechanical .pared with 60.000,000 tons in 1928 and
land had as dinner guests Manager puppet of passions in a court of re to go into those mills and bring them rope, you find a brass basin hung j her pole was invented. The red stripe
• • • •
refrigerators, seven-eighths of us an estimated 61.000,000 tons in 1929.
Merle Pierce. Albert Walker and gal conventionalities. That she falls back. He has been there a year, he
First Church of Christ. Scientist, who have refrigerators at all still de- I All of which appears trt be proof of
Samuel Rogers of the Rockland in love with the dashing young of is finding the answer and when he ! out in front of a barber shop. The! signified blood (the liloding)—and
basin denotes ‘’bleeding"—a basin to1 the vhite stripe was fo • purity, san- Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday pend upon ice to keep our tempera the public's confidence in ice as a
ficer,is of course, indiscreet. When
branch.
she spurns him as a peasant of low gets through, he will have three pros catcli the blood. Bar'.x rs wete bleed- i Ration, 'and cleanlines.■.
morning service at 10.39 oclock- tures down. The lee business has good refrigerant.
perous mills there employing large ers in those days, and some are Yet,
And now, in 1929, we find barber Subject of lesson sermon, ‘ Probation grown 8 per cent in the last year and
Ninety-two per cent, of the na
The cotton tree which Raymond, S. birth, however, she invites herself to forces of help.”
though not in the same way. This poles in orange and black, black and
tion’s ice supply is Vnanufactured.
Bird imported from Dark Harbor by partake of a bitter situation which
Touching upon farm electrifica track is made at the $2 haircut in white, green and gold; red. white aftei Death.” Sunday school at 11.45. 50 per cent, in the last five years.
The reading loom is locat'd at 400
“Have you had your ice today?” Eight per cent, comes from lakes and
airplane early in the summer has re gives him an upper hand.—adv.
tion Mr. Wyman said that there
Miami, Fla., handed out to visiting and blue; and, if you believe in signs, Mail* street, over Daniels’ jewelry could well be the slogan of the ice streams in the winter.
covered from its indisposition andjs
wasn't much which could be done
try .and translate these color com store, and is open each week day man. Your dally quota as one of
tourists.
now in full bloom. It may be seen
for the small farmer. ‘Electricity
PORT CLYDE
Bleeding had its day and its pop binations and see what they all mean. from 2 to 5 o’< lock.
America’s 120,000.000 inhabitants is
THE GOLD STANDARD
at the John Bird Co.’s store on Tillwould do no more for him than it
ularity. just as the appendix and the Have the girls had any’hing to do
three pounds, according to the Leon
• • • * ■
sop avenue.
The gold standard Is a monetary
Miss Gladys Davis spent the week would for the small householder in tonsil have had in late” years. If you with it? Probably not.
ard 'Institute of Food Preservation, system in which gold alone is used
city or town. It cost as much to
end in Portland.
Dr. Cnartes Peters, executive sec
But, when ‘ bobbing ’ goes out, as
felt bad, had the stomach ache, the
Grand Rapids, Mich. The total an
Virginia Ulmer, daughter of Mr. and
Mr and Mrs. Chester Fowles of Au supply one of these small farmers, ear ache, or p pain in the back, you bleeding did. all the barbers will go retary of the Maine Council of Relig nual consumption for the United to measure value. When a country
Mrs. Alden rimer, Jr., celebrated her gusta spent Sunday with Mr and Mrs. using little current, as it did the big
has its prices adjusted to a gold
ious
Education,
will
preach
at
the
10th birthday yesterday with a Hal Frank Hopkins.
farmer, having a monthly bill of from would drop in at the nearest barber in mourning, and put out plain black Church of Immanuel (Universalist) States is 61,000,000 tons, or a per standard it is sad to be on a gold
poles,
with
crepe
painted
on
them.
capita
average
of
1.054
pounds.
and
bleeder,
and
after
he
tapped
you
loween party at which there were 12
$30 to $35. To the large farmer elec
Sunday r.iornmg at 10.30. The quar Twenty-five years ago, back in 1904, basis. The type o€ gold standard
Oscar Marshall is seriously ill.
for a few ounces of good blood. That won’t be soon.
guestsThe pretty decorations,
varies somewhat in different coun
tet will sing the anthems “Great and it was only 204 pounds.
Miss France Brodbent and Ernie tricity was as important as it was to
games and refreshments made it a Brod'bent returned Friday to New the mill or factory. The great diffi
tries. A complete gold standard is
Marvelous," Turner and “The King
Extensive
educational
work
by
the
culty was tliat there were net many
happy event for the kiddies.
' ing as it may seem, it is not doing of L«ove My Shepherd Is,” Shelley. government, and health and public characterized by no restrictions on
York, after spending the summer at
THE
WISE
BUYER
large scale farmers in Maine.
I this. The Eastern States published Church school and the Knickerbocker welfare agencies, have made the pub gold imports and exports, full retheir cottage.
As the speaker saw the situation A 1 ,
It has been stated in some quarters
.
price list of September 18th. quotes Class will meet at noon; Junior lic refrigeration-conscious, say food ilenintion in gold of note« in any
Miss Celia Chadwick has returned
the thing to do was to get the aver
that the American Legion has been
from Rockland where she has been age rate for electricity down as low And the Question W hich a its standard 20 percent dairy ration Y.P.C.U. at 3 p. m. will have Oscar experts.
The average housewife amount, and unlimitel obligation to
sponsoring dances at Snow’ hall
at $54.80 per ton. This is the price Marsh as leader and Senior Y.P.CU. learned that she must refrigerate her piueha.se gold at a fixed price. The
employed
for
several
weeks.
,,
,
as
possible.
The
lower
the
rate
could
Farm Paper Advises Him to the feeder at the car door, where he at 6 o’clock will have as leaders Chai
Thursday evenings. The only dai/te
foods to protect her family’s health. complete gold standard was adopted
JIerton~-*pthony,and
made the more current there would
that the American Legion is interest
i theoretically pays spot cash for his lotte Dyer and Henry Marsh and Vir I But when the average family looks in the United States in 1900, although
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rodney
Simmons
have
To
Ask
ed in at the present time is their
be used.
( purchase. If the local agent or some ginia Walker will play a violin sol^ into the problem of buying a refrig the country had been practically on
He had not found the answer to
Armistice Ball held in Temple Hall, returned from a hunting trip in
one else is hired to haul the feed ind Dorothy Nutt will sing.
erator, it often fipds that it can’t af a gold basis since 1873. Blmetalism
northern
Maine.
"Shall
We
Subsidize
Our
Co-opera

the
problem
of
getting
electricity
to
Nov. 11.
to the purchaser's barn an additional
ford a mechanical one. However, is the name given to the monetary
__ __
w
Mrs. Olive Marshall and daughter people in the country, but he knew tives?” is the subject of a department charge of approximately $2 per ton
there is no need to feel had about it, system in which gold and silver stand
Btneta
leave
this
week
for
Portland
“
I
’
ergamos:
The
Church
That
Was
there
was
an
answer
and
the
work
of
Ballots cast for directors • of the
which occupies a considerable sp^ce is added, making a total delivered
since
a good steel, well-insulated ice precisely on the same footing In re
where
they
will
spend
the
winter.
Betrayed
By
Enemies
Within,
”
will
finding
it
would
be
continued
until
Chamber of Commerce were counted
n the October Issue of the New Eng cost of $56.80 per ton. There are.half be the subject of the morning sernion refrigerator, one that will preserve gard to mintage and legal tender.
Mrs. Molly iSeavey and (laughter the solution was reached.
yesterday, and \y. H. Butler, A. F.
a dozen branded feeds, put out by the
land Agricultural Digest. Under the most reputable manufacturers, as at Pratt Memorial Methodist Church the foods, keep them just dry enough This system prevailed in the United
McAlary, M. B. Perry and Basil H. Esther spent a few days in Glenmere
and moist enough and furnish an States until the Civil War. The price
aption:
“
Eastern
States
Farmers
’
Stinson were found to have been se this week.
well known and as widely recognized at 10.30. This is the third of the abundance of ice at all times, costs of gold is now’ fixed by the govern
SWAN’S ISLAND
series
on
“
Messages
To
Modern
Albert Simmons is ill.
lected from the eight named in the
as standard in every way as Ivory
Mrs. Lew Conary eiRertaned the Exchange” appeared the following:
only about a third of the price of a ment at $20.671835 a troy ounce, and
Donald Wilson is in the Marine Whoopee Club Wednesday at dinner
recent primaries. Tlie new directors
Soap or Buick Automobiles, which are Churches.” Sunday School convenes combined refrigerating cabinet and the gold dollar, weighing 25.8 grains
at
12
o
’
clock^noon.
Epworth
League
are elected for three years.
Hospital in Portland where he has and cards. Honors went to Mrs. Al
being purchased from the local feed
94)0 fine is the monetary unit.—The
will meet at 6 p. m., to conclude the mechanical unit for the same size and
And then we have the so-called co
undergone an operation.
mond Jellison, Mrs. Roy Stanley and operative system of car-door dis store, often on credit and delivered, discussion of the topic unit: “llavipg type of refrigerator. Such a refrig- Pathfinder.
Gee See Kee. who graduated from
Mrs. Sidney Andrews of Rockland
Mrs. Forrest Stanley. Mrs. Linwood tribution of grain and feed which is at from a few cents to five dollars per A Good Time.” The leader will be
Rockland High School last June i is m at the home of her parents.
ton under this figure, just as this is
Jellison will entertain next week.
represented principally by the East written. Why this condition prevails Charles Freeman. At the evening
leaves next week for Seattle. Wash Mr. and Mrs. LaForest Davis,
/----------------ern
States
Farmers
’
Exchange.
Like
ington. whence lie sails for his home
is a mystery, but it does prevail, and service at 7.15 tl|C pastor, Rev. Jesse
ill’s. Gussie Chadwick has been ill
MAINE ONE OF SIX
the G. L. F. in New York State it was is subject to immediate proof by any Kenderdin*. will give the first of a
in Canton. China, accompanied by Ws the past week.
organized and still operates under a one.
cousin. George Tick. Mr. Fee's stay
series of six sermons on the Apostle
Requiring State Or Federal Licenses subsidy, although a little different
in China will be indefinite, until
The wise buyer of feeds and feed- Paul- These will be delivered on the
Special low prices on shoe repairFor All Aircraft—Laws Being Com type of subsidy than its sister across
next summer at least.
stuffs will look welh into this situa fourth Sunday evening of each
pairmg—Men's soles $1; Women's
piled
the border. According to an article tion. He will ask, why a so-called month. The subject of this first one
soles 75c; Men's rubber heels, 40c:
Walter 1!. Fenley. an exponent of women's rubber heels. 35c. Work
In the September issue of The Na co-operative, operating ostensibly will be “Paul: The Man.” The choir
Maine is one of the six states re tion’s Business, a group of business without profit is unable to furnish will sipg “Still, Still With Thee.”
j.rtistry in portraiture, .is in the city
guaranteed. Milligans. Main St., opp. quiring either state or federal licenses
men headed by H. A. Moses, a wealthy him feed of equal quality at a much Rogers, and “The Sands of Time Are
for a week s stay at the Pillsbury
town clock.
Mail orders promptly for all aircraft and airmen. The other
paper manufacturer of Springfield. lower price than that asked by the Sinking,” Gounod, at the morning
Studio, commencing Monday will give filled.—adv.
five states art: Maryland. Minnesota. Massachusetts loaned their credit to local dealer, who is under the expense service, and there will he a vocal duet
a limited number of sittings. De
New Hampshire, Oregon and Vir the amount of $60,000 when the Ex of maintaining warehouses, hiring at the evening service. Church Fam
lightful samples of his work is seen
ginia.
WHITE HEAD
change was first started and then help, paying taxes and providing con ily Night as usual on Tuesday with
in portraits of Ex-President Coolidge.
Different laws prevail in other three years later when the organiza tinual daily service.
Leland Mann, keeper of Two Bush
ex-Governor Brewster and Bishop
supper at 6 and prayer and Bible
Muiray may lie seen at the Studio I Light, who has been at the Portland states. Twenty States and the Terri tion found itself $42,000 in debt the
study at 7. The new’ study is on “The
and studio entrance.
Marine Hospital for treatment, has tory oNAlaska require Federal licen same group came forward again and TAGGED LOBSTERS
Life of Christ,” and the theme for
ses for ail aircraft and airmen, ten signed notes for $100,000 more. With
-----) arrived home much improved.
SPAWN EVERY YEAR this week is ‘‘The Kind of World Je
With the whole world celebrating
Capt. and Mrs. E. M. Mills, of the require Federal licenses for aircraft out this help the Exchange would
sus Camp Into." Outline studies on
the 50th anniversary of the invention t'.S.C.G. entertained a party of rela- and airmen engaged in commercial have been declared bankrupt. This
Lobsters which were bearing eggs the screen.
of the electric light it was entirely j tives and friends at the station re flying, and six require state licenses was.subsidizing of the most substan last year when caught by Menemsha
for all aircraft and airmen. The other tial nature. Doubtless today the Ex
fitting yesterday that the Rotary j cently.
Special low prices on shoe repairfishermen and later liberated under
Club should add its tribute to the j Mr. and Mrs. Frank Alley of the nine States—Alabama, Georgia, Ken change does not require this help
pairir.g—Men’s soles $1; Women’s
career of Thomas A. Edison. This ! |ight and three of their children who tucky, Louisiana, Nevada, Oklahoma. since it achieves it in another way the egg lobster law, have been taken soles 75c; Men’s rubber heels, 40c;
this year ahd again they are bearing women's rubber heels, 35c. Work
was eloquently paid by Louis Bur- j have been spending the week at South Carolina, Tennessee, and Utah, and from another source.
eggs. Under the law, lobsters with
do not as yet require any licenses
leigh of Augusta, who showed how Jonesport, motored back Saturday.
guaranteed. Milligans, Main St., opp.
eggs are purchased by the State,
the famous inventor got his start, and
iown clock.
Mail orders promptly
Miss Eleanor Beal of the light who whatever.
According
to
recent
issues
of
the
tagged
by
means
of
a
hole
punched
The Aeronautics Branch of the
tellipg most interestingly of his fail is attending Rockland High, is at
filled.—adv.
Eastern
States
Cooperator,
a
morfthly
through
a
flipper
of
the
tail,
and
Department of Commerce is now
ures and triumphs. The visiting Ro- home during convention this week.
preparing for publication a draft of magazine published by the Exchange, liberate^ They can thus he identi
tarians yesterday were Burt Steven
MARRIED
t
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Mann and
son of Camden and Israel Cutler of
state aeronautical legislation and its members have signed contracts for fied when they are caught again by BROWN WISH ART---Waldoboro, Oct. l'f. by
daughter June of Two Bush Light,
203,792 tons oif fleed.
Pi^sumabl.v fishermen. A great many lobsters
Rev. H. O. Megert, Maynard O. Brown of
Old Town. There was one guest.
compilation of state laws—with al
Waldoboro and Mias Christina Wiahart of
Louis Allen of Dorchester. Four Ko- motored to Waldoboro for a few days' structs and verbatim copies of all these members have all signed notes have been caught this season which
to
the
Exchange
for
$10
per
ton
on
Bath.
visit
with
Mrs.
Mann's
parents
this
were
marked
last
year,
and
to
the
tarians whose birthdays occur the
regulatory state laws pertaining to all feed ordered on contract since
present month found themselves Seat week.
aeronautics, and in addition, ab- that is the basis upon which contracts surprise of everyone, they have had
DIED
a new crop of eggs. The peculiarity,
Mrs. Charles Howard and son structs of the regulatory portion of
ed at the same table, hut they did not
SULLIVAN -filencote, Oct. 25. John Sulli
are
taken.
These
notes
amounting
to
of
this
circumstance
lies
in
the
fact
Charles
of
Beverly,
Mass.,
and
John
learn the significance of it until
van. aged 09 years, 8 months, 5 days.
the Air Commerce Act of 1926. I11
someone decorated the table with Matheson of Amesbury, Mass., sister addition to the compilation, suggest $2,037,92!) are pledged with the Inter that the lobster is supposed to spawn BROWN;~»MIlford, Slass.. Oct. 26, Minnie
(Price) widow of Eugene Brown, aged 70
Dramatic Light-O-Matic Tuning, cabinets
lighted candles. And then the felici and brother-in-law- of Mrs. J. K. ed drafts of state legislation and a mediate Credit Bank at Springfield only every other year, and should not
years. Commltal services at Sea View cem
tations poured in. The four mem Lowe of Spruce Lodge who have been section discussing the imperative and one half their face value may be on that account have eggs in two suc
that are a revelction in pure beauty, and
etery,
Rockland,
Monday
at
3.30.
bers were Rev. W. S. Rounds. E. M. on several days’ vislf there, returned need of uniform state air laws will borrowed upon them. Thus the Ex cessive years.
a host of exclusive Edison features make
change has a potential borrowing
Of late the number of egg lobsters BALL—Winthrop, Mass., Oct. 24. Kuima <i.
O'N’eil. F. S. Rhodes and J. A. Jame- to their homes Tuesday by motor.
be included. This publication will power from this one source alone of taken by the Menemsha fishermen w’t'e of La iForeat Hall, native of Rockland.
the new Edison Rcdio a set that will
John
L.
Tougee.
U.S.C.G.
inspector
aged
77
years.
Funeral
Sunday
at
2
o
’
clock
s'in.
be available at arfearly date and may
One
be as great through the years as it is
at 28 Linden street, Rockland.
for the first district, was at the sta be had upon application to the Aero more than a million dollars with has increased considerably.
A beverage set service for eight tion Tuesday and Wednesday. This nautics Branch of the Department of which to finance itself until Decem man took eighty pounds in two days DANFORTH—Rockland. Oct. 23, Mary Eliza
great today—a radio truly worthy to
ber
1930.
f)f
course
no
private
enter

last week, ami 800 pounds were sold,
beth Danforth, aged 85 i’ears.
persons would make an ideal gift es is Mr. Tougee's first visit at this Commerce.
carry the greatest name in science.
prise has this opportunity. The group marked and liberated at Woods Hole KEENE At Camden, Oct. 24. Abdon Wilder
pecially when you can buy it for station.
Keene, aged S4 years. Funeral Sunday at
of business men headed by Mr. Moses during the same period.
We cordially invite you to view our new
$1.25 at- Gonia's.—adv.
Edward Gamage, boatswain of the
1 o'clock. Interment at Searsmont. ,
AUGUSTA LOSES IT
still maintain a paternal interest in
A change of some sort in the
Cranberry Island C. O. station, came
Edison Radio Line. Prices $167.50 and up.
the Exchange as evidenced by the method of marking seems necessary PENDLETON—At Camden. Oct. 24, Martin
The Park Street Sea Grill will up to White Head in the station's
Pendleton, aged 69 years. Funeral at the
Dr. Augustus O. Thomas, president fact that their names are found on the asxthe lobstermen say that in many
chapel in the Mountain Street cemetery
hereafter be open until midnight.— boat Tuesday for inspection.
of the World Federation of Educa list of directors published regularly eases the holes are almost grown over
Saturday at 2 o'clock.
Capt. Hugh Snow of the Burnt tion Assocationsf announced Thurs in the Eastern States Co-operator. and in another season may he en
adv.
IN MEMORIAM
Island C. G. station was a visitor day that permanent headquarters of If the services of these men were to tirely covered by new shell. This
a<
In loving memory of Norman K. Burns who
TIME FOR WINTER OIL here Tuesday.
the organization had been established be had only on the basis of what they will defeat the purpose of the law paased away Oct. 26, 1927.
Lone dear father, gone forever.
School closed Tuesday night for in Washington. Since its organiza would bring in money the total would ami the desires of the lobstermen
Let us Flush and Fill Rear End and
Bow we miss your smiling face,
The tion in 1923 tlv? federation has had its be staggering. More subsidy.
themselves, as the purpose of the law
Transmission. Work done PPoperly I the remainder of the week.
But you left us to remember,
I teacher. Mrs. Edwin Webber, left for offices in Augusta.
Perhaps all this would not be a is to protect the egg lobster after
None on earth can fill your place.
STANDARD OIL STATION
A happy home we once enjoyed
I Portand Wednesday for the conven.natter of such deep concern if the spawning and at all times when tlu»
How sweet the me®»ory lingers still
Austin Richardson, Prop
I tion. Meanwhile Master Wendell reRocklancDs newest and best place organization in question were sup absence of eggs make the female lob
^Authorized Dealers
But death left a loneliness
Cor. Park 4 Union Sts.
mains in Boothbay witji his grand to eat. Pa/’k Street Sea Grill, Studley plying feed and grain to its constltu ster the legal prey of all fishermen.—
The World can never All
Amaz- Marthas VineyardGazette.
er.oy at a substantial savin.
Wife and Daughter.
Main Street (next to Ford Station)
Rockland, Me
Block, Manley Perry, Prop.—adv.
mother for a week’s stay.

those who knit but cannot buy. Yarn
The Ford sedan stolen from .1. C. can be sent to the city matron. City
Harman Wednesday night was lo Building.
cated in Camden.
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QUIT BASHFULNESS

Review of Their
Advertise Maine On Every Brief
Mainer-Made Article Is
Achievements This Year
Good Advice
—The Training School

Maine

An advertisement for Maine on
every container of Maine goods
shipped out to the markets of the
country, multiplying by millions of
“lines” the space which State and
private agencies buy and bringing
immediate profit to Maine farmers,
manufacturers and fishery owners, is
urged by Harry R. Lewis, Rhode
Island's Commissioner of Agricul
ture, who will be a speaker at the
Second Annual Economic Conference
at Lewiston on Nov. 1 and 2.
It took the finest display of Maine
products he has ever seen. Commis
sioner Lewis says, to bring home to
him the great opportunity which the
1’ine Tree State is missing in its
failure to capitalize its name. This
was the recent exhibit at the Eastern
States Exposition at Springfield,
Mass., with its “wonderful variety
I and very attractive products manu
factured in Maine.”
"I was deeply impressed." he says,
"with the fact that nowhere on these
articles, on cans or containers, did I
see featured in an impressive way the
fact that these were Maine goods.
Here was a wonderful opportunity
(for the canners in Maine to carry on
the cans and cases the label which is
coming into such wide use in the
identification
of
New
England
graded food products.
“We have simply got to overcome
our indifference, or bashfulness—if
you want to call it such—and boost
for our respective New England
States, I cannot help hut think of
the way California glorifies in telling
our New England consumers, by approprate labels and trade marks,
that many of the commodities which
they are consuming are produced,
packed and shipped from the Pacific
Coast.
“What a favorable reaction we
would get if we took an equal in
terest in showing our great New England consuming population that the
products which we offer here are New
England grown. There is no better
way to do it than to identify the ease
tf canned goods, the can and the
package in which the cans are
packed, with the New England label.

FOLKS YOU KNOW

CURTISS
__ PLANES
t

25 YEARS AGO
A review from tho Colombo
of thio paper of oomo of the
happening* which interacted
Rockland and vicinity in thio
month, 1904.

Read About Them In New
Biography At the Public

LO A.1VS

Library
For inspiration read biography.
Here are some books of achievement
at your Public Library.
J. Ramsay MacDonald, labor's man
of destiny, by H. Hessell Tlltman
Authorized life-story of the great
ixtbor Prime Minister, which will
rank among the most important poli
tical books of recent years.
My autobiography, by Benito Mus
solini. After telling briefly about his
early life and antecedents, Mussolini
outlines his political career from his
first entrance Into public life when he
was a voluntary exile in Switzerland.
Clark of the Ohio; a life of George
Rogers Clark, by Frederick Palmer.
A popular, readable account pictur
ing vividly the frontier background
and describing Clark's military cam
paigns with special vigor.
Sarah Orne Jewett, by Matthiessen.
Short. vital biography of our own
Maine author, whose "Deephaven”
and "Country of the pointed firs” has
awarded her a high place In Ameri
can literature of all time.
A lost commander. Florence Night
ingale. by Mary Shipman Andrews.
A somewhat romanticized life of one
of the greatest of modern women, who
created the profession of nursing for
women.
Famous American Athletes, by
Johnston. Contains twelve sketches
of men and women who have made
the top in their particular branch of
athletics.
These are only a few of the many
interesting recent biographies that
may be found at the Public Library.

On Your Own Signature

Up To $300.00

Nationwide chain operation of air
plane service stations has been ac
*
■
»
complished by the Curtiss Flying
Service, world's oldest commercial
No Endorsers—No Red Tape
flying organization, with the estab
Capt. John I. Snow bought the
lishment this year of more than 40
Interest at 3% per month (which includes all charges and
standardized bases In as many cities derelict schooner Bonnie Doon for 15.
fees of every kind) on tho unpaid amount of loan
Mrs. R. C. Hall was re-elected
throughout the United States.
During the ten years that the president of the Rockland W.C.T.U.
Curtiss Flying Service was at Garden with Miss Clara M. Farwell as secre
City, L. I., the company's planes flew
10 Limerock Street
Rockland, Me.
more than half a million miles and tary and Mrs. M. F. Hodgdon treas
carried
more than 50.000 passengers. urer.
ATURE controls all the func digestion and assimilation. In a few
Telephone
675-W
The marriage of Rev. E. C. Herrick
In contrast to this, the Curtiss
tions of our digestive organs days, a child is well, happy and
Flying Service operating on a na and Miss Sarah Monroe Hall was a
M-tf
again.
save one. We control that; and bright
a
■
---------------- ■■----------------------------------------------------------tional basis, carried 20,117 passengers brilliant social event at the First
lot of trouble it causes.
The way children improve when,
(without a single fatality) during one Baptist Church, the ceremony being
Children suffer when they don't California Fig Syrup is used is the
month alone—August of this year— performed by the groom's father, Rev.
observe regular bowel habits. Breath best proof of its merit. Here’s an
STANDARD WEIGHTS
at its various bases, and its planes Joel R. Herrick, assisted by Rev. W. J.
becomes fetid; tongue coated; eyes example: Mrs. Thomas F. Mich
Day.
flew
a
total
of
831.520
miles,
or
more
dull. A host of ailments; bilious aud, 11 Smith St., Fortland, says:
than 80 per cent of the 1.000,000 miles
Dr. R. J. Wasgatt bought the Dr.
By Bushel As Provided By
ness, feverishness, lack of appetite “Alma was bothered with constipa
per month averaged by the United Cole house at the corner of Union and
follow if we neglect this warning tion several years ago and I decided
Summer
streets.
Maine Statutes
States
Air
Mail
during
the
first
six
that a child’s bowels need help.
to give her California Fig Syrup. It
months of 1929.
Donald, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
In such cases California Fig Syr made such a difference in her that
The cities having Curtiss bases dur L Weeks got caught beneath a small
Standard weight per bushel as pro- 1
up never fails to help by the prompt I have used it since then for every
ing the summer of 1929, included: building which was being moved from
vided by Section 39 of the Revised j
opening of clogged intestines. The little upset. It helps her digestion;
Baltimore, Boston, Bridgeport, Buf Brown's orchard and was badly
Statutes as amended by Public Laws
first spoonful does that; and relieves regulates her bowels; keeps her
falo, Chicago, Cleveland, Columbus, bruised.
the common symptoms of constipa strong and energetic. I am sure it
of 1913 and Public Laws of 1915. Cut j
Denver,
Detroit,
Hartford,
Houston.
tion. Successive doses help tone is one thing that is Helping her gain
it out and keep for reference.
Ping-pong was having a revival at
Indianapolis. Kansas City, Los Ange the Y.M.C.A. Among the stars were
1 Bushel—Pounds
and strengthen weak stomach and weight at such a wonderful rate,
les,
Louisville,
Manchester,
Martha's
Apples ................................................... 44 I
bowels; improve appetite;encourage now.”
Secretary Brunberg, Esten W. Porter
Vineyard, Memphis. Miami, Moline, Maurice Bird and William Bird.
Apples, dried .........................■'•.......... 25
The pure vegetable product,
Nashville, North Beach, Queen's,
48
Barley ........
The Fraternal Order of Eagles or
CALIFORNIA endorsed by doctors for 50 years,
N. Y., Oklahoma City, Palm Beach,
60
Beans ..........
ganized an aerie in this city, with
always bearstheword California.
WHEN IN
Providence, Philadelphia, Portland.
56
Beans. Lima
these temporary officers: D. A. Mc
Raleigh, Rockland, Mineola, San
BOSTON
Reans. shell ............ »........................ 28
Donald. president: K. W. <3. Hock,
Francisco, St. Louis, Springfield,
Beans, Soy .... —................................. ss I
If quiet home-ilke surroundings
THE RICH,FRUITY LAXATIVE
vice president: Walter L. McGilliSyracuse, Toledo, Valley Stream, cuddy. secretary; Daniel Cram, treas
Beans, scarlet or white runner,
with good food at moderate
AND TONIC FOR CHILDREN
N. Y., Washington, Worcester, Dallas. urer; John Ranlett. Jr., Archie La
pole ........................-......................... 50 j
prices appeal to you,
Caldwell, N. J., and Milwaukie.
Beans, string ..................................... 24
Crosse. John Lyons. H. H. Follett and
Stop at
• * • •
Beans, Windsor (broad) ....... ,....... 47
S. J. Earl investigating committee.
The Curtiss Flying Service is sole
WHY TREES SHED
60
Beets
.....................................................
THE
HOTEL
Mrs. Lucy G. Rankin sold her house
commercial sales agent for the prodBeets, mangel-wurzel ..................... 60
HEMENWAY
ucts of the Curtiss Aeroplane and °" North Maln strM,t and the bulIdBeets, sugar ..................................... 60 |
Motor Company.
ln« occupied By Benner's barber shop Saves Them From Dying Reets, turnip....................
60
On the Fenway at Westland Ave.
At the head .of the Curtiss Flying to ®xra wJ'ltn<’y. with a view
12
Of Thirst When Winter Beet Greens ...................
Rates from:
Service is Charles S. ('Casey") Jones,
t0 Brunswlck
40
Blackberries ..................
$3.00 to $5.00 Single
5
8
6 7
4
2
internationally known war and comW Ui®; ~n ? A' B Butler' was se1
3
42
Comes
Blueberries .....................
$4.00 to $6.00 Double
20
mcrcial pilot, who joined the organi verely bitten by a dog
Bran and shorts ...........
Telephone KENMORE 4330
Charles
M.
Titus
passed
a
successThe falling of autumn leaves is the Buckwheat .....................
48
zation shortly after the close of the
.
1C
Leonard H. Torrey, Manager
9
, World War and aided it in struggling
e5£»mlI}atIon before the State annual sign that Mother Nature has Carrots ............................
50
' through the “starvation" days of
made provision to save her trees from Corn, cracked ....... -.....
50
William Whitney, well known car dying of thirst during the winter.
14 15
13
11
56
commercial aviation- Mr. Jones is a
Corn. Indian ........... —
penter and mason, died at his home
This explanation which may serve Cranberries ...................
32
member of Col
at Ingraham Hill, aged 44..
TO
to soothe the ruffled feelings of home
40
bergh's technical committee for
19
17
Waterman T. Hewett died at the owners who are now busy raking up Currants .........................
lb
12
Transcontinental Air Transport, and ,
, . . ....
„
Dandelions
.....................
...
,
...
home of his sitter, Mrs. Annie Keene. the leaves, comes from Martin L. Da
50
a director of many aviation com- ,.
........ student of, ....
__
Feed ..................................
He was .a devoted
astron23
vey, president of the Davey Tree Ex Flaxseed .........................
20
21 |2
56
pames.
omy.
i
“This is not a fanciful suggestion,
pert Co.
11
One of the most important features
"r>>
Hair ............................ ....
Major
Herbert
M.
Lord
was
ordered
"On the average tree there are sev Kale ...........................L.but one judged purely hv the dollars of the work of the operations divis
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for
instructions.
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BY STEAMER
eral acres of leaves—literally mil Lime ....................... —.......
and cents placed in the producers' ion. and of the entire flying service,
70
The
totaJ
earnings
of
the
Street
lions of them." Davey said. “Every Meal (except oatmeal)
and canners’ pockets. It has been is the training of pilots. The com
50
1
demonstrated in the last two years pany's flying schools at all its bases Railway for the year ending June 30, leaf gives off water. But during the Meal, corn .....................
50 Freight and Passenger Service
27
J
were 3105.000.
i
winter the tree's roots absorb very Meal, rye .......................
that where commodities have been provide
50 Make that business trip to Boston In
standardized
instruction
Carl Blackington broke one of his little moisture. Consequently, if the
standardized and graded to meet the I which conforms with and often ex- arms in a football scrimmage.
35 comfort, on the big steamer CAM
Millet. Japanese ...........
2^ 29
3c
33
3i 32
leaves remained on the tree and con
New England requirements, a sub- ceeds all the requirements of the
32 DEN.
Schooner James R. Talbot was tinued to tap the water supply, the Oats .................................
Stantiai increase in prices has re- Vnited States Department of Cora- burned in upland harbor.
Onions .................................................... 52
Sailing 8 P. M.
I suited. This has been demonstrated meree. and is patterned after the
The pIeaaallt Valiev Grange fair tree would soon die. So Nature sen Parsley ...............................................
8
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3ti
35
Tuesday
—Thursday—and special
tences the leaves to death.
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.............................
45
very
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in
maple
products
in
training
given
at
the
Army's
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s
a
great
success.
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in
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1
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"The process used by Nature to Peaches, dried ................................. 33 sailing Sunday, Oct. 27. There will
Vermont; apples and certain vege- mary and advanced schools at Brooks baby show were Marlon Ruth Sleeper
uc
42
make
the
leaves
fall
is
complicated.
be no sailing tonight
I
Peanuts, green ................................. 22
tables in Massachusetts and eggs in and Kelly Fields In Texas and March Eari H Barter Pearl F Barter
39
Rhode Island and Connecticut. This Field ln California..
George W. Hamlin, Adrtla 6. Crosby,' Weeks before the first frost she be Peanuts, roasted ............................... 20 Steamer WESTHGRT leaves Rock
ir something to think about.
j
This work is in charge of William Arthur L. Robinson. Corice L. gins to extract from the leaves all Pears ...................................................... 68 land 5.15 A. M. Tuesday, Thursday
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44
43
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“New England farmers and the ; A Winston, a veteran Instructor and Thomas. Edith M. Rokes and Therese the food substances which the leaves Peas, smooth .........................-........ 60 and Saturday for Bar Harbor. Steam
manufacture and which the tree Peas, unshelled, green ......
28 er WESTPORT leaves Rockland
New England concentrator and pack- graduate of the Army schools, who White,
needs, and gradually the leaves Peas, wrinkled ................................. 56 Monday. Wednesday and Friday at
1
49
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er
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New
England
foodstuffs
will
began teaching flying for the Army
Frank H. Whitney returned from
4b 47
wither.
Simultaneously,
a
thinbenefit greatly through a greater de during the World War and has been California where he attended the SuPotatoes ................................... -........ 60 7.30 A. M. for Brooklin.
walled layer of cells is formed at the Potatoes, sweet ...................... .'.......... 54 Returning from Boston, steamer sails
velopment of proper packaging of ag engaged in the same line of endeavor preme Lodge of Odd Fellows.
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base
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leaf
where
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is
attached
50
ricultural commodities.
almost continuously since the war.
Henry 8. Lancaster and Alden A. to the twig. This layer is a zone of Quinces ....................................................48 Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
• • • •
“The farmer will benefit through a
Mills of Boston bought the George weakness so that eventually the leaf Raspberries ......................................... 40 ,at 5 P. M.
thore attractive package and more
While an Army Instructor in Texas. W. Brown property on Brpadway fails of its own weight or is Blown off Rice, rough ....................................... 44
For reservations apply .
Rye ..........
56
satisfied consumers at better prices.
Winston had Col. Lindbergh as a with the Intention of sub-dividing It
Wharf Office
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
by the wind.
Sait, coarse ...........................:........... 70
"The handler will benefit through pupil.
Winston personally super into house lots.
“The scar left by the falling of the Salt, Turk's Island ............................ 70
15-Flogs (eolloq.)
41-lsolate (poet.)
1-Hither
trafficking in commodities which are vised the planning of the Curtiss
Ferd G. Slnghi went to Billerica, leaf is well protected by Nature. It
17-A silver white »
43- Point of compass
Salt, fine ................................. -........ 60
5-Tattle
easer to handle, easier to store, and standardized training course, and ail Mass., to make his permanent home.
immediately becomes covered with a
metallic
element
j
(abbr.)
which
give
greater
satisfaction
all
9-Mister (Sp.)
applicants for employment as in He had been in the barbering busi substance which is practically water Salt. Liverpool ................................. 60
44- Gathered anything 19-Tells idle tales
the way down the line.
structors in Curtiss schools must at ness 50 years having established a proof. Since the bark of the tree also Seed, alfalfa ....... -............................. 60
10-Scarcer
Seed clover ....................................... 60
"The interest of consumers, and tend the company’s advanced school shop at the Northend in 1854. He
by degrees
22—A rural settlement
12- Pronoun
is almost Impervious to water, the en
their consequent demand for the for instructors at Grosse lie, Mich., played bass drum in. the Rockland tire tree is practically 'bottled up’ for Seed, hemp ......................................... 44
(Sp. Am.)
[45-lnto
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
13- Prudence ,
Seed, herdsgrass
........................... 45
goods, will be stimulated, and their regardless of their previous expe •Cornet Band which accompanied tho the winter."
25-The main source of
46-Trail (S. Afr. D.)
STEAMBOAT CO.
14- On
Seed.
Timothy
...................
45
confidence
in
Maine
products
in
light and heat
48-Any sphere of action
rience as pilots.
Only transport Fourth Maine Regiment to Washing
Davey said that the long drought Seed. Hungariangrass .................... 48 Vinalhaven, North Haven. Stonington and
16-Camp again
Swan's Island
ton
in
1861.
creased by the protection afforded , pilots are admitted to this school,
50-To cut (Prov. Eng.) 26-Before
last summer was responsible for the
FALL ARRANGEMENT
50
18-A riddle
Sumner P. Mills, who had studied early falling of the leaves in many Seed, millet ....................
23-Unlock
through such packages. Substitution which is literally a post-graduate
51-City in Italy
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
'20-Subject of a novel
29-The ninth day
is an evil especially to be guarded normal college of the air. and their law in Rockland, passed the State sections of the country this fall. Na Seed, orchard grass ......................... 14
IN EFFECT OCT. 1. 1928
Seed, redtop ............................ —........ 14
against in view of the great compe ability as teachers must be certified bar examination.
before the Ides
by Bulwer-Lytton I
VERTICAL
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ture hastened the leaf-dropping Seed. Sea Island cotton ................ 44
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(Roman cal.)
VINALHAVEN LINE
by Winston before they are assigned
21-A sailor
process, he said, so that the tree
50
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven at 8 A. M., ar
formed ah Insurance partnership would not be robbed, through evapo Seed, sorghum ......
ties. Goods in packages are much to student training.
30- Pacific State of
23-Piece of metal used 1-Pronoun
riving at Rockland at 9.20 A. M., returning
Seed,
upland
cotton
.........................
30
under
the
name
of
E.
C.
Moran
&
Co.
more likely to reach the ultimate con
U. S.
Curtiss Flying Service schools
2- Form a camp
as money
ration, of the sap vital for its exist Spinach ....................... -....... -........... 12 leaves Rockland at 2.30 I’. M., direct for
The rebuilt steamer City of Rock ence.
sumer in the condition in which they train students for private, limited
32- Annulled
Vinalhaven. arriving at 3.45 P. M.
3- Wander
24-Turnips (Scot.)
Strawberries ..................................... 40 STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
land
was
given
a
successful
trial.
left the farm or factory—a protection commercial and transport pilot's li
4- To cause to burst 33- Plural of cllium
26-Relieves
Tomatoes
............................................
56
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 6.30 A. M.,
to hoth consumer and producer.
34- Contraction of taken
censes, and also give a special course
forth
, 27-Lower in pitch
Stonington at 7.25, North Haven at 8.20;
of Augusta and Arie E. McNeil of Turnips, English ............................. 50 due
‘New England, for the last decade, for seaplane pilots. Ground training
(Scot.)
5- A thorn
at Rockland about 9.30 A. M.
28-A vegetable
These births were recorded:
Turnips, rutabaga ......................... 60
has shown a markedly increasing in is made an essential part of every
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
6- A town in N. France 36-A fragment of
[ 31-Banish
Vinalhaven. Oct. 9, to Mr. and Mrs. Rockland.
Wheat
..................................................
60
North
Haven at 2.30, Stonington at 3.40; due
North
Haven,
Oct.
12.
Arthur
E.
terest in the development and utili flying course, on the theory that Charles C. Carver, twins, son and
7- External remedy for
pottery
35- To come down
to arrive at Swan's Island about 5.00 P. M.
Bray of Vinalhaven and Miss Beulah The standard weight of a
zation
of
her
large
tract
of
forest
land.
37-Pertaining
to
everyone
who
flies
a
plane,
for
any
sprains
B. H. STINSON.
daughter.
profusely
barrel of Flour is ................. 196 lbs.
The New England farmer, especially purpose whatever, must understand
punishment
General Agent
8- Exist
Lincolnville, Oct. 9, to Mr. and Mrs. V. Mills of North Haven,
36- The liquid juice of
The
standard
weight
of
a
Rockland,
Oct.
19,
Rev.
Everett
C.
in the northern areas, will benefit the principles of flight, the elements Henry Duncan, a son.
40-The black haw
9- A cubic unit of
plants
■barrel
of
Potatoes
is
.........
165
lbs.
Herrick
of
Charlestown,
Mass.,
and
very directly through a greater util of engine mechanics, the rudiments
42-Roman emperor
Deer Isle, Oct. 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
metric measure
38- Suffix denoting
Miss Sarah Munroe Hall of Rockland. The standard weight of a
ization of his forest lands in the of navigation and meteorology, and John Annis, a son.
47-Postscript (abbr.)
’l1-Chinese plant
vision '
barrel of Sweet Potatoes is.. 150 lbs.
Charlestown, Mass., Oct. 16, Fred
manufacture of woollen boxes or the air traffic regulations of the De
|49-Nickel
(abbr.)
Deer
Isle,
Oct.
4
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
12-Persia
39- Entangle in a net
W. Dillingham and Charlotte E. Cal
wood for pulp to be turned into fibre partment of Commerce. The univer Arthur H. Gray, a daughter.
ALWAYS SATISFY
board containers.
Solution to Previous Puzzle.
sal respect accorded the designation
Sunshine, Oct. 3. to Mr. and Mrs. derwood. both of Rockport.
Charge Account If Desired
Warren. Oct. 8, Clifton D. Swan and
"I sincerely believe we have yot “Curtiss Trained Pilot” is the best Charles Stinson, a son.
Because, It Relieves
Away Out Front in Value
JEFFERSON
A F E S
taken full advantage of the opportu indication of the effectiveness of Cur
Deer Isle, Oct. 1, to Mr. and Mrs. Mabelle L. M. Cummings.
£ Coughs, Colds, Colic,
Giving!
Rockland, Oct. 1, Oscar F. Thorn
ERE
Riverside Lodge, F. & A. M. held a nities which present themselves tiss schools.
Charles Haskell, a daughter, 'Alfreda.
Cuts, u Scalds,» Burns,
More and more people are telling
85 E
special meeting Oct. 16 with work on through a greater utilization of pack
Sprains and Braises, In
Deer Isle. S*pt. 29, to Mr. and Mrs. ton of Rockland and Lena T. Achorn
us that our Extremely Low Prices
of Rockport.
aging as a means of more efficiently
RS
T E
sect or Mosquito Bites,
Austin E Smith, a daughter.
M. M. d“gree.
A NEW HIGH LEVEL
Vinalhaven. Oct. 22, Harry C. bepsrtd by tbs XosvaT M tsicns Co.. Horwsy- Me-.
are a Revelation to them.
The Grange held its fair and sup standardizing, transporting, adver
Rockport, Oct. 14, to Mr. and Mrs.
Dailey of Hurricane and Miss Bessie
We have some wonderful values
YOUR MONEY RIPUHDED,
per Get 18. The banquet hall and tising and merchandizing the pro
C. W. Roberts, a daughter.
C R O
If It tails te bmeM yon when oaMatttrttTiidlraetfu „c
M. Vinal of Vinalhaven.
in Heaters and Kitchen Stoves,
tables
wore
gay
with
Halloween
dec

ducts
of
the
New
England
farmer.
”
New
England
Is
Showing
In

Rockland,
Oct.
17,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
HEN
Vinalhaven, Oct. 21, James A. be laaute wrapper* TryatotUe. Sold lir aU Seaton.
some equipped with Lynn Oil
orations
and
tho
waitresses
were
in
Sidney
M.
Olton,
a
daughter
—
'Mil

V E
creased Confidence—More dred Esther.
Grant and Nellie M. Murphy.
Heaters, some with Gas Attacn*
GIVES MEAGRE RETURNS
costume.
Somerville, Mass., Oct. 25, Richard
ment, a splendid selection.
Al I.awry's farm lias been sold to a
Industries Coming
Deer Isle. Oct. 19, to Mr. and Mrs.
O.
Clark
and
Mary
A.
Sleeper.
DEL
A complete line of Furniture, VicSamuel Stinson, a daughter.
party from Palermo who will occupy One Editor Cites the Lobsterman’s
• • • e
trolas, Sewing Machines, Office
Woes; Another Says,That They
Deer Isle. Oct. IT, to Mr. and Mrs.
A call to New England to “maintain
it at once.
Rev.
A.
E.
Morris
preached
his
first
Furniture, Show Cases, China
S I S
Trinity Union was held Sunday at
Wouldn’t Swap.
prosperity” was sounded by Redfield H. C. Holden, a daughter.
Farms, City Homes,
sermon
as
pastor
of
the
Thomaston
Closets and numerous miscellane
H A|N
Deer Isle. Oct. 19, to Mr. and Mrs.
Weeks Mills. These meetings are
Proctor, president of the New Eng
e
|
a
'
g
Methodist
Church.
WiR E N,
ous articles.
“If the profits of lobster fishing land Council and a former Governor Frank W. Smith, a son.
always well attended and very inter
Cottages, House
n|u|r|s
J. A. Creighton & Co., of /Thomas
were as large as the extent of the of Vermont in issuing official notice
Deer Isle, Oct. 17. to Mr. and Mrs.
PIE RIS
esting.
ROCKLAND
ton
opened
a
new
lime
quarry
on
the
A few fronds of Frank Richardson business might lead one to think they for the fifth New England conference Howard Ball, a daughter.
old Swett place at the Meadows.
and Cottage Lots
FURNITURE CO.
•■ • e •
gave him a surprise party last week are, our hardy State of Maine breth to be held in Boston Nov. 21-22.
S. S. Stanley bought the A. E.
17 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
it being ills birthday. Arriving at ren would be showing the city slick
THE FEDERAL COURTS
Referring to the organizatiot. of
The marriages for this-period were: Boggs restaurant on Chestnut street,
TEL. 427-R
87T&Stf
his home they were quietly entering ers what it is to have money.” says the Council four years ago, Proctor
Camden. Oct. 1, Rufus F. Ames of Camden.
EARLE
LUDWICK
Are Urged By Chief Justice Taft To the front door while Mrs. Richardson the Boston Herald. "The business declared that, "through the progress Camden and Miss Ida M. Heal of
Harold
Currier
of
Camden
was
se

engaged ilis attention in the kitchen. was larger than ever this year, the made in these four years we have Searsmont.
Take Lead In Law Enforcement
verely injured when a frightened 38 CHESTNUT ST. ROCKLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Al Tibbetts. Mr. and catch being valued at more than now arrived at a new high level of
St. George, Sept. 28, Andrew Watts horse kicked him In the head.
Telsphons 728-M
Chief Justice Taft, In behalf of the Mrs Frank Tibbetts, Mr. and Mrs. $5,000,000. More than 25,000 State of prosperity," and asserted, “we must and Miss Vernie Young.
A Shakespeare club with 17 mem
848tf
Mainers pulled lobster traps, and
John
Shrader
ami
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wil

annual conference of circuit judges
Rockland. Oct. 1, John M. Cunning bers was organized at the home of
12,000.000 lobsters came out of them. nnw perfect our organization, re
liam
Johnson
were
present.
It
was
Miss Clara Creighton in Thomaston
double our efforts to maintain pros ham and Lena H. McFadden.
over which he presided, issued a
also til.dr wedding anniversary. Ice The State issued 1300 licenses ten
Waldoboro, Sept. 24, Amos Flanders
Capt. James Hart, 79, died in Ten
Since 1840 thly firm baa
statement Tuesday calling on Federal .ream and take were served; also a years ago, and about 5000 last year. perity.”
faithfully served the famlUM
In a brief survey of the Council’s of Waldoboro and Bertha Pierce of ant's Harbor.
And yet the lobsters, as if vitally or
Courts throughout the country to ! birthday and bride's cake.
Friendship.
Capt. Walter Willey of Thomaston
of Knox County
rurally interested in increasing an in activities, Mr. Proctor said, “we see
lead in accomplishing the reforms
Reading. Mass., Sept. 28, Wilber S. sold his interest in the four-masted
LADY ATTENDANT
dustry, seem to multiply so fast that about us today an awakened New
REPAIRED
AND
RELAIO
Sanders of Reading, Mass., and Miss schooner Herbert Taft to Capt. David
which President Hoover hopes wii!
Tel. Day 460; Night 781-1
the supply continues. The law which England, at a new high level of busi Della G. Morse of Cushing.
Inside and out, digging Included,
Childs ot Tenant’s Harbor, and was
result from his law enforcement com
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
prohibits the taking of lobsters less ness activity, organized for progress,
Hope, Oct. 8, George A. Ludwig and to command the largest five-master
also pipes wired out.
mission headed by former Attorney
than 10% inches long is probably and with a new appreciation of her Gertrude E. Payson,
afloat, the Jane Palmer.
General Wickersham.
assets'and advantages. When the
Sewtrs dug on new and old build
responsible for this.
Union, Oct. 12, Frederick A. Green
Thomaston's annual gunning party
The Chief Justice warned the pub
“But the industry gives meagre re council was created we did not know of Somerville. Mass., and Ethel L.
ings and cltared whan plugged.
took place with J. A. Richards and
lic that it must not look for too rapid
ROCKLAND, ME.
turns to the hardy fishermen and our New England. Since then we Bessey of Union.
Cesspools dug and rocked up
C.
D.
Payson
as
captains.
Mr.
Rich

improvement in law enforcement. He
their families who depend on it for have become better acquainted by
Rockland, Oct. 10, Thomas McGuire
said "tlie conference greatly rejoices
Prompt Service
a living, and the work is trying and working together and have learned to and Emma Dalton, both of New York. ards was high killer scoring 250 of
the 1,375 points.
at the urgent demand by the public
laborious. There are days when the speak in terms of New England prog
Spruce
Head,
Oct.
8
.Percy
E.
This Doctor’s Prescription lobsterman cannot get to his traps ress and opportunities. Knowledge
Mrs. Nancy Chadwick, 85, died at
DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
generally for more efficiency, more
Chiropractor
speed and more certainty in the Gives Quicker, Better Relief on account of storms, and when he of the facts, painstakingly gathered Averill of Thomaston and Edith F. her home, Pleasdnt Point, Cushing.
Elwell
of
Rockland.
Tel.
534-J.
505
Old
County
Road
E. A. Wentworth and son Edward
prosecution of the general criminal
111 Limerock Btrol
does get to them, after a sever blow and disseminated in more than three
Rockland,
Oct.
5,
Arthur
E.
Smith
Don't suffer the pain and discom and a high sea. there is considerable
of Rockport went to Virginia to cut
law which has led to the appointment
(Corner Lineoln)
ROCKLAND, ME.
60Stf
years of ceaseless effort, has given of Vinalhaven and Mary A. Hannon ship timber.
by the president of a great commis fort of sore throat. Use a doctor s repairing to be done. A good trap
Lady In stt-ndano
us
a
new
confidence
and
faith
in
the
of
Hopedale,
Mass.
Clarence 8. Henry of Thomaston
sion for the discussion and adoption prescription railed Thoxine guaran costs two or three dollar,s and a
Phono 1r<J
Rockport. Sept. 26, Ralph J. Shibles entered Shaw's Business College,
of new methods, and a greater effi teed to relieve with the very first fisherman needs a hundred, or so if future.
Polnlooo 8yotom
“
Our
strongest
institutions
are
now
EDWARD
K.
GOULD
of
Rockport
and
Cora
M.
Smith
of
Portland. .
ciency and dispatch in the considera swallow. Gargles and salves are too he is to amount to much. In spite of
of Adjusting
Edward Feyler of Thomaston broke
tion and prosecution of crime.
slow and if they do relieve, It is motor boats, chain gear lifters and advertising New England as a land Charlestown. Mass.
Attorney
at
Law
of
opportunity,
and
a
favored
loca

Rockport,
Sept.
24.
Jacob
Newbert
one of his legs while working in the
The federal system for the punish usually only temporary.
other improvemelts on the old method
(Formerly Judge of Probato)
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Maine Central yard.
ment of violations of the federal
Thoxine has a double action it re of rowing and hand hauling close to tion for sound business enterprise. and Eliza M. Carver.
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBoath)
Former
New
Englanders,
and
sons
of
Rockland.
Oct.
18,
William
F.
Capt. Frank Lord of Thomaston Special Attention to Probate Matter,
criminal statutes offers an opportun lieves the soreness and goes direct the shore, the profits seem to be no
and Real Estate Titles
New Englanders, are now seeking to Knowles of Eastham. Mass., and Miss bought the Bangor schooner Anna
ity to the federal courts to lead in to the internal cause, it contains no better than 50 years ago.”
Osteopathic Physician
Corner Main St. and Tillson Avs.
Harriet B. Clark of Rockland.
Lord.
ihe matter of this reform. Congress harmful drugs and is safe and pleas
By Appointment—Tel. 18*
"But it is the Boston editor who return to us, and more people and
IStf
Rockland.
Oct.
17,
Harry
A.
Ripley
more
industries
are
coming
to
New
Frank
Wyllie
of
Hurricane
was
has, been engaged in the last few ant for the whole family. There is does most of the complaining. Maine
36 Limerock St.
Rocklanl
and
Miss
Grace
E.
Eastman.
England
from
other
States
than
are
transferred
to
Dewey's
old
flagship
years in stiffening the prosecution of nothing better to stop coughing due fishermen would not exchange their
Graduate «f American Bohool OS
Rockland, Oct. 17, Joseph F. Bra the cruiser Olympia, and was on his DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS
violations of federal criminal laws, I to irritated throats. Just ask for lot—even with the editor.—Lewiston leaving New England to live else
Osteopathy
way to Norway.
and in rendering more efficient the Thoxine, put up ready for use in 33c, Journal.
where. Our neighbors are aware, as zier and Ada Wiley.
Osteopathic Physician
Bangor, Oct. 5. Charles N. Small
Elmer Randall who was electro
procedure in such cases. But the ! 60c, and 31.00 hotties. Money hack
we ourselves are, of a new spirit of
SN MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND
of Sunset and Miss Mary Pierce of cuted in Augusta by contact with a
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that you
working out of these changes 1s nec 5 if not relieved. Sold Iby The Corner
One reason why part of the world is enterprise and achievement through Bangor.
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with
live wire, was formerly employed in
Telsphons 1298; Resldenoe 288-M
essarily slow, and we must notjook
sane is that it can’t afford to he nny- out these six States nnd in hundreds
the home news, at Hotallng’a News Agency,
Drug
Store
and
all
other
good
drug
Waterville. Sept. 2ft. W. O. Buffum Camden.
for too rapid improvement, Much
«|-M
3«8 West 40th street
of our communities,”
* 11. Ing else.
remains to he done in this Ogard.” stores.
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Sore Throat?
Don’t Gargle
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After experimenting two years the Plymouth
Cordage Co. have successfully perfected a spe
cial treatment for their rope “pot warp” and
twine to sell at no extra cost.

TEXACO IS BEST

Rockland, Maine

“Rug Cleaning Time’*

Lady Knox Beauty Shoppe

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

CHARLOTTE ALLEY, Prop.
Fingar Waving a Spacialty
298 Main St.
Rockland Tai. 780

Telephona 170

ROCKLAND

17 LIMEROCK ST.

“ATLAS PAINTS’’
Wetherill
Products

W. J. ROBERTSON
Contractor
and Builder
20 GLEASON ST.
TEL. 124-3
THOMASTON

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
Plumbing

MARSTON’S GARAGE

Heating Contractor

Pirrene and Philco Battery
Sales and Service

Talaphona 244
10« PLEASANT ST., ROCKLAND

TEL. 511

221 MAIN ST.

ROBERTS & VEAZIE, INC.
M. F. LOVEJOY, Manager

GENERAL INSURANCE
Steamer Tickets To All Parts of the World
TEL. 675-W

ROCKLAND, ME.

C. W. LIVINGSTON
Manufacturer of

AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS
Agent For •
HADLEY SPRINGS
Guaranteed
TEL. 660-W
148 SO. MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND
MARBLE & GRANITE WORKS
20 Lindsey Street
Rockland

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY CARED FOR

DAVID L. McCARTY
DRUGS

SUNDRIES

Telephone 1071 -J

606 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

I.

Penobscot Fish Co.

“IT PAYS TO BUY THE BEST”
Rockland, Me.

RACKLIFF & WITHAM

CONFECTIONERY
FRUITS
TOBACCO

SHOE SHINING
HAT CLEANING

Alive Lobsters

340 Main Street
Rockland
Telephone 8120

cester Friday to spend the weekend
wth his family returning here Tues
day morning.
Harold Wotton and Aaron Sykes
mane a business trip to ltockland
Wednesday.
H. J. Fales of Rockland was at M.
F. McFarland's Monday.
Mr and Mrs Herbert Loud and son
Wilbur visited Mrs. Loud's parents
in Xobleboro Sunday.
Mrs. Orman Simmons of Loud's
Island who has had employment at
Charles Mcscrvc's, re urned to her
home Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Hanna and
children motored to Waterville Sun
day.
Crawford Gatcombe who l.as a line
position in Eingham is at his home
hole for a few days. Mrs. Gatcombe
Wii! return with him.
NEW HARBOR
Mrs. Earl Fields and children of
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard McFarland, Monhegan are visiting with Mrs.
Harold Wotton and Miss Geraldine Lida Fillmore.
Gifford spent Sunday ah B. S. Geyer’S
South Cushing.
EAGLE
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gifford and
little daughter Marilyn were in Dams
Miss Addie Carver rho has been at
ariscotta on business Tuesday.
Mrs. Franeer Gott anil son Norman E. L. Carver’s two Weeks and call
have rented the Fred Swett place and ing on friends, returned to North Ha
ven Sunday to close her house and
will move there'in a fe.v days.
Congratulations are extended
to make a few repairs before going to
Mr. and Mrs. Carol Osier, Mr. and St. Petersburg, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Scoville of Lubec are
Mrs Arthur Willey and Mr. and Mrs.
Paris Feltis, these couples being at Charles VV. Allen’s at present.
Quinn, Brown & Carver are catch
among the newly weds.
W H. Symonds motored to Glou ing a few herring but not much sale.

P. O. Box 408

Atlantic Wharf

Rockland

SOUTH WALDOBORO

LINCOLNVILLE

Mrs. Charles Oliver and children
are visiting relatives lr. Massurppi
and Waterville, Quebec
Gardner Winchenbach is In poor
health.
A stray dog has been in tills sec
tion since Sunday. He is appar
ently a young dog wiin long hair, all
brown. He has a collar but no name
ondt, Is evidently some one’s pet. Hi
Is staying at the home of Floyd De
lano.
Mrs. Edna Turner and Mrs. Alible
Fernald were in West Waldoboro
Tuesday.
A crew is again to work on the new'
bridge where the strip of road wag
put through. The recent rains had
washed it badly and it is being re
surfaced to eliminate that trouble.

Schools in town are enjoying a few
days recess while th? teachers are
attending the State Convention in
Portland this week.
Lester Morse and Cnarles Roberta
arrived home last week from Easton
where they have had employment.
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Richardson
and son of Malden. Mass., are guests
of Mr. and Mrs- Benson Hall.
Miss Fannie Massalin, a student of
Rockland High and Bernice Ix'rmond
of the business college at e at home for
a tew days vacation.
The State road is booming along
and much credit is given the boss,
Fred Hardy for the amount of work
done in so short a time.
Farmers are busy at present har
vesting. digging potatoes and picking
their apples. Ossian Massalin has
put in his cellar 500 bushels of nice
potatoes from one acre. Arnie Knight
who specalizes in fruit-iaisir.g has a
banner crop.

An Old Family
Doctor's Favorite

pre.cript.on

in MORE DEMAND THAN EVER IS

Ballard’s Golden Oil
Penetrates. Loosens, Heals, like noth
ing else—Nothing Better for Coughs,
Colds. Colic, Cramps—-The Family StandBy for Aches and Ills. Sold Everywhere.

Prompt Telephone Service
Telephones 1230—1231

574 Main Street

Rockland,.Me.

Extra Power-Extra Speed
No Extra Price
THE NEW AND BETTER

TEXACO
GASOLINE

A. C. McLOON & CO.
Rockland, Me.

Distributors

Tel. 51

SUITS PRESSED 75c
A. P. RICHARDSON

Alfred P. Condon

TAILOR
Talaphona 403
299 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Battery Service
and Sales

SAIL AND AWNING
Manufacturer

A. P. LORD
FLAGS
BOAT COVERS
SPRAY HOODS
CUSHIONS
TOURIST AND CAMPERS’
OUTFITS
YACHT HARDWARE
WIRE ROPE

TENTS

SIMON K. HART
Monuments

Collision Work a Specialty

FISSETTE’S
Body and Fender Shop

AUTO TOP MANUFACTURER

Talaphona 333

UNION
Mr. and Mrs. H. IF. Stlrkncy and
daughter Anne spent the weekend at
their farm at South Union.
Ml. Wlhitall and family from Stone
ham. Mass., have moved into Charles
Burgess’ house on the wertern road
between Union arid Warren.
Mrs. H. H. Plumer is spending a
week in Portland and Boston.
Dr. Plumer and Rev. Mr. Howes
went to Augusta Tuesday. The doc
tor to attend the highway hearing.
Mrs. James McCorrison is critically
illA little rain more or less does not
daunt the ladies of the Aid who met in
the vestry of the Methodist church
Oct. 17 for an all day session, with
plenty of work. Mrs. Burgess, who
has served faithfully as president for
several years, having resigned, the
following officers were elected: Pres
ident, Mrs. Mary Wallace; secretary.
Mrs. Henrietta Harding; treasurer,
Mrs. Sadie Burgess.

APPLETON RIDGE
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy N. Moody and
Mrs. Blanche Brown and Mrs. Ger
trude Moody were in Augusta Tues
day.
Perley D- Perry who has employ
ment in Palmer, Mass., is home on his
vacation.
•
Saturday visitors in Rockland were
Mrs. Mary Fuller, Mrs. Julia Morse,
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert, Maude Ful
ler, Adna Pitman. Mrs. Elizabeth
Stanley, Alice Moody, Mrs. Gertrude
Moody, Chrystal Stanley and Ruth
Moody.
Rev. Mr. Fletcher of Waterville
occupied the pulpit at the Baptist
Church Sunday morning and evening.
Mrs. Gertrude Moo5v, Mrs M M.
Brown and Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Moody
motored to Stockton Springs Thurs
day and called on Miss Katie Miskanen.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Whittier of
Rockport and Mrs. Elia Perry were
Sunday evening visitors at P. D.
Perry’s.

LIBERTY
Miss Mary E. Oesting of New Bed
ford, Mass., and Mrs. Lottie Prescott
called on Mrs. Inez Leigher Wednes
day.
Miss Marieta Leigher who is at
tending Shaw Business college in
Portland visited her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. E. A. Leigher over the weekend.
Miss Christabelle Fuller and May
nard Wiiitaker were in Benton Sun
day.
Alton pverlock and frierds from
Augusta visited ids parents here Sun
day.
Miss Esther Fuller has returned
from a visit with her sister in Ben
ton
W. R. Cole spent the weekend with
his mother Mrs. Clara Sukeforth.
Mr. and Mrs. N. Miller who live in
Belfast were at their home over the
weekend. Mr. Miller has employment
at George McClain’s mill at p •esent at
South Liberty,

ECONOMY
FRUIT STORE
FRUITS
CANDY
ICE CREAM
POP CORN
Talaphona 227-W
9 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND

ca Arey, Ernestine Carver, Aura Rob
VINALHAVEN
erts, Agnes Mathieson, Bessie ClayMr. and Mrs. Freeland Delano and
tor, Ruth Brown, Carolyn Calder
daughter Phyllis of Rockland are
wood and Norma Gray.
guests of Mr. Delano’s parents, Mr.
The Needlecraft Club met with Mrs.
and Mrs. Herbert Delano.
Mrs. Tena Salisbury of Camden ar Joseph Kittredge Wednesday night.
rived Tuesday and is the guest of Mrs. A harvest dinner was served at 6
o’clock and the dining room was re
Lide White.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Coombs left splendent with Halloween and au
tumnal deoprations.
Monday for California.
Union Church fair will be held in
• Housekeepers at Union Church Cir
cle Thursday night were Hilma the vestry Nov. 5 at 2 o’clock and will
Webster, Dora Boman, Sadie Robbins he followed by an entertainment in
the evening by the Vinalhaven Dra
and Edith Vinal.
Mrs. David Duncan entertained matic Club and other talent.
Mrs. Nellie Grindle who has been
Tuesday evening at her home in honor
of her mother Mrs. Rebecca Arey. It the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Langtry
was a Halloween party with decora Smith, left Friday for Rockland.
The American Legion held its in
tions of orange and black and a
chicken dinner with all the fixings stallation of officers Thursday night
was served to these guests: Mrs. Wil I at the G.A.R. rooms with L. B. Dyer
liam Burns. Mrs. Ben Patrick, Mrs. as installing officer. The officers;
Charles Ewell, Mrs. Warren BillingS; Commander, Albert E. Carver; vice
Mrs. Maurice Leadbetter and Mrs. commanders, Joseph F. Headley and
Ralph Brown; adjutant, L. W. Lane;
Rebecca Arey.
Ethelyn Strickland and cousin financial officer, A. F. Creed; chap
Louise Hardiscyi attended the frater lain, Richard Allen; sergeant at arms,
nity. dance Friday evening at Univer Richard Collette; historian, C. B.
Teeie; accountant, Ralph Brown.
sity of New Hampshire.
Mrs. Arthur Mills recently enter After the ceremonies a banquet was
tained the following party in honor served.
A Halloween dance will be given by
of her birthday: Mrs. E. G. Carver,
Mrs. George Newllort, Mrs. Leroy the graduating class of Vinalhaven
High School Saturday evening at
Coombs <yid Mrs. Albert Carver.
Rockaway Inn, Bruce Grindle pro town hall. Special features and mu
prietor, closed this week after a very sic by the Fakers.
Star of Hope Lodge, I O.O.F. held
successful season.
Ellen Georgeson and Erdine Cal installation of officers Thursday
derwood are spending the vacation night. The installing officers were
D. D.G.M.. I/eroy S. Alley and D.G.M.,
at North Haven.
Mrs. P. J. Clifford and her Sunday E. C. Fales of Camden assisted by
School class returned home Thursday C. E. Boman as D.D.G.W.; H. E. Wil
from The Ritz at the Roberts es son as DD.G.S.; C. C. Webster as
tate where they have been camping D. D.G.S.; E. E. Billings as D.D.G.T.;
this week. Those who accompanied W. E. Billings as D.D.G.C. and R. J.
Mrs. Clifford were her son Richard, Bickford as DD.GH. The officers in
and the members of her class, Rebec- stalled were: Noble grand, Fernald
F. Ames; vice grand, Andrew L.
Special low prices on shoe repair Johnson; R. S., Charles L. Boman;
pairing—Men’s soles $1; Women’s F. S.. S. A. Ames; T.. M. E. Smith;
soles 75c; Men’s rubber heels, 40c; W., Harry L. Coombs; C., Alfred
women’s rubber heels, 35c. Work Headl. y; R.S.N.G . W. J. Billings;
guaranteed. Milligans. Main St., opp. L.S.N.G.. H. E. Wilson; R.S.S., Benj.
town clock.
Mail orders promptly Patrick: L.S.S.. D. A- Gross; *O. <}.,
filled —adv.
Llewellyn Smith; IG., Harry Young;

Rockland

Talaphona 911-M

CAMDEN, ME.

AUTO PAINTING
Telephone 666
108 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND

“MURPHY”

D. L. BARRON

Varnishes and Enamel

Exclusive Line of

W. J. ROBERTSON

LADIES’ HATS

Builders* Supplies
Lumber

AND SCARFS

20 GLEASON ST.
TEL. 124-3
TH0MA8T0N

Telephone 835
578 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

CHIROPODIST
FOOT TROUBLES
Should be tho loaat of your
wftrrias if you aaa someone wha
knowa how te cars for thorn

Consult

R. E. COLTART
ROCKLAND

TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS
Rubber Belt
Leather Belt
Pulleys
Hangers
Pillow Blocks
Couplings
Shaftings
11 LIME ST.
TEL. 360
ROCKLAND, ME.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 966

ROCKLAND, ME.

LIVINGSTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

PHILIP SULIDES

“The Best Selling Cough Medicine”

Free Delivery

COMPANY

79 MECHANIC STREET

Telephone 694

NAUM & ADAMS

Rockland

WILLOW STREET MARKET

Steam, Gas and Diesel Engine Repairs and Installations.
Oxy-Acetylene Welding, Marine Exhausts and Hoists.
Outboard Engine Repairs, Mill Supplies, Pipe and Fittings.

MACHINISTS ON

Amco Treated Manila Rope
Whitlock Manila Rope
Carter’s Victor Brand Oil Clothes
New Jersey Marine Paints

Talaphona 627

SNOW

DAIRY, pound....................................................... 47c
TUB, pound............................................................ 46c
CREAMERY, pound.............................................48c

WE SPECIALIZE AS

Agents:

Telephone 20

L.

Butter Week

i“BETTER WORK”

Texaco is the newer and better
Even though it is only a small
The most necessary insurance for fort to get out or into a parking
gasoline say the local distributors,
dent
in a fender or door panel, it is
A. C. McLoon & Company. Texaco an automobile owner to have is space. Collision Insurance may be still a blot on the beauty of a car
has been popular this summer be Public Liability. It protects you bought in three forms: Full Col that is otherwise in perfect condi
cause the public is learning what it against loss due to accidents beyond lision—covering full cost of damage, tion. The motor may be in splen
or $50 deductible, or $100 deduc
is, what it does and why it is better,
jour control as well as due to your tible—you pay the first $50 or $100 j did running order, it may have all of
it is said. After years of research negligence in operating an automo
loss in each accident and secure its original power, but if it has a
and experiment, the Texas company
bile. It protects you against ex protection against the serious loss dent in the body, marred paint or
announces this has been made pos
pense resulting from claims, law at a reduced premium, 4when you. any one of the hundreds of little
sible in commercial quantities
suits, court costs, attorney fees, etc., have in hand the saving on the de things that can occur to an automo
through the Holmes-Manley pro
brought against you by anybody for ductible form to pay the minor col bile, some of the owner’s pride of
cess, a patented method of refining
possession is dissipated.
injuries caused by your car—wheth lision losses.
owned and controlled by this com
A careless entry to the garage, a
er or not you are to blame. Every
Auto
Plate
Glass.
An
Auto
pany.
forceful
slamming of a door, result
body knows the value of Automo Plate Glass Policy provides loss
It is not a mixture with benzo,
ing
in
a
broken window, faded,
bile Accident Insurance.
against broken glass regardless of a
or with any other product of chemi
scratched
or
dull paint and finish,
Property Damage Insurance. collision. For the small cost, Auto
cals. It contains no dopes or
This is a very necessary protection, Plate Glass Insurance should be dented fenders, all may result in the
poisons. It is a pure unadulterated
usual driving in heavy traffic, in
gasoline produced from selected insuring you against any legal carried in addition to the regular parking, but the little disfigurations
liability you may incur for the Auto Policy.
crude oil.
mount, and result in a short time, if
damage or destruction of property
But in justice to yourself protect
The Holmes-Manley process in
not watched and repaired quickly, in
sures accurate control during every tesulting from an automobile acci yourself, your family, your future an over-rapid deterioration of the
dent.
This
also
covers
loss
of
use
and
your
car
with
ample
protection.
operation of manufacture. No
car. Its motor may be all right, but
matter where dispensed or when, of the other fellow’s property until You can get one or all of the forms the body may be an unsightly
replaced.
If
suit
is
brought
against
ot protection for your car as de
this gasoline gives the same unpre
wreck.
cedented results. It means that in you by the injured party you are de scribed here.
Car owners who realize the value
fended
whether
you
are
in
th?
right
A most reliable company is that
touring, or moving from one part
of
their investment and who take
of the country to another, there is or in the wrong. Very few owners, owned by Roberts & Veazie, Inc. the same pride in the neatness of
if
any,
escape
the
cost
of
damaging
This insurance agency was estab
no need for carburetor readjust
their car as they do in their personal
ment, as uniform satisfaction can b' the property of others, no matter lished about 25 years ago. Maurice appearance, have such minor repairs
how
careful
they
drive.
F. Lovejoy the present owner came
had at every Texaco pump.
Collision Insurance. This insur from Union last fall and since he made at once. Those persons who
The object of atomization in the
have had their cars in serious acci
carburetor is to secure quick and ance covers the damage to your own took over the management of it a dents, and have salvaged the body,
auto
which
may
occur
in
the
most
considerable lot of new business has know where to take their machines
complete vaporization in the mani
fold. Because of its volatility and unexpected ways. You may leave gone to this office. While in Union for perfect workmanship. They
freedom from heavy end, the Tex your car parked on the street and Mr. Lovejoy was treasurer of the have seen the bodies of badly
aco product becomes a perfect mix when you return some careless mo well known firm of Gorden and wrecked cars made almost new at
ture of vapor and air at a much torist has bent your fender, broken Lovejoy Company. This company the Rockland Body & Fender Shop,
lower temperature than gasolines your headlights or bumpers in an ef is located at 10 Limerock street.
655 Main street.
that are not so volatile and which
They know it for "The Home of
contain heavy ends. It is a dry gas prescriptions filled there. Mr. Mc THE ECONOMY STORE Better Work,” a slogan adopted
instead of a wet gas. It gives a Carty emphasizes prescriptions, for
after experience has shown it to be
quick start, it gives a quick pickup, it is them that he takes the greatest Park Street Establishment well deserved from the commenda
it gives more miles per gallon, it pride in his establishment. Every
Has All Moderft Equip tions received from persons who
gives relief from carbon or spark thing needed to fill any prescriptionhave been saved the price of a new
ment
knock, it gives better lubrication, is kept on hand and all preparations
car by having it rebuilt at the Rock
are pure.
say the distributors.
A popular store is that of the land Body & Fender Shop. Any
In addition to prescription work,
Today the clean, clear, golden
Economy
Fruit Store at 9 Park- work that is to be done on the body
color of Texaco motor oil is ac David L. McCarty has all kinds of
of a car can be done at this shop. It
drugs and preparations. The next street, Rockland. Those looking is truly the “Home of Better
cepted as a mark of purity.
for
a
bit
of
refreshment
know
where
time your needs point to a drug
Work.”
store, stop in at McCarty’s and you to go for a soda or soft drink, and
NORTHEND DRUGGIST
will learn why so many people pre you often hear the word, “Meet me
at the Economj’ Fruit Store.” The features at the Economy Fruit
fer to go there.
D. L. McCarty Has Splendid
Mail orders promptly cared for soda fountain, however, is but one Store. If you haven't you have cer
Prescription Experience
David L. McCarty is located at 606 of the attractions of this store. tainly missed a very appetizing and
Main street and the telephone num Cigars, candy, peanuts, popcorn, palatable confection, and it is well
fruit, etc., all are attractively dis worth a special trip to the store to
David L. McCarty has estab ber is 1071-J.
played to fill the wants of custom get some of their nice, fresh popcorn.
lished one of the finest places of its
ers.
It is a nourishing food product at
kind in this section and has made
FW5
WKatYo
Perhaps you have never tried anv the same time, and children can eat
hosts of friends who make it a prac
ADS’ of the delicious popcorn which i it with beneficial results.
In the
tice to buy their drugs and get their

Distributors

Facial Massage
Manicuring
Shampooing Parmanant Waving

AS TO AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

| This Slogan Is Practiced By
Reasons Given Why the Gas
the Rockland Body and
Has Made Great Strides M. F. Lovejoy Gives Highly Interesting Discussion of the
Various Types of Protection
Fender Shop
Ahead

THORNDIKE & HIX LOBSTER CO.

10 LIMEROCK STREET

Camden
Thomaston
Owl's Head
St. George

Shopping Around the Bay

“PLYMOUTH ROPE"

220 So. Main Street
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Body and Fender Shop
Talaphona 466-M
655 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

REG. NURSE
Talaphona 593-W
320 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 916

Arrow Collars and Shirts

Stetson Hats

S. RUBENSTEIN
Leopold & Morse Clothes

Armstrong Sweaters
ROCKLAND, ME.

63'/» PARK STREET

chaplain, Thomas Baum; R.S.V.G.,
WHEELER’S BAY
J. A. Pears ;L.S.V.G., Owen Dunlap.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Barnes and
The ceremonies were preceded by a
Mrs. A ,M. Pierson have returned
banquet served by the ladies of
from a vfeek’s visit in Malden, Mass.
Ocean Bound Rebekah Ix>dge.
Mrs. Inez Rackliff. Mrs. Fred
Townsend and Miss Irene Biilado
ST. GEORGE
motored to Prospect Sunday.
Mrs. 'If. E. Rackliff visited her
F. Gordon Kay who has been a two
weeks guest of his son. F. James Ray sister in Lewiston Sunday.
The teacher, Mrs. Marguerite Grin
has returned to his name in Hamil
dle, is attending the convention in
ton. Bermuda.
Mrs. M. Dolonirk of Cold Springs Portland.
Herbert Elwell of Port Clyde visit
N. Y., was a recent guest of Mrs. F.
ed his sister, Mrs. H. E. Rackliff, re
James Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Ray and son cently.
Richard of Portsmou’h, N. IF, and
Relatives and friends of Mrs. Ida
Mrs. Charles Meroth of X'eponset, Barnes and Mrs. Inez Pierson gave
Mass., who were weekend guests of them a surprise party at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Gilchrest have Mrs. Ida Barnes Tuesday.
returned to their respective homes.
Mr. and Mrs. F James Ray, Mrs.
IN BOSTON—Remember that you
W. L. Gilchrest and Mrs Frank Kers- canWHEN
buy copies of The Courler-Gasette with
well have returned from I’ortland the home news, at the Old South News Agency,
Washington St., next Old South Church.
where they spent seveial days.

The Man Who
Knows the Best
Naturally favors

the

CLARION
The Finest Furnace
of to-day
WOOD &. BISHOP CO.
Established 1839

BANGOR, MAINE

Sold By
VEAZIE HARDWARE QO., Rockland; A T. NORWOOD, Warren

Lewis Allen of Boston is \ .visiting

other

relatives

on

Miss Jane Miller and Miss Barbara
Elliot were companions to Mrs. A. J.
Elliot on her official visit to the In
dustrial School for Girls at Hallowell
Thursday.
Mrs. Pellington and Mrs. Sullivan
have l»een guests of Mrs. Oliver Hahn
this week.

WEST ROCKPORT

ROCKPORT

WALDOBORO

Mr. and Mis. 1. W. Field of West
Haven. Conn., were recent guests of
Capt. and .Mrs. E. O. Patterson.
Several committee meetings have
recently been held at the High School
building to discuss plans for the tyig
carnival to be held on Xov. 22-23.
Mrs. Arthur St. Clair of Wollaston.
Mass., and Mrs. Lottie Crockett of
Rockland spent Thursday with Capt.
and Mrs. Ernest Torrey.
Rockport was well represented at
the afnnual Farm Bureau meeting at
Warren. Thursday, the following at
tending: Mrs. Carleton Porter. Nellie
Grotton. Mildred Holmes. Ellen Bohn*
dell. Eva Young. Mrs. George H unt
ie.'-. Mrs. P,. H. Paul. Annie Spear.
Ora Burns, Louise Holbrook. Blanche
Steward.
Leola
Mann and
Mary
Priest. First prize in furniture caning for Knox and Lincoln Counties
was awarded the Rockport Bureau.
prize winning work being done by
Loyise Holbrook.
Mrs. U^rnnia Torrey reports the receipt of $5 from the Johnson Society
of the Methodist Church toward the
oldiers' Monument Fund.
All members of the Fred A. X’orwo <1 W.R.C. should l»ear in mind that
Xov. 1 isxhe date of the inspection
with supper at 6.30. • Members not
elicited are requested to furnish
pastry.
The table and hall decora
tions Hill he in keeping with Halloween
Mr>
Elizabeth Savage of
Bangor will be the inspecting officer.
Mrs. Leola Mann, accompanied by
Mrs. Bertha Thursti n of Rockland
left Friday for a week's visit in Boston.
The annual meeting of the Past
Matrons and Patrons Association will
be heldsd Masonic hall Tuesday eve-__
ning preceded by supper to be served
Harbor Lght
Chapter. O.E.S.
by
Members may invite guests.
The Trytohelp Club will meet Mon
day evening at the Baptist vestry.
bTtl '
Charles Chadwick of
Mr< ^FreJ
guest of nis daughter
Eddy. High street.
Mrs. Ina Wooster returned Thurs
day from a few days’ visit with h^r
son. Dr. Ralph Wooster in Bargor.
Misses Marguerite and Jeannelt<
Buzzell of Simonton have been spend ii.g a few days with their
randmother Mrs. Annie J. Gardner.
Mrs. Mary Whitman left Thursday
for. severed days' visit in Boston and
vicinity. 4
Miss Feme Whitney who has been
seriously ill is rep rted as improving,

Rev. H. C. Megert was in Boston
last week where he attended an in
portant conference of ministers in
connection with the School of The
ology. Boston University, of which
he is a graduate. This week Mr. Megert attended a meeting of a group of
ministers from the Rockland district
in Wiscasset.
He was accompanied
by WttHs A Beering ot* Winslow's
Mills.

THOMASTON
his father and
1’leasant street.

Every-Oll.ci-Day
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Pugc Six

Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Stinson of Wis
casset have been recent guests of Br.
George H Coombs.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Copeland and
Miss Margaret Copeland who have
spent the season in town, closed their
The Sabbath school rally to have
home Friday and returned to Xew
been held last Sunday in the Metho
ton Centre.
dist Church has been postponed un
Mrs. Willard Wade and Mrs. The
til tomorrow
A very pleasing proresa Keene of Waldoboro are with
gram entitled “Onward and Upward”
their sister Mrs. E. L. Montgomery.
will be presented by the young people.
The State Prison commissioners
A farewell party was given iti honor
made an official visit to the prison
of \irs
Howard Greenlaw, who is
Thursday.
leaving town to make her home in
The Indies* Circle of the Baptist
Portland, at the home of Mrs. Byron
Church will meet at the vestry next
Mills.
Games were played during
Wednesd.iy afternoon.
Supper will
the evening and refreshments served.
,he served at 6 o’clock. A program will
The guest of honor was presented
be presented after the supper when
with an electric broiler. The guests
Miss kyiiise Dolliver of Rockland
included Rev. and Mrs. L. D. Graves,
will make character impersonations.
Mrs. Sylvester Simmons. Mrs. Walter
The housekeepers will be Mrs. J. E.
Ripley. Misses Marion Welt. Freda
Creighton.
Mis.
Comstock.
Miss
Clare.
Evelyn
Levensaler,
Gladys
Elizabeth Washburn. Miss Christine
Bailey and Emma Boggs.
Moore and Mrs^Marie Singer.
Miss Evelyn Mossman, a teacher in
The Star Club held an all-day ses
the schools, came home to attend the |
sion at Masonic hall Wednesday. The
State teachers’ convention.
members passed the time in sewing
Mrs. Charles Shorey has returned
on a quilt intended for their fair.
from a two weeks’ visit with her
Dinner was served at noon.
daughter. Miss Lena Shorey.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Tracey. Mrs.
Clarence Shaw, son of Mr. and
Harry Lakeman. Mr. arfd Mrs. Ed
Mrs. H. B. Shaw has settled in Provi
ward Baker. Miss Betty Tailor and
dence as sale manager of. the Buick
Robert Grant of Portland were re
Auto Co.
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. H
Miss Ruth Moffitt is housekeeper
Weston.
in the family of Leonard Stetson.
Mrs. Nina Goucher. Mrs. Cora Mc
K nneih Burton ar.d family of SanLain. Mrs. Helen Jones. Mrs. 1. P.
ford are visiting his mother Mrs.
Bailey.
Miss Gladys Bailey. Miss
Emma Burton.
Anita Philbrook. Mrs. Luella Mason
\\ aldo Bryant of Brockton. Mass.,
an^ *^rs- Huby Bridges attended the
who has been the guest of his aunt.
meeting of the Damariscotta Basket
Mrs. Ralph Ayers, left for his home
Association.
Friday morning.
Mrs. Frances Boynton of Togus was
H. B. Shaw motored to Glenmere
j at W. H. Crowell’s Thursday.
f
1-Yiday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Hovey have reHoward Swift who is a bank
j turned from a week's visit with their
messenger in Xew York City makes
^on in Xewtonville. Mass.
six trips daily between the Seaboard
National Bank and the Trust Co.
Maynard O. Brown and Miss Chris
Howard has a home in the family of
tina Wi»»hart of Bath were united in
a minister, also teaches a class in the
marriage at the Methodist parsonage
Sunday School thus making himself
Saturday evening by Rev. H. O. Meguseful.
ert. The bride, an unusually attraeMrs. John Campbell is spending a
tive young woman, was gowned in
few days in Portland.
The following from Rockport are blue crepe with hat to mrftch. The
Capt.’John Brown. Betty Brown and in attendance at the teachers’conven- couple were attended by Mr and Mrs
Mrs. Matic singer motored to Port
tion in Portland this week:
Mrs. Austin
Winchenbach.
brother-inland Friday.
( Lira Lane, Miss Wilma Carroll. Mr. jaw an<j s;ster of the bridegroom,
Mrs. Fanny Brandt who spent the and Mrs. Everett Libby. Ronald Bill-_________________
-------------------------summer in town returned to her win- ings. Miss Hortense Bohndell. Miss
Special low prices on shoe repairtei home in Worcester Thursday Cora Harris. Mis
Lundell and Paul
pairing—Men's soles $1;
Women's
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Elliot conveyed Snow.
soles 75c; Men's rubber heels. 40c;
her to Portland by automobile, the
Miss Cera Whitney is visiting her
women's rubber heels. 35c. Work
remaining distance was made by aunt. Mrs. Julia Johnson in Vinalha
guaranteed. Milligans. Main St., opp.
train.
ven for the weekend.
town, clock.
Mail orders promptly
The funeral of Capt. Ernest L.
Much needed improvements have
filled —adv.
Montgomery will be held at his late been made on the choir left of the
residence this afternoon at 2 o’clock. Baptist Church, several feet having
The morning topic at the Baptist been added to the width, and carChureh Sunday will be “The Power penters are now busy shingling the
of Guarantee."
In the evening the building.
Mrs. Marshall E. Reed and daugh
Men’s Class will have charge of the
program. The speaker will be Rev. ter Dorothy and Mrs. UHiite and son
Mr. Chadbourne and the Masonic Or- ,,f Roxbury arc guests of Mrs. Minnie
ders of Thomaston. Warren and St. Weed for a few days.
George are invited.
Service at
Mrs. Arthur Whittier and daughter
o'clock.
Marion of Bath are guests of Mrs.
Enoch Clark is having a vacation r;,nnic Andrews on I'nion street.
Nov. 8 is to be a gala day ln the i
from the express office in Rockland.
Leonard Stetson and family at- history of the Trytohelp Club of the ,
tended tlie funeral of Mrs. Josephine KOckp rt Baptist Church. From 2 to
•s.i
I 5 in the afternoon a sale of aprons.
Bowers in Camden Thursday.
.Mr. and Mrs. Frank Turner left by rooked food, etc., will he held at the
motor Friday on a vacation trip to Town hall, and at 8 o'clock in the
Massachusetts.
evening An Old Fashioned Mother,”
Thomas Heasley has moved from :i dramatic parable of a Mother's Love ;
Mrs. Smith's house, corner of Main jn three arts will tie presented with
and Dwight streets to a tenement in the following cast—Deborah Vnder: hill (a Mother in Israel. Hazel Caine;
the Levensaler block.
Herbert Moore of Cushing is occu Widder Bill l’indle (Leader of the
tenement in Dunn * Elliot fpoir). (Pace Hughey. Miss Lowizv
pying
Loving Custard (Plain Sewing. Gos
Co.'s house bn Wadsworth street.
Thomaston sent a good delegation sip). Ethel Spear; Isabel Simpscott
to the grange fair at South War I The Village Belle). Mildred Graf
fam: Gloriana Perkins. (As good ns
ren Thursday.
Mrs. Ava Caldwell of Lynn. Mass., gold). Eva Porter: Lukey l’indle
is visiting her parents. Mr. a*nd Mrs. I The Widder's Mite), Mary Brann:
John Underhill. (Tlie Prodigal Son),
Atwood Pryor.
••
Ernest Crockett:
Charley
CnderBeechwoods
hil] (The E]der Brother), Ronald T.
Mrs.
Dora
Benner,
street, solicits orders for home cook- 3mjn
Brother Jonah Quackent.usj, (A Whited Sepulchre). Arthur
ing.—adv
* J29-lt
Walker: Jeremiah Gosling. "Jerry ' iA
Special low prices on shoe repair- Meny Heart). Lowell Payson; Enoch
Rone (An Outcast and a Wanderer).
pairinp—Men's soles SI; Women '
Quintus Todd
(The
soles 75c; Men's rubber heels. 40c: I'ccil Small;
women's rubber heels. 35c. Work County Sheriff). Rev. Philip Hughey,
guaranteed. Milligans. Main St., opp.
Lou Upham and nephew Lewis
Mail orders promptly Upham have gone to northern Maine
town clock,
on a hunting trip.
filled.—adv.
Baptist services tomorrow will he
at 10.45. singing by the choir, duet by
This ingenious
Rev. and Mrs. Hughey, sermon. "The
device accurately
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Starrett and Load Lifter." Sunday School comes
weighs the pressure
required to operate
family and Mrs. Martha Spear were at noon and B.Y.P.U. at 6. violin solo,
the clutch pedal of
Sunday guests in South Dresden of Ernest Whitney;
leader. Franklin
the Chevrolet Six.
Mrs. Starrett's mother. Mrs. Seigars. Clough. The evening praise service
'The Customs of Jesus" is the is at -.00. two selections by the male
Wednesday evening topic at the Bap chorus with four violinists and a cornetist.
The sermon subject will be

The school held a baked ‘bean sup
per al the Grange hall Get. 17, from
which a sum of more than $19 was
realized. This money as well as that
received at the social held the previous week is to be used in payment
for a victrola and records for use in
the school work. The teacher, Miss
Carrie Drlnkwater. and pupils wish to
thank
all
who contributed
food,
money, time or ip any way helped
to make the supper such a success.1

Miss Drinkwater is in Portland this
week attending the Stgte teachers'
convention.
School close 1 Tuesday
night for the week.
Mrs. Jeannette Mann, national lee-

wu- given iu thi' M-'ihodlsi Church
Sunday by Ha children an 1 teachers
of tin SuTnl'iV School. TH* program
was interesting,and much credit idue the teachers who assisted in the
tra.ning.
W. J. Freethy visped relatives in
Rockland las> week.
Mrs. ('buries Harding of Bernard
is visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs.
X. B. Trask in Atlantic

Speti.il low prices on shoe repair
pairing—Men’s soles $1;
Women’s
soles 75c; Men's rubber heels. 40c:
women's rubber heels. 35c. Work
guaranteed. Milligans. Mah^ St., opp.
town (lock.
Mail orders promptly
Hill'd
adv.

turer of the \\ .( 'l l .. spoke to the
women at the meeting of the Mis
Chicken or steak Sunda.v dinners
sion Circle held at Mrs. A. C. Clark’s $1 at Park Street Sea Grill. Manley
Perry, prop.—adv.
Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. M. A. Fogler. Miss Hazel Par
ker of this place and Mrs. Matti<
Clark and Mrs. Minnie Ingraham o:
Camden called on Mrs. Olivia Lufkin
in Cushing Monday.
Frank Robinson of Chicago has ar
rived in town and is at Almon Var
ney’s where his wile has been for
several weeks. They will remain here
indeffnitly.
Airs. J. F. Heal and Mrs. Charles
Rhodes
Rockp<»rt were guests last
Thursday i f Mrs. B. F. Young in '
Lincolnville.
The Tuesilay Sewing Club met this
week with Mrs. Bert Andrews.
Mrs. Oscar Bridges of Camden w
the guest Tuesday of Mrs. Robert
Heald and attended the meeting of
the Tuesday Club in the evening.
Mrs.
Ida
Barrows of Rockville
visited her daughter. Mrs. Leman
Oxton. Thursday.
Mrs. Mattie Clark and son Lewis of
Camden spent a few days this week
with Mrs. M. A. Fogler.

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisement* hi this <•« 'unin not to exceed
three lines Inserted once fo- 25 cents, 3 times
for '.ii cu.ts
Additional lines 5 cents each
tor one time. l'» cents fur three times. Six
words make a line.
*

Lost anc
b 1ST Thursday a»*« moon small baum
Marten neck fur in Woolworth’s or between
Woolworth’s'and Frost Apt^. Summer street.
Not new hut valuable to owner. Reward If
rehirnvil to (ON FII»E.\TIAL LOAN < 0.
129-131

For Sale
FOR SALK^-iO pigs, beau threshers and
Sulkv plows. V. M. Bl IUiESS. Union. Me
Tel. 17-3.
129-131
FUR SALE 14o .,cie farm known as the
Alonzo Carter place one mile from Union
( i mnion on State road, good house and build
ings. cuts lots cf hay, large pasture and wood
land, large young orchard, near railroad,
••reamerv and canning factory. Al. K. MIL
LER. East Union, We.
129*131

1929

104 YEARS

1825

Turn Your Child's Building

Instinct to Account

i

It is not hard to convey to a child’s
imagination that dollars piling up in the
bank are like the building blocks he puts
on top of each other to build a house or
bridge.
Teach him to build a bridge of gold to
span the years ahead. Show him in his
early years how saving his small change
may lay the foundations of this future
success and happiness.

SWAN'S ISLAND
Mi and Mrs. William Morrison and
daughters Elegnor and Maxine of
P5a.sc.ue lale Recently visited Mrs.
Morrison's mother a m sister. Mrs
Flora
Smith
and
Mrs.
Maggie
SpragUe.
The teachers arc at* nding the an
nual Teacheis' Convention in Port
land.
Several of the ladies dressed in ,
quaint costumes met at the lighthouse on Monday evening and ga

Have a Savings Account
Keep It Growing

THE THOMASTON
- NATIONAL BANK

Mr and Mrs Milan •» jolly surpri*
party.
The Ladles' Aid was entertained on
Friday by Mrs. Carl 1. Sprague. A
crowd attended. Ln serving the refreshments Mrs. Sprague was assisted by Miss Eleanos, Morrison of
Presque Isle.
j
Myron
Sprague. Bradlee Joyce

1 homaston, Maine

104 Years Without a Loss to a Depositor

Phyllis Joyce and Bernice Smith a ■
home from Rockland where they at*
attending hign school.
A Rally Day aervk'e and concei:

I

^>r Economical Transportation

J CHEVROLETnJ

Millions of Miles
of Constant Testing

WARREN

to maintain the outstanding
quality and dependability of

Tlie Chevrolet Six
In spite of the fact that a million
Chevrolet Sixes have already been
placed in the hands of owners, and
have proved their performance and
stamina by billions of miles of service
over every type of highway.

tist Church.

Trueman Seamans of Sanford spent
a few days this week as the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Hahn while visit
ing in this vicinity.
Mrs Fred Starrett with Miss Ruth
Packard of Rockland were recent
guests of Rosewood Chapter. O.E.S..
in Searsmont.
Chester O. Wyllie .and family ex
pect to occupy their newly built house
on Union street early in November.
Rev. H. I. Holt of Camden will oc
cupy the pulpit of the Congrega
tional Church Sunday morning. The
evening service will he omitted. Rev.
G. D. Paul and family are spending
a few days with Mrs. Paul’s parents
in Augusta.
Earle Sheldon entered a Portland
hospital Thursday for an appendi-

. citis operation.
George Counee of South Warren
' lost a valued young fox hound Wed
nesday when it was accidentally run
oyer as it crossed the road in front
of an automobile. The driver imme
diately notified the owner.

.For Sale—Roister Radio, 6-tube
console model with Philco socket
power.
S. F. Copeland. Warren.
127-129
Special low prices on shoe repairpairing—Men's soles 81;
Women's
soles 75c; Men's rubber heels. 40c:
women's rubber heels. 35c. Work
guaranteed. Milligans. Main St., opp.
town i lock.
-Mail orders promptly
filled.—adv.

MAT1N1CUS
This is no spring song nor fish
story, but something that really liap24. W. Scott picked
jwned. On Oct.
.
li.im his garden one-half bushel of

green peas as delicious as ever

"The Halloween Life."
.Mrs. William Crockett is seriously
ill at her home on Spruce street.
Mrs. Annie Gardiner returned reeently from several weeks visit with
her daughter. Miss Frances Gardiner
and Miss Mildred Kibble, who are
living in East Milton. They took a
niotoi trip to New York ov- ■ Columbus Day. Leaving Eas' Milton Friday
stopping at Devon. Conn., for dinner
where they were the guests of Miss
Kibble s uncle, Charles Sawyer. Then
on to Waterbury wane they were
joined by Mr» Elise Gilbert and Miss
Daisy Zugg. thence on to New York

—the Chevrolet Motor Company con
tinues to take new Chevrolet Sixes
from the assembly line at the factory
and subject them to pitiless testing
on the roads of the General Motors
Proving Ground!

;

I

)
,

The decelerometer
records the rate the
new Chevrolet Six
slows down at any
pressure on the
brake pedal.

i

This passion for proof — this con
sistent refusal to accept any tests as

final—is one of the fundamental
reasons for the overwhelming popu
larity of Chevrolet cars. For in no
other way is it possible to make the
Chevrolet Six so sound in design and
materials—so dependable in perform
ance—and sp economicai to operate!
If you are considering the purchase of
a car, come in and see the new
Chevrolet. You will find that it is
more than a Six in the price range of
the four. It is a finer car than you
ever thought possible in the lowprice field!

i

I

The Roadster. U2S; The Phaeton. 2525; The Coach.
$595; The Coupe. $595; The Sport Coupe. 964S;
The Sedan. $675; The Imperial Sedan. $695; Sedan
Delivery, $595; Light Delivery Chassis. 1400;
Ton Chassis. $545; / % To&Chassis with Cab. $650.

returning Sunday nigh*.

All prices /. o. b. factory. Flint. Michigan

FOR RHEUMATISM TAKE

BUXTON’S
RHEUMATIC
SPECIFIC

The instrument illu
strated above records
the pressure necessary
to apply Chevrdet
brakes to insure easy,
positive brake actioa.

Gentlemen: I was taken with a se
vere attack of rhetimalism in hips and
legs and was so lame that it was hard
l’or me te get around. Mr. Gallagher,
the Druggist, told me to try Buxton’s
Rheumatic Medicine, which I did. The
first hottie I took helped me. I took
ten bottles and was entirely free from
rheumatism. I will cheerfully recom
mend it to anyone who is troubled
with rheumatism. Yours truly.
George 11. Sweft,
34 Congress St.. Amesbury. Mass.

Wit lies
,all)es

28-398—40
A fifth wheel speedometer accurately
measures speed and mileage oa all
Chevrolet test runs at the Proving

Ground.

To prove Chevrolet
fuel economy, an
apparatus like a
huge graduated
“bottle" measure*
the gasol.ne, drop
by drop.

'F3K SALE Guernsey cow also yearling
heifer. M. M. CLARK. Tenant's Harbor Tel
13-3.
k
129-131
FOR SALE Mahogany Cabinet XTotroli
and records. MRS. GEO. B. WOOD, 18 Tal
bot Ave.
1'29’lfl
FOR SALE Very nice yellow turnips $1
per bu . delivered Tel. 647-14. EREDERD K
E MONROE.
129-131
FOR BALE OR TO’ LET The ti nest re
conditioned house in Donohue Court, rent $13.
Price $1,300. Anv person who does not In
tend to ktep the place sanitary and pay their
i«nl when due ueed not apply. FREDERICK
I WALTZ. 165 Broadway. Tel. 392-M.
129-tf
FDI! SALE Pianos hack from summer
rental t xceptlonally flue trades iu used pianos* •i>mc of them like new. l>ery on
ln tine (Aindltlon and hears our guarantee
They are priced low for quick selling. If
uni are considering a piano tills fall these
will Interest you. Convenient payments can
he arranged. MAINE MUSK’ CO., Rockland.
129-131
FDR SA1>: Knight
Templar
uniform.
HARRY !M. FLL'NT. 202 Main «St.. ffocklxnd.
129-131
F’OR SALE Dr to let. good house on
IJtneroek St . large lot. 10 rooms, modern,
with rooms for light housekeeping. DR. H
L. STEVENS. Rockland.
’
128*130
FDR S.KLE 28-ft. lobster or scallop boat
with 14-20 H P. 4-evlinder Red Wing en
gine and hoisting gear. A. M. HATCH. Ston
ington. Me
_________
128*133
FDR SALE—Complete houre furnishings at
10 Pine St. evening except Saturday or call
MRS. LUDWIG, at Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
F28-130

WANTED Night cler£
HOTEL
WANTEIF Kitchen girl
HOTEL.

WANTED Work h.\ widow -vith gill 10
Hotel, restauran: work or housekeeper. Best
of references. .MRS. MYRTLE (’LEMENTS.
Bucksport, Me.
128*130
WANTED Immediately, man 52 desires
position as salesman with iellable Ann
Good references. Write “Il ' eate The Cou
rier-Gazette.
# 128*120
WANTED Woman or girl t. r general
housework.
No washing. Address A. D. #
MILLS. Tel. 360.
128-130
WANTED - Immediately maid for ward
work at KNOX HOS11 AL.
128-130
WANTED^—Immediately, position by will
ing man about 32 years, good experience in
selliug, also as packer. Best of references
Write R. N. HARVEY. Waldoboro
127*129
WANTED Laundry work. ( ailed for amt
delivered. TEL. 1173-J.
127-129
WANTED—Long haired shaggy kittens.
Write age. color and sex. JOHN 8. RA.NLETT, Rockville. Me. Tel. 352-14.
125*130
WANTED Radio salesman, straight com
mission basis, must own car. A real opening
for a hustler. See MR. SMALL, Sea View
Garage. Inc.. Main St., Rockland.
124-129

i

ADDRESSOGRAPH

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc., 689 Main St., Rockland
BAY VIEW GARAGE, Inc., Camden, Me.
A

SIX

IN

THE

PRICE

RANGE

OF

THE

To Let
TO LET For the winter large front room. J
two windows, sun all day. FOSS HOUSE.
77 Park St.
129-131 4

TO LET 5-room apartment 14 Pleasant St.,
FOE SALE—Best Turnlpj, tu. $1. delivered. near depot and Main street, up stairs All
modern.
Inquire H. B. BARTER 227 Main St.
Drop postal to LUKE R. i’.REWSTER, R.F.D
Ro. kland or TeL 48-1.
128*130 Tel. 25, _____________________________129-tf
TO LET Furnished apartment with garage.
FDR SALE -Double tenement house on
Pleasant S;.. Rockport. MRS. F. E.^,11 ART- ETTA H SANBORN, 80 Pleasant St. Tel.
903W.
129-tf
FDRI). Highland Bq.. Rockport.
128*139
______________________________
__
_FOR SALE-Set of American Ki,cyclo|,wllii
Lug.- front r„„m ^iirnlahcil fur
Britannica 32. u.l, 124 THOMASTOX ST.
>'«»•» hoiiaekevpiug ,f dealrcil. Alan single
l*x*130 room. .Modern conveniences.
Inquire 7
'
PLEASANT ST. Tel. 1173-J.
129-131
FDR SALE Due Barber's electric hair •
- —----------- ——clipper. 2 pairs hand clippers, I silver cor-i
1 ** v f ~’r
I"’.*
unfurnished
net i ml 1 clarinet with cases, or will trade f ’
STl l'LL\. >9 I ar\ St TeL
for ravophonc.
PARK ST BARBER SHOP, j 101111_________________________________ 133-tf
__________________________________ 12S-f.ie ; TO LET—ti-room house on (.race Street,
FOR SALE King Klueo Kitchen range. 1 !»<«•'ni. Furnished apartment on Oak Street,
Perfection oil stove. 1 wardrobe. 2 linoleum "">dl r,o
Furnished apartment en drove
carpets Apply MRS. L. H. SNOW. 163 Main ■
°-i'"om house, corner Lindsey and
Strect
127-129 Union St., modern, with garage. 1 room house
with electric lights on Fern St. Laige house
FOR SALF7—One counter and 3 showcases, oh Camden St. 4-room house • n Main St.
all in fine condition at D. L. MeCARTY S ERNEST ('. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
NORTH END DRUG STORE.
127-129
128-lf
FOR SALE-Blaek walnut bed. ilreaaer and
T„ LET b, Thomaston four fiin'lshcd
stand. >2it. Mru- i. t ounce-'..i/ctte Ofltee room apartment. All nioder'i. For Ihe wlnFOK BALE I have sold ray <prm and farm- ler. MRS. E. 0. DANIELS, lit Wadsworth tit.
Ing Implements. 1 have a few pickling pears :
128-tf
nl<® M<,Into*,, Ked apples i T0 ,<KT F,ve — turilished apa^7>
which I will give any one an extra good trade. aj, n,0(jtrn Improvements. Call at 12 ELM
also ome good winter apples. FRANK F..
127-tf
127-129
JONES, opposite Trotting Park.
,
, ,
,t TO LET—4-roora furnished and heated
IOR SALE-droeery busineas-ftoek nnd [ apartment. 566 Main Street. NELSON B.
fixtures or will sell stock and rent fixtures. COBB.
127-tf
WEST END MARKET. Thomaiton. .Maine.
127-129 | TO ITT -Furnished and heated front hedMRS.
ROBBINS
-—777T—7?—TTT—7—7-- 7—77---------- 7"
Prb-e reasonable
FDR SALE Wood lot of about 20 acres in |
Maple St Tel 143-R
127*129
_---------------------i i
(own of Rorkport near Oakland Park. Partly
TO LET-Tenement of five rooms on South 11
old growth. For information call ROCKLAND
127-138 Main St., flush toilet, electric
•lectric lights. MRS U. V
44-2.
MILLER Tel 410i(-R.___________ 127-12.9 1
F’OR SALE- Fitted hardwood. $2 ft.: sawed
wood. $1.75 ft. : sawed slabs. $1.25 fl. ALTO LET Furnished apartment. All mod -J
-IKS DAVID HUBEN-X
EKED DAVIS. Rockland. Tel. 314-R. 127*129 ern ImprovAients. MRS
127-129
FOIt SALK- Fitted hard wood. >13 per cord STE1X' 6 Talbot Ave. Tel. 128.,
TO LET—-New 5-room house on Broadway.
MAPLE CREST FARM, Wirlell. Tel. 6-31.
127-132 I hard wood floors, hot and cold water, hath
and shQU'cr. Cement cellar, set tubs, in
FOR SALE—Winter apples, Russets, Spy a wall ironing board. Nice sunny location.
and Greenings. 75c per bu.. 3 bu for $2.00. R. U COLLINS. Tel. 77.
127-129
ERNEST NICHOLS, High St., Thoamston.
TO LET- Garage on Spring St., for one
127*132
car. MRS. ELLA BIRD. 33 Spring St Tel.
FOR SA^E 1926 Master Six Buick sedan 356-W.
127-129
fully equipped. 2 seta chi’ns, $425. L. B
DYER. Vinalhaven.
127-129 j
TO LET -Tenement of 7 rooms, bath, gas
range and shades. Newly painted and pa
FOR SALE- Vegetables ior winter: Hard pered. Inquire at 49 SUMMER ST. TeL
ir.wiium size cabbage $1.50 per 100 lbs. : JJgjJ
127-129
sweet, tender carrots $1.50* per bu. : tine 2—.—L ,
_________________
rained turnips $1 bu: nice flavored beets
TO LET Five room, tenement, at 66 RAN$1.50 per bu. : blue hubbard squash $1.50 J KIN ST. TeL 202-W.
124-tf
per Km lbs.
We deliver. Call or write , TO LET-*-Tenement nt 38 Mechanic St.
SAGE A ( HATER. 116 Elm St., Camden. TeL j
t,iree furnished rooms with use of bath
Camden 274.
140 at 176 Main St. Inquire MRS. W S. KEN124-tf
F’OR SALE—Farm, right on the State road N1STON 176 Main St. TeL 874-W.
going through Rockville. Building iu find im
LET -Tenement of 6 rooms, modern. D.
pair: 17U acres: 60 acres blueberry land. L. TO
MeCARTY,
N'orthend
Drdg
Store.
123-tf
Lots of young apple, pear and plum trees.
_____________________ ___
Building laid side of the hill facing the sun
TO LET Six room apartment at'59 Masonic
Electric lights and Oyster River water. Hy- St. It. U. COLLIN'S. Tel. 77.
121-tf
drant near buildings. Plenty of wood and
LET
...
-----7"’lv “
will cut 60 acres of hay. Borders on the pond. edw. BENNER Tel 945-R * *
^V’l-tf
Will sell for cash, time payment or exchange - ---- ----- --- 1:________________________ 7___
for other property. A great prospect for
TO LET—Four rooms and bath. V. F.
someone who wants to work and make money. STl DLEY, 0P Park St. TeL 1080.
122-tf
GEORGE M. SIMMONS, 23 Tillson Ave.
TO LET -Three rooms for light housekeep
Rockland.
120-121 ' ing or roomers. All modem improvements.
Annlv
37 WILL
wtl.T.nw
stuppt
FOR SALE—Valuable piece of property Appl
y 37
OW 8TREET.
known «s the O'Neil property on Tillson aveTO LET—Nice house In good repair, just
nue. Buildings In flrst-ihws shape with land \ vacaled bj. ,lartv „ho have 0wu|,|edo,t
jto put up buildings. Mill sell
exchange *.?
toi
vpar*an<l
and have
hav«now
nnw move(l out of town. Largo
xi oreiv
i vears
other property. GEORGE • i ‘ l3L’garage or barn with work-bench
it, just
Inst the
tlie
ork-bench
in
it*
Tillson Ave., Rockland.
Plenty of land for a
FDR SALE—(Small farm at Pleasantville. C
HASTINGS. 120-tf
Mould make a nice hen farm or ideal cottage.
TD LET—Four room apartment In fine con-/
Land runs down to the water, nice fishing and (j
good location. Built|Dig8 in first-class shape
outside and in. Newly painted and papered, j >]
Will exchange for other property or sell on
easy terms. GEORGE M. SIMMONS, 23 Till- son Ave.. Rockland.
126-131 J
Miscellaneous
FDR SALE—Farm, bulluings all connected;
and in first-class shape. Just been papered ' $800 DOWN : RIVER EARM EQUUT 160
and painted. Good cellar through out. Elec
•res. y mile depot town, borders beautiful
tric lights and city water and beautiful
scenery ; 35 acres of land, large lot of blue- , 1 ver; 50 acres level high-producing tillage,
berries, raspberries and lots of apple and ' duable wood, 50 fruit trees: .snug 6-room
pear trees. Ideal home for someone to get • 1 iu.se, water inside, convenient barn, lien
a living on the farm. About 1 mile from the 1
. ity on Lake Avenue. GEORGE M. SIM- ! »
MONS, 23 Tillson Ave.. Rockland.
126-131 ‘
nly $800 cash. On pg 2D
Uns. Copy free. STROUT
FDR SALE—Bungalow, new, on the State j
Did South Bid;;., Boston.
road opposite tlie J’enobscot Camps, three
12.»-lt
miles out of Belfast. 20 acres of land. Look- MHAT
IS
KNOWN
AS the Jere Brown
ing out the best sight of tlie Penobscot Bay
on tlie road. Tills place has three rooms up- 1 ace 307 Limerock street, Rockland, is ofstairs and five down, electric lights and , f red for sale. It comprises about 15 acres of
water. Would make a good summer place or 1 nd The buildings are attractive and iu
ideal home. Will sell for part payment or s ilendld repair. There !s also an orchard.
127-1&9
exchange for other property. GEORGE M. *■ REEMAN S. YOUNG. Tel. 714-M
SIMMONS, 23 Tillson Ate., Rockland.
HORSE FOR THE WINTER—Would like to
126-134 have
|
some one to take light, •lever driving
for keep for the winter. TEL. Union
FDR SALK—Cottages at stleguntlcook Lake | 1
and Crescent Beach anti also cottage lots. 1
12: FOOTHILLS FARM.
128-131
GEORtiE M. SIMMONS, 23 Tillson Ave. “ NOTICE—This Is to notify all persons that
Rockland.
126-131
fter this date I will pay in bill* contracted
FOIL SALE—Farms, large and small, good 1 y my wife. Harriet E Verge. ENOS H.
locations. Shore property. Some bargains.
EK(,E. Thomaston, -Oct. 24.
128*130
M. R. MILLER. East Union, Me.
125*130 “
BOSTON TAILORS —Spit mad? to order
FOR SALE— Nine room house with bath and f rom $2:5 up.
Ladles* or Men’s clothing
store, large lot of land. A bargain for quick c leaned, pressed, repaired or dyed. Suit
sale, at 56 Grace St. JOHN GUlSTfN.
1 ressed 75c. All work guaranteed. 492 MAIN
127-tf
124*129 >it. TeL 8390. Open evenings.
FARMS. ('OUNTRY HOMES, (OTTAGKS
FDR SALE—In South Thomaston, house re
cently vacated and owned by Frank Fuller
nd estates: up-to-date property. In the gar
ton, 1% story. 7 rooms, large shed and barn, < den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
electric lights, pump In sink and nice water, ' is what you want. ORRIN J. DIUMEY, Bel1% acres land. 25 thrifty apple trees, best of f ttSt.
________________
118-tf/
fruit, nice shade trees, land running to salt
GEN7RAL TRUCKING, Oyster River bridge,
water, 3 mins, walk from village, church and
homaston. Tel orders ROCKLAND 1060-M.
school. Apply to L. W. BENNER. Rockland.
118-tf
124-129 DENTAL NOTICE—During the summer I
FDR SALE—Almost new dining room suite, rill be at my Rockland office Fridays and
used less than year, best quality. Price very ,
reasonable.
Apply CHARLES H. BERRY, I Saturdays. Call or phone 69-R. DR, J. H.
118-tf
Fireproof Garage.
124-129 .
LET K. A. KNOWLTON file your saws «uu
FOR SALE—Overland touring car. model 91, epalr
your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK St.
mileage 17,000. Guaranteed iu good running . >1. 1010.
U8.tf
condition. Tires all new. cords, side curtains
and tools Included. Battery new this year.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
Price reasonable for cfsh. Inquire at 42 [ockland Hair Store. 236 Main 8L Mall ordera
FULTON ST.. Rockland.*
123-tf ollcltcd. HELEN C. RHODES.
118-tf
FOR SALE Blacksmith shop nnd land,
FDR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14 ; long.
South Main St.. $350. House, large lot of land !
at Pleasant Gardens. Rockland. $1000; can be
T. i J. CARROLU Tel. 263-21.
paid in rent. Six room house on Beechwoods
118-tf
St.. Thomaston. $850. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 “
Park St. Tel. 1080.
122-tf
FDR SALE Rug and knitting yarns by
manufacturer. Samples free. H. A. BART
LETT. Harmony, Maine.
122-133
FDR SALE—Six room cottage. Inquire K.
U. COLLINS or C. E. GOULDLNG, 54 Pacific
St.
121-tf
FDR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14 cord;
Standard FI
junks, $12: 4 ft., $10; soft wood fitted, $10;
4 ft., $8. O. H. CRIE, Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
120*131
FOR BALM— Hard wood, fitted, $14; long,
$10; junks, $12; soft wood fitted, $0; junks,
$8, delivered. L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13.
113-tf

Sept. 3, 1929.

THORNDIKE
129-131
at THORNDIKE
129-131.

FOR SALE

The effort required
to steer the Chev
rolet Six is accu
rately measured at
the Proving
Ground by means
of this “second’*
•tcennx wheel.

Gallagher.

Let us send you a booklet. Buxton ,
picked in July.
The vines are filled Rheumatic Medicine C'».. Abbot Vil
lull of pods and blossoms and said lage. Maine.
Bcott is hoping the weather condi l’or sale at all leading drug stores
tions will permit of another mess this
tall.
.j

Wanted

For Sale

WANTED Uorniwtent housekeeper, one who
FOR SALE, Almost new large pallor atove
Glenwood No. Is. Used one year $35. Appb can go home nights preferred. Call Rear 12
1 i* 131 I KNOX ST or TEI. ___
78-W.
129-tt
H* (FTIS'ST.

FOUR

For M Platea

FOR SALE—Twelve room house and forty
acres of land situated In Warren on Stat3
road between Warren and Thomaston. Also
farm wagons and farming Implements for
sale. For further Information write to MRS.
W. E BORNEMAN. Warren.
118-tf
FOR SALK—Cedar boat boards, all thick
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
huovs. oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 118-tf

With Gl Graphotypa and Cabinet
All Complete

F’OR MALE— Four foot mill slabs. $6.50
srove length, $8 per cord : also building lum
ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston

The Courier-Gazette

118 tf

As new, in original pack
ings. At a bargain. If in
terested write to

(ockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, October 26, 1929
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LEST WE FORGET
DR. DENTON
SLEEPING GARMENTS

THE REALM OF MUSIC

There is»ncthing better to protect

Gladys *S/.

Tablet To Gen. Henry Knox
Attracts Attention In Cam
bridge

Clair Morgan

the baby these cold nights

Sizes

In addition to personal notes regarding
Mrs. Lucius York who has been
Il»p«rtiircs and arrivals. this <lr|,at ImNil eape- (he finest of Mrs. Edward Nelson in
elallv desires. Information of social happenings, ....
, .
. ______ , .___ ,
parties, mualcals, etc. Notes sent by mail or Portland has returned home,
telephone will be gladly received.
—

0-1-2,

open

in

back,

drop

seat, tie at wrists
Sizes

3-4-5-6,

heavy

feet,

open

front,

washable

extra

buttons,

770

In
connection
wiia
tlv
Maine’tain to interest any t»< y or girl who
Teachers’ Association convention ir , is studying music, wh* ther he or s’^e
Portland this week, the name of Mrs be affiliated with a junior music club
Dorothy H. Marsden oi Waterville or not. The subscription price is very
president of the Maine stat ‘ Musi
small.
Miss McCann may well b/>
Supervisors
Association.
d •■•serves called one of the most valuable figmore than passing mention for the ures hi music in the State.
Slv
outstanding work .sh‘ has iccom
heartily deserves all the support and
plished in the State. She wa the first commendation that v • u be given her
director in Maine to enter an orches- for her retiirment
this work
tra and hand in the New lhrrlflnd would l.e a serious loss to the State
conclave, held in Boston in 1923. and jjn junior clul activho s.
each year since has lirected a'('lass
» • * *
B first prize orchestra and 1 nd in
The i’nited
States N r y Band
the New England contest.
In 192 s whi( h is appearing ir. Portland this'

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
i
(me hundred and twenty-one years
after the death of Gen. Henry Knox
of Thomaston, and 151 years after
he had brought the cannon through
the deep snow of a New England
winter Hom
Fort Ticonderoga to
Boston, a grateful Commonwealth
recognized the impo.tance of the
event.
In Washington Elm Square. I
Cambridge there is a tablet with this
inscription:

The Progressive Literary Club will
prices from $1.00 to $1.65 per suit.
meet with Mrs. Hattie Keating Tues
We also carry a Sleeping Garment
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. McEaehern and day at 2.30 p. m. Answers to roll call
for $1.00, for any size from 1 to 6
(laughter Mis Margaret MoEachPVn will be items of interest on the obyears.
of Northeast Harbor are guests of servance of Halloween. Reading of
Shakespeare’s "Midsummer N'UCit’s !
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Dunton.
THE BABY SHOP
Dream” will include all of Act 2.
Broadway.*
Current events will be last on the
393 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
_
... .
i
1 program, Miss Lois Keene leader. A
Supper will he served at the I m, ,
... ,
,
....
,
,
z. club picnic supper will be served,
Bronzn
versalist vestry
Wednesday
at 6
1
41
J 28-129
o’clock
with
this ’ committee
in I
’
Oxen Drawing
she
organized
tlie
fir-,
Maine
State
afternoop
and
evening
has
four
othe»
charge
Mrs.
Leonard
Campbell I
Miss Hattie Bowen who suffered an
Art ille
Band and Orchestra • untest which engagements in Maine.
From Portchairman. Mrs. E. W. Berry. Mrs. .1
Hl turn two weeks ago is able to be
Mrs. A. E. Wilson of Darby, Penn., was held in Waterville.
land the hand goes to Sanford where
Fred Knight. Mrs. R. L. Jones, Mips j up. Mrs. Etta O’Neil who has been
announces the engagement of her
Mrs. Marsden is a graduate of the it has a concert engagement f ir SunJosephine Thorndike. Mrs. W. E. I with her
frer has fRurned
burned home.
daughter. Miss Mae Scott Wilson, to public school tflusic department «>f day afternoon. In the ?venmg it will
At This 1 : ice
Morgan. Mrs. L. A. Walker. Mrs. Ern
Luther Shirley Hurd of Ash Point
the New England Conservatory of appear in Dover, N. II. On Monday
Ge neral Hemy Kncx
Educational Club members are re rind Philadelphia.
est Campbell, Miss Flora Wise, Mrs.
Music and has been supervisor ot' the famous flhnd orc iniz 'tion will
Delivered To
Adelaide Butman. Mrs. W. T. Cobb, quested to clip from the next issue
music in the Waterville schools since return to Maine and give a concert
General George Wash’ngton
Mrs. H. 1’. Blodgett. Miss Ellen I. I the list of managers selected to carry
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Hennigar of
Two years ago, owing to the at Brunswick in the al'e-rnoon and at
In Janu ir.;, 1776
Cochran and Mrs. Ida Maxey.
over the top during November the Vinalhaven have taken rooms at 47
growth of tli • depart.uent work, she Lewiston in the evening. On Tuesday
The Train Of Ar^Lery
.1.000 goal in prepaid membership. North Main street for the winter.
was obliged lo give up ihe viaal work it gots to Rumford ar. I on Wednes
Brought From.
Mrs. Nellie Grlndle is the guest of Organization to be perfected at Judge
and has since handled the instru day it will make its IP st appearance
Fort Ticonderoga
Harry Dailey of The Highlands
Mr. and Mrs. Langtry Smith in Vinal Miller's 7 p. in. Nov. 1. You are asked
To Force The Enemy To
to be present, if you find your name who has been seriously ill at Knox mental work only. Sim is a director in Madison.
haven.
♦ **!*
Evacuate Poston
on this list of efficient executors who Hospital, following an appendicitis of the New England Festival Asso
Mirs Agnes L. Ski’lin, 23, of San
ciation and a member of s vera!
Erected By The Commonwealth
The E.F.A. Club was entertained at are desirous of being lifters rather operation, is improving in an encour
ford. and Alexander Lemieux. 25. of
other musical organiz.itions.
Of Mass.u hu.'Ptts, 1927
aging manner.
picnic dinner and cards Wednesday than leaners.
Lewiston, were announced Oct. 22 as
by Mrs. Orrin Smith, Ocean avenue.
Thus? who have th » music of our wini.f’'s of the third State-wide an
Miss Marian Starrett of Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Howard and
Honors were won by Mrs. Harry W.
In 1771 Heny Knox, a young Bos
public schools at heart arc always de d'ticn of jhe AtvvuL-’-Kent Fou’i-'
French, Mrs. H. H. Flint and Mrs. I son of Portland are visiting Mr. was hostess to the Wednesday Club,
ton bookse’h r. was an ensign in th»*
with supper followed by music and lighted to hear of a school where datiun of Philadelphi i. wi >li w is
Howard's former home in this city.
J. Shuman.
grenadier company of the Boston
sewing.
Mrs. David Libby, Miss musical activities are oj. the increase. he’d last Frday night in Banuor. The r. ghnent.
Ilis advan. ■ ment in the I
delay io the selection of the vvinnei
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Walker (Addie Fiances Bradford. Miss Emma Dor Ef.iered on this list is G udincr ILgh
Mrs. Frank W. Ames returned to
military* si rvice must have been rap
was
due
to
the
fact
that
the
decision
School,
where
nnd
r
tlie
leadersl^in
her home in Matinicus Thursday Gale) ot New Haven are visiting in gan and Miss Shirley (Hidden were
id. and for a young officer ihe must
of the supervisor of that deoartinent. was used unon a com! (nation of tin
after visiting Mrs. E. H. Cameron the city, registered at the Thorndike present.
Miss Eva Towne, the ouhestra made verdict of three judg'; and of the have enjoyed the confidence of the
Pleasant street, nnd Mis Adelia Ames Hotel.
George
Miss Mertie Herrick is at the home its first appearance of the season with ballots sent in by »ni.io fans who ' Commander-in-Chief. Gen.
at Kent’s Hill.
'
------Washington, to have been intrusted
-------Dr. and Mrs. A. W.' Foss left yes- of Miss Lena Canary. Brewster and 36 member;, including some very were listen ng to the b’oade.ist. Miss
promising talent from the freshman Skillin is a coloratu i sop»*an • am1 with so important a mission.
Miss Alice Whitney is engaged in terdajr for Boston where they will Maverick streets, for th<Kwinter.
Boze.
i
____
class
A school hand is to he or- Mr. I eii'icux a tenor. They will rep
her nursing duties in Fall River, spend the weekend. Today they atMiss Mary C. Tyler has gone to ganized in th • very nea • future, there resent Maine in the district audition
Mass.
tend the Harvard-Dartmouth game.
Portland where she wi 1 spend the being already about 35 prospective soon to he held in New York. S. cond
places were awarded
» Miss Mildre.,
members.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Perkins have
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stevens motored winter with her niece. Mrs. Todd.
Mrs. Harry Aines w nt to Brockton
___
A fourth harmonica band has been IL Seott of Lewiston and Lindsay M
returned to their home in Northeast to Portland Thursday.
Mass.. Saturday to vis? r latives and
Dinsmore
of
Waterv
•!
’
'
Harbor after being guests for 10 days
------Mrs. Arthur Bond and daughter organized this fall at Ga-diner Junior
friends.
Miss Skillin has been beard twice
of Mr. and Mrs. George E. Dunton,
Stanley Snow and mother. Mrs. Marion hare returned to St. Johns- High. and.already ther • are two «uch
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. VY liter attended
Broadway.
Adelaide Snow, who have discontin bury. Vt.. after spendng several weeks hands at the Highland Avenue Oram- in Rockland, once as a featured
the meeting
Knox Pomona Saturd:
tist
in
a
Rubinstein
'Inb
annual
conI
being
with Acorn Grange at (’unliing.
ued their home here prior to going to with Mrs. Bonds grandparents. Mr. mar School, at d one e oh at the fun ■
The Junior Y.iyr.C. is to hold a Portland, where Mr. Snow has ac and Mrs. Freeman Hamilton.
Herman and Llewellyn Mank who
ti'al
street
and
South Hnrdlnei <‘ert .iiid the other as a soloist when
Halloween social Tuesday evening in cepted a position with the Fidelity
schools.
Mis:: Town** ..iso hopes to tiie Maine State Federation of Music have cmp’oym'ent af Northampton
the I’niversauist vestry, with Mrs. G. Trust Co., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
organize both buys’ and gills glee i lubs was In Id in this eJty t vo years (Mass.) Hospital spent tlie weekend
A. Knickerbocker in charge. There Justin L. Cross, South Main street.
with their mother. Mrs* DoVa Mank
(•lulls tliis y,;;;-.
• * « A
will be games and stunts appropriate
M ss Lisa Robinson of Rockland
Town manager and Mrs. Herbert
to the occasion.
Each member is
Mrs. Harriet Frost entertained the
In connection with “Light's Go’d?’.i was the guest of !ie»* si? ter. Mrs.
I was mtodi interec cd 10 hear the
privileged to bring one guest. An ad- Breakfast Bridge Club Thursday at Thomas are in Norwood. Mass., where dhcctor of n tisical education in 111 • lubile*-' which has ^id w »rld-vvid
Ben va Eugley Sundav.
mission of 10 cents will l>e charged to her home on Slimmer street in honor Mr. Thomas will attend tli • sessions New .York schools in his t ro.idcast observance this week, hi re is an item
Mr. and Mrs. GariLner Winslow
cover the expense of refreshments.
of her guest. Mrs. M. (’. Morris* n of of tin1 Association of New England ].|S. 5Unj.,y evening. V. hi.e his talk of i rtf rest:
»
and daughters, and Mr. and Mrs.
------Bar Harbor.
The decorations in town managers.
Was woven chiefly around the value
A sirrch through tri- files of th • Judson Benner, all of Warren, were
Mrs. Harrison F. Hicks has arrived keeping with the autumn season were
Corps head- recent guests of Mr. a cd Mrs. Janies
Or. and Mrs. I*. K. ltieffenbaeher of radio in the seltoots, particularly I’nited State? Marin
home from an extended visit fn East particularly lovely.
and baby left this wick by motor for with reference to tlie future, lie quartirs ii, Washington has devel Stofer.
Orange. N.
as guest •of Mr. an 1
------California where they will niuke their touched on music in general in tile oped the inter: sting coincidence that :
Mrs. Winnie Sherman of Randolph
Mrs. Louis E. Shaw.
Mrs. George Gay and sons Alvary future home.
the
genesis
of
tlv
electrio-lik< |
Th y were accom public schoolc and hr importance
passed the weekend w» Ji her brothers
------and Stanley are spending the week panied as far as Washington. D. (’.. “Music is th“ background of all ed man ii‘*s of John Philip Sousa and the ;
E. D. and Latorest Mank.
Mrs. H. V. Tweedie is in Colum- in Lewiston and Portland.
by .Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Elwel, making ucation." he said.
use of electric energy to light tin ,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wotton of
bus, Ohio, attending the general con------world was almost simultaneousthe trip in their own carFriendship were visiting relatives in
vention of missionary societies. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Talbot of PortThe Eastern Main
Musical Assj-. making especially appropriate the this place Saturday nnd Sunday.
W.
S. Wadsworth of Belmont.
Tweedie is district secretary of the land were guests Wednesday of Mrs.
William Walter lias been suffering
Mass., is the guest of his father, An elation, managing organization for current series of radio concerts ar
missionary society of the Methodist David Talbot,
the Bangor .Music F'-sii.al makes this ranged for th'? Gener d Motor** Family with an infected foot caused by step
drew Wadsworth on Sea street.
churches.
------Parties by Scusa’s Bind.
ping on a nail. He s reported bet
Mr. and Mrs. Frank RoberV have announce ment:
Mrs. Mary M. Griffin of Water
•‘E<i»son invented the incandescent ter
"The executive committee of the
Mrs. Minnie Rogers. Samuel Rogers .street and daughter Mrs. Streeter E. taken rooms for the winter in the ,
Eastern Maine Musical Association light in 1878, and Brush the arc ligh
Mrs. Edith Walter is having her
nnd Miss Ruth Rogers motored to | Webster of Knox street have returned Clyde Marriner rent on Park street. ’
in 1879. Sousa becanv leader of the house painted.
Ever at Shuman is
Superintendent of Schools Charles four.ally announced that the 1929 fall
Portland Thursday, accompanied by from a short visit with relatives in
I’. S. Marine Band in 1880. A photo the painter.
Miss Madlene Rogers who is attend- ! Boston. Brookline. Dorchester. Nan- E. Lord and the (’amden teachers festival com ert will ie omitted. As
graph made at ('ape May, N. J., in
ing the Maine Teachers’ Convention
tasket P.eacli and Watertown.
were in Portland this week attend is well known, the association has for
August. 1882, shows Sousa and tthe
Special low prices on shoe repairing the annual convention of the some years 1 ecn faced with an in
creasing festival deficit and the ne Marine Band beneath one of the first lairing—-Men’s soles 81;
Women's
Dr. and Mrs. Willinpi Elllngwood
Louis Allen of Dorchester lias been Maine Teachers’ Association.
cessity of < xpensive renovations of electric arcs ever used to light a so'.es 75c; Men's rubber heels. 40c;
and sons. William. Richard and Her- making a short visit witli Mr. and
The
date
of
the
Megunticook
the Auditorium. A nl in is underway band stand.” A reproduction of the womens rubber heels. 35c. Work
bert. are on a motor trip through Mrs. Willis I. Ayer.
Grange lair has been changed to Nov.
which it is belieyed offers a solution photograph (a tintyp » was shown guaranteed. Milligans. Main St., opp.
Maine rfhd Canada over the weekend. ,
-----29 and 30. (-n Friday evening there
to these problems, and the board is accoiapnnyin/ the item, and it is too town clock.
Mail orders promptly
------Mr*, and Mrs. E. F. Glover and Mr.
will be an indoor circus and on Sat
agt'tcd that at this time tie Festioi funrv for anything. Sousa is shown filled.—adv.
Mrs. Charles Lafiar entertained at and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy left yesterday
urday afternoon will be a baby show
. . ,
....
, vals future will b? best nrotected on the directors stand, looking 4C
luncheon tuid. auction
Wednesday for Poland Spring where they will ato clock. Supper will be served ,
. .
, ,
at
Woman: “I was to have ,inot my
...
.
.
bv (oncentrafng on tide solution and: years ago older than he does today. He
evening. Honors were won by Mrs. tend the State League of Loan and
en Saturday night from 5.30 to 7. In
omitting the fall oveot.
The 192*> and several of his men wore fuL husband help two liouni ago; have
Ruth Ha’rv. Mrs. Phyllis Clark and Building Associations at tlie Mansion
the evening there will he a dunce
you seen him?"
Miss Gladys Bowen. Decorations were House today, and then go to Bethel
ohbgatiun to the pa funs of the Fes beards or fierce mustachlos.
with music by Young's orchestra.
y » » ♦ ♦
Floorwalker:
"Possibly,
madam.
carried out very artistically in keep- Inn for Sunday.
tival has been met through the May
There will be fancy and useful ar
The Lewiston Journal has a music Anything distinctive about him?"
ing with Halloween.
'
------concert, at which Mm \ Kurenko v<as
Woman: "Yes. I imagine h«'.« purple
------Mr. and Mrs.^W. J. Rapp and Mr. ticles on sale, also all kinds of food the star, and it is hoped to present a column,
known as
the
“Musical
Mrs. S. A. Burpee. Miss Adelaide and Mrs. M. Colonari of Bridgeport. candy and vegetables.
program in th< spring or fall of 1930. Wold*1.” which des.« i s more than by this time.
George E. Allen has r< turned from
Holmes and Miss Jennie Trussell Conn., are expected tomorrow to lie
for the capable
for which the initial steps have-al ’passing mention
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Morgan Woodfords where he has been taking ready been taken.”
motored to Portland yesterday.
handling and careful
upir.g of mu
a rest cure.
at The Highlands for a week.
sical activities shown ’herein.
The I’nited Order of the Golden '
The Thursday Auction Club was
Kelley B. Crie of this city had an
Mrs. Anne Haskell entertained at Cross will hold a fair and supper in interesting chat with William Rogers
entertained by Mrs. George II. Davis,
A recital of unusual inter< st w.-o
Rankin street, with honors taken hy luncheon and bridge Thursday with tlie Cleveland hall on Saturday of Chapman in Portland last week. Mr. recently giv< n at the ( ..thedicl of tin
Mrs. Ray Eaton. Mrs. R. J. Motilaison Mrs. Arthur Smith of Portland (for this week- Supper from 5.30 to 7.
Chapman, brimming with < nthnsiasm Immaculate Conception Pm Hand, bv
Mrs. M. B. Rich will entertain the
merly of Camden) as honor guest.
and Mrs. F. E. Follett.
following th' success of his Aroos the Rev. William I. Finn, interna
Favors were won by Mrs. Tames F. Garden Club. Tuesday, Oct. 29 at 2.30
took County Festival, said* "I am tionally known organist and choral
Ralph. Wentworth, county
Mrs. Elizabeth Thayer Is in Water Carver and Mrs. F ink Knowlton. o’clock.
coming down to Rockland soon and eotrthiNor, on the newly rebuilt Ca
ville. the guest of her son J. SI. Mrs. Charles C. Wood and Mrs. Emily ;igent. will speak on the beautifying
am going to have another chorus all thedral organ. Father Finn’s assist
of the counties of Knox and Lincoln.
Jagels of Camden.
Thayer.
recital
artists
were
Alfred
my own and some concerts.” We'll ing
Mrs Paul Young will entertain the
SHOWS
show 'em ye; w hat tl e old man can Brink’e»*. well know n Portland or
Mrs. J. O. Stevens. Miss Hortense Friends-In-Council h'uesday at her
Mrs. Max Conway and sons Stan
Start at
do!” He had driven many miles in gan’,. and Jack Kearney, boy so
ley and Herbert of Vinalhaven are Wilson Mrs. Fred Overlock and Mrs. home at Lincolnville Beach.
2 CO, 6.30, 8.30
his auto throughout ?.laine, and an prano of the Paulist Boy Choristers
Regular meeting of Seaside Chap
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Angus Hen Frank Ross of Frenchboro are in
Saturday
The ( athedral men
nounced that he was tecting just tip of New York.
ter. O.E.^., Monday evening with
Portland today.
nigar, North Main street.
Continuous
top
Mr. Crie was impresses by his and bovs’ choirs also |.ai ticipcted, to
entertainment following the meeting.
2.00 to 10.30
apparent good health and enthusias gether with the regm ir . hm eh choir.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Leach who j
Mrs. W. C. Morrison of Bar liarAlbert Wilson is in Brooksville on
tic
plans,
and
joins
in
the
wishes
of
An
Impressive
and
col.
rful
musical
have been occupying the Rubenstein : bor who has been the guest of Mrs. business.
many that Mr. Chapman wi’t come to program was given.
Father Finn
NOW PLAYING
apartment. Talhot avenue, are moving , Harriet Frost and Mrs. E. B. Silshy
Martin Pendleton. 69, died Thurs
Rockland soon and at least ’’start heard in several sePwions Iron*! the
to Bangor where Mr. Leach is to have left for her home yesterday,
day after a long .illness.
The de
MONTE BLUE
something.” He h u been sorely great organ compos tions of Guilcharge of one of the S. K. Ames stores
------ceased wa.s born in Camden and al
in
mant. and Mr- Brinkicr’s selections
I ----!
Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Thomas, and ways resided here. He is survived by inissf d.
“SKIN DEEP”
ehoser,
to
display
to
e.'i
client
advan

son
Herrick
of
Rio
Janeiro.
S.
A.,
en

Mrs. Carl Christofferson and Mrs.
a son, Benjamin Pendleton of this
with
Seeking to establis i “The Appo- tage tlie tonal heautv h the fine new
Alton Brown gave a Halloween din tertained at dinner at Green Gables j 'ace.
Funeral service will he held
Master Kearney wh*
giatura,” the paper published hy the ins|riu'*nt.
Tuesday
night,
their
guests
being
Mr.
DAVEY LEE
ner party Thursday evening at Mrs.
at the mortuary chapel in the Moun
Cliristofferson’s home to the members and Mrs. K. B. Crie, Mr. and Mrs. C. tain street cemetery this afternoon at Maine Federation of Music Clubs for posr- sscf a clear lyric soprano voice
Thrills, Punches
great
members of the junior music clubs, was i i aid in solos fr-m tin
of the T Club and husbands. There m. Thomas. Mrs. Florence McMillan
2 o’clock.
Quivers, Quakes,
were 12 covers.
Stunts and games | and daughter Margaret,
as a permanent publication, carrying oratoi .os.
Commencing Nov- 3, the Camden
Gasps!
The concert was preceded by the
advertisements, and l.rving paid sub
in keeping with the Halloween sea
Public Library will be open every
William Glendennins. Jr., was host
scriptions. Miss Nelli ■ L. McCann of blessing of the rath ‘oral organ by
son gave an evening of merriment.
Sunday afternoon from 2 to 5 for
Tin
Tlieir guests were: Mr. and Mrs. Earl to the Woolworth Club Tueday eve
Gorham, editor-in-chief, has added Bishop John Gregory Murray.
reading only/ Books will not be
MacWillitvms, Mr. and Mrs. Wesley ning.
Miss Barbara Jean Langdon, daugh blessing of the cathedral organ and
checked out.
Thurston. Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey
ter of Mrs. Hazel L. Langdon of Gor the rtcital came .it a most fittin
The annfial installation of Amity
Keene. Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moran Jr. |
David H. Buffum Vice consul in
ham. junior editor, and vviH conduct time as just 25 years ago Pope Pius X
Lodge,
F.
&
A.
M.
will
be
held
Friday
Italy, accompanied hy Mrs. Buffum,
a department of music, games and wrote his famous Encyclical letter or
evening.
Mrs. Mary Griffin Chase and son | sa|ied from Genoa Thursday lor the
Tin* letter caused
puzzles. Miss Lftngdon is a junior in ChtiVcb Music.
Lawyer OaCar H. Emery is now re
William of Newburyport, have been j;tatcs. arriving in New York Nov.,
consternation among ' tliobc musi
the Gorham High School, a prominer.
ceiving
congratulations
as
owner
visiting relatives and friends in Rock After a lew days in New York they
member of the Anew* Lou’se Cary cinn.4 because the cor.tents were ad
land for the past two weeks. They will come to Mr. Buffum’s former of the Knight, Templar gift sedan. Junior Music Club, and' a widely judged hv them to be an inhibition of
The house was packed and eyy vone
home. Their visit covering a period
plan to return home today.
musical progress.
\ caret'al study
known publi • reader. The first issu
enjoyed the dance with music by
of two months Is happily opportune,
of the publication wi”: be ir. Novem howevei. of the famous • ocument re
Dean’s orchestra.
the
No. 25 Rockland street was
vealed no such inhibition, it was on
including the holidays.
ber
Abdon Wilder Keene, 84. died at
scene of a happy family pathering
Miss McCann is St tt» ootmeillor of the contrary an invi*. ition to restori
his
residence
on
Free
street
on
Wed

The Early Bird
Wednesday evening when Capt. Alon
Mrs. Elmer .Marston and children
the junior division of th/* Federation traditions of musical artisty and good
The deceased was horn in
Catches the Worm!
zo Maker was given a surprise party Dorothy and Richard of Portland are nesday.
and is a junior chairmen of the Na taste together with a .-p he tic efficacy
Appleton.
He
is
survived
by
a
wile,
to help celebrate his 76th birthday. guests over the weekend of relatives.
tional Federation.
i’nder her di The letter insisted ipon tli ■ employ
on
daughter, Mrs. C. M- Anderson
It was a real surprise too.
Victrola
rection last year the junior clubs i » ment of hoys in th * church as so
of
Coronado.
Calif.,
and
a
brother
music and cards helped make the
Mrs. E.
Boody. Jr., of Water
Maine increased 200 percent, and no' * pranos red with fine (I ’quence it also
Noah Kiene in Somerville. Mass. The
time pass enjoya’bly.
Absent mem-..........
ville was a Rockland visitor yesternun.ber 74. with an enrollment of urged the re-instatement of Gre
funeral
will
be
held
from
the
resi

beta remembered him with a shower | (1;1V
gorian chant at the i.tualistic serv
mote than 290 memb rn.
dence ^Sunday afternoon at 1 o’clock.
of birthday cards, besides which he :
------There were two issues last year ices a,al the revival of aethc interest
Rev. Lewis Witham officiating and
received some nice presents, includ- j
Emma G. Hall, wife of La
with a small ls>u? is a surprise at tin in music’s gicater ch cal instrumen
intvrmknt will he in Searsmont.
tality—the Polyphony of the 15th and
ing a beautiful birthday cake with ; porest Hall, died at the home of her
State convention.
This yen, how
name across the top in lieu of.candles. • daUgilter
Winthrop. Mass., at the
ever, the paper will b- published four 16th century, which is described from
ROCKPORT
This was presented to him by Mrs. age of 77.
Mrs. Hall was a lifelong
times, in Ncvember. January. March the angle-of mediaeval art psychology
while free from the c!*ments of ex
Donald
Spear
of
Belfast.
Ca-pt. resident of Rockland and her remains
and May. Althot^gh tin? Maine Feder
Maker was formerly keeper of the were brought here. The funeral will
At the morning service at the ; atioii has not as yet obtained 2.509 citement and impetuosity to be more
White Head Coast Guard Station, >’>ut be from her late residence at 2S Lin Methodist Church the Sacrament of paid subscriptions it is planning to expressive and suffuvd with more
orthodox technique ,'um any other
the Lord’s Supper will be given and publi di this number a; each issue.
retired a number of years ago and is den street, .Sunday at 2 o’clock.
art form in the sisterhood of fine arts.
tlie reception of members following
now
living a
peaceful
landsman
career. Those present were Mr. and
Anyone interested in securing this
Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Thomas and the sermon. The church school meets
Mrs. Alga Sukeforth, Mr. ami Mrs. son Herrick, who have been guests at 11.45: the Epworth League at 6 publication (an do so by coi imunicaJames Baum. Mr. and Mrs. Warner of Mr. Thomas' parents, Mr. and Mrs. o’clock. The service of praise is at ting with Miss Mabel I- I.inih, who
will be glad to handle the subscrip
Philbrook, daughters Barbara and Clarence M. Thomas. jSpruce street, 7. Subject ’The Supreme Motive.”
tion’’The Appoggiatura" is i rBeatrice, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Brown, left yesterday for New York.
Mr.
Tlje Park Street Sea Grill in Stud
and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Maker, a Thomas expects to remain in New
brother of the captain, all of Rock York until a'bout Dec. ]. before re ley Block is open for business. Best
OLD FASHIONED
He foods.
Manley T. Perry, prop—adv.
land. Another 'brother who is spend turning to Rio Janeiro. Brazil.
ing his vacation here. Capt. George may make a side trip to Fjorida
ENTERTAINMENT
Maker of New York, was also pres meantime, on business. Mrs. Thomas
Auspices itooevik Club
AND DANCE
ent. besides Mr. and Mrs. Roland and son Herrick will remain in New
Including Spraying and Painting
Auspices
Philbrook of Tenant’s Harbor, Mr. York during the winter.
THURSDAY, OCT. 31
Springs
Old Fashioned Singing Sclwol
and Mrs. Donald Spear and Mr. and
CHILDREN’S MATINEE
Free instruction is given in the
Mis. James Robertson of Belfast.
TUESDAY 4.00 P. M.
MONDAY, NOV. 4
STANDARD OIL STATION
making of lamp shades, paper fiowers
Austin Richardson, Prop.
K. P. HALL
The Park Street Sea Grill will and favors in our workroom every Cor. Park & Union Sts.
Rockland
7.30 o'clock
ffiereafter be open until midnight.— afternoon. Huston-Tuttle Company,
129*11
12S-131
127-132
—adv.
129-134
adv.
..1. MV
TELEPHONE ..........................................................

■Neu>
Victor Records
for Old!
For two weeks, from October 28tb to November 9th. in
clusive, Me will allow you ten cents credit for every
Victor Record you bring to our store,
will accept nil
your old \ ictor Records, regardless of age, size or type.
Vie will give you new \ ictor Records—any* selection you
ch(K)ae—in exchange for your old ones.
ith your old
records, therefore, you can build up a credit with us that
will pay for a new selection of Victor Records of your
choice, without the expenditure of a penny on your purl.

THE ONLY CONDITIONS ARE THESE:

J . All records returned rnusl beV ictor Records.
2. All records iniisl be unbroken.
All records rmisl be defaced by u large X.
scratched across tlie label.
THAT’S ALL!
<x>me in! llriiiK in vour obi record*! Clioonc your favorite new ones from
our huise alork, and take home -FREE! a new Mtoek of brilliuut Victor
music for jour Victrola or Victor Kadio-Elecirolu

Maine Music Co
Rockland, Me.

NORTH WALDOBORO

CAMDEN

TODAY ONLY

‘ The Delightful Rogue’
All Talking

Rod La Rocque
A

• • « *

Drama—with

—

Rita La Roy

Magnificent Story Entirely in Diaicgue rf Tropic Sea Love
ALSO SHORT SU3JECTS

MONDAY-TUESDAY

HIS FIRST ‘TALKIE’’

JOHN

GILBERT

• • » *

In

“HIS GLORIOUS
NIGHT”
Brave in battle, daring in hive—wh.it
John GR.jcrt in his first Talking picture.

character for dashing

lie dared to look al a princess with the eyes of love!

And when his daring brought only n huffs, he carried her
by force.

ff

ALSO
FARAMOUNT NEWS,

•OUR GANC” Comedy, VITAPHONE ACT
Home of Paramount Pictures

I

THEATRE

lA

One cf the Publix Theatres

MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

• ♦ ♦ *

THE TWO
BLACK CROWS

• • ♦ ♦

• » * »

Hallowe’en

•d

"Why Bring
ii
That Up?
with,

HEAT
THE
MARVEL
OUS
NEW SONG
HITS!
‘ Shoo Shoo
Boogie B-o"

and
‘ Do I Kn.w
What I'm Doing"

Sec It!
Hear It!
Laugh anj

Enjoy It!

EVELYN BRENT
HARRY GREEN

a
\Qaramount}

picture
Catches What
Worm ’

A smash-hit entertainment
from the r.ew show world.
Laughs galore! pathos! tense
drama! all in an exciting
story of stage and backstage done hy Oetavus Roy
Cohen, of Saturday Evening
Post fame.
All-talkingsinging picture with girls by
the score. New tunes and
new dances.

Dance

AH Grease Jobs $1.00

Temple Hall

*

One of the Publix Theatres

Kirkpatrick’s Orchestra

MUt"

M-G-M NEWS

Every-Other-Day
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estimated at $51.74. They were val
ued at >107.25, with a saving of $55.51
on garments made using methods
taught in the project.
George Cameron Is To Head the Farm Bureau Coming Year Nine communities have carried
millinery as a project anrt have held
nine meetings with an attendance of
—The Accomplishments of 1929
113: 16 hats were made with the rela
tive cost of $12.40. but were valued at
A residence of the bungalow type
Stanley V. Nickerson df Boston is
The annual meeting of the Knox- traded with the M.C.R.R. at its stop $38. Four hats have been remodeled
EUROPEAN CORN BORER ii known to be prezent over a
at a cost of $2.40, and valued at $8.
is being erected on Hill street for
in the city for a short stay.
•
considerable area of Southern and Central Maine, and recent re
Lincoln Farm Bureau was held in in Wiscasset in August.
ET
the
One community has held one meeting
Maurice B. Kennedy.
F. M. Kit
Crop Project
ports from Scouts sent out by the United States Department of
’ benefits of
, Warren Thursday, and that import on selection of clothing with an at- .
The Sunshine Society will meet tredge, building contractor is prepar
Agriculture, indicate an extensive spread during the past year.
this wonderful
Alfalfa plots were conducted this tendance of five.
■ant organization now lias a new
ing
the
foundation
for
another
new
Monday afternoon with Mrs. Nettie
This infestation has pnt yet reached a point of commercial damage
food-tonic by taking
year as in the past. Some fields were
Foods
i
president,
in
the
person
of
George
house
on
that
street.
Griffin, 16 Berkeley street.
1 Scott's Emulsion
and it is possible to check the increase of the Borer and retard ita
killed by the cold winters while others
!
Cameron
of
Union.
The-vice
presiOne
meeting
has
been
held
on
I
regularly. Easy to '
spread by careful cleanup methods. The best known method of
came through very well. Ten new
A tail-less calf which is descended
square
meals
for
health,
with
an
atI
swallow. Pleasantly i
control is thorough FALL PLOWING of all corn stubble land.
! dency goes to Lincoln county, Luther plots were started this year, 65
The Daughters of Veterans will
from a Jersey mother and an Ayr
tendance
of
31.
Ten
communities
1
flavored. No after
Acting under authority conferred on me by Chapter 134, Public
hold a whist party next Tuesday eve
Carney of Sheepscot being selected pounds of seed sown. The best re have been enrolled in the contest for !
shire-Guernsey father, was born re
taste. Easily digest
sults were where no nurse crop was
Laws, 1923, and also upon advice and direction of the United States
ning in G.A.R. hall.
'
for
that
position.
Ralph
P.
Conant
cently on Deputy Sheriff C. A. Cava
square
meals,
and
one
community
is
'
ed. Famous over
used.
Department of Agriculture Plant Quarantine and Control Admini
following the principles. There have
naugh's farm, West Rockport road.
of Rockland was re-elected secretary
fifty years. Try it!
stration, I hereby Declare and Announce that Fall Plowing of all
Capt. Lew W. Simmons of Willow The calf is enjoying a certain amount
Farm Management
been
67
well
planned
meals,
and
1253
and treasurer.
land this year planted to corn, will be required before freezing up
street, whose condition for some of notoriety now, but just wait until
There were 17 meetings held during persons have been served.
The project leaders (except for for
EMULSION
time in the following Counties and Towns of Maine:
weeks has been such as to cause fly-time comes again.
the year. Farm analysis was made
One
meeting
has
been
held
on
table
estry. not yet filled) are: Clubs. Mrs.
All of the Counties of York, Sagadahoc, Lincoln and Knox; the
grave concern, is gaining slowly.
of a farm in the community and the furnishings, with an attendance of
Harriet McDonald, Aina: crops and
towns of Baldwin, Bridgton, Brunswick, Cape Elizabeth, Casco,
labor income figured out. As a result seven.
Mrs. W. E. Morgan, chairman of
(forestry, Arthur Hall; clothing. Mrs.
There will be no meeting of the the McLaughlin concert, requests that
Cumberland, Falmouth, Freeport, Gorham, Gray, Harpswell, Naples,
♦S men were going to make 182
Seven communities have heed car
Norris Waltz. Damariscotta; dairy.
auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook Post all members of the committee in
Portland, Pcwndt, Raymond, Scarboro, Sebago, South Portland,
changes in their fi^rm business dur rying preparation of vegetables with
M. P. Houdlette. Dresden: foods. Mrs.
No. 1, Monday evening, owing to the charge make return for their tickets
Standish, Westbrook, Windham and Yarmouth in Cumberland
ing the coming year One hundred seven meetings and an attendance of
THE BATTERY BOYS
N. B. Hopkins: farm management,
installation which takes place on if possible the night of the concert,
County; Lisbon in Androscoggin County; Bluehill, Brooklin, Brooks
two changes have been made.
80. Twenty-eight women have en
i Norris Waltz. Damariscotta: home
Tuesday.
ville, Bucksport, Castine, Orland, Penobscot, Sedgwick and Surry
Twenty-four farm accounts were rolled to serve vegetables twice daily
either to Miss Ellen J. Cochran or Latest News Concerning the management. Mrs. Florence Calderclosed Jan. 1 and 18 used in the coun for three months.
in Hancock County; Augusta, Chelsea, China, Farmingdale, Gardi
Miss Myrtle H.errick. and thereafter
-r
, wood. Burkettville; orchard. Wallace
A rummage sale is being held at
summary. Forty-one books were
ner, Hallowell, Pittston, Randolph, West Gardiner and Windsor in
Eleven communities have carried
to either Miss Mabel F. Lamb or Miss
knOX County Members or j Robbins: poultry. Henry Kellar, ty
the Universalist vestry today under
started for this year and 30 are now and held the same number of meet
Kennebec County; Brownfield, Denmark, Fryeburg, Hiram and Por
Rockport.
the auspices of the candy table of Margaret Stahl.
being kept. One hundred and forty- ings on preparation of whole grain
ter in Oxford County, and Belfast, Lincolnville, Northport, Prospect,
the National Guard
The membership report shows that
the annual fair, with Mrs. W. T. Cobb
six poultry accounts were started last products, with an attendance of 133
Searsport, Stockton Springs, Swanville and Waldo in Waldo County.
The home demonstration agent of
the Farm Bureau has 330 men and
as chairman.
The State Law provides a penalty for failure to comply with
The Federal ordnance inspectors 285 women enrolled—a total of 615. year and have been kept during the Sixty-five women have enrolled to
the Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau has
this requirement, but it has not been necessary to invoke this pen
this schedule for next week: Tuesday. have finished their inspection and Hope again leads, with 37 men and year. Next year all poultry accounts serve whole grains once daily for three I
Grand Generalissimo David L. Wil
j
will
be
closed
and
summarized
as
the
months. Twelve have completed the
alty in the past because farmers and corn growers have recognized
Edgecomb, preparation of vegetables; repair <f the local batteries and re 36 women. Damariscotta is second
son of Bath makes his official visit to
, farm accounts. Already 60 applica- serving of whole grains for three '
this as a measure for their own protection. This Department ex
Wednesday, Dresden, chair seating; port that they found all equipment in with 32 men and 26 women, while
I
tions
have
been
received
for
books
to
Claremont
Commandery
Monday
months.
pects 100% cooperation again this year.
Thursday. Aina, home furnishings II tirst class shape and that there were Camden is third with 29 men and 24 start Nov. 1.
night, and will have an opportunity to
Eleven communities have carried
Plow your ccrn stubble now or'as soon as sufficient moisture
(Miss Edna Cobb, home management very few repairs to make. About five women.
see how the local Sir Knights work
in-between meetings in foods with 14 |
Forestry
comes to permit the operation.
specialist is to attend this meeting rifles per organization were taken up.
Treasurer Conant of Rockland re
the Order of the Temple. The East
There have been two timber esti meetings and an attendance of 201.
Plow deep and carefully, covering all stalks.
with the home demonstration agent); and will be replaced with new ones in ported the bureau in good financial
ern Star will serve a chicken supper.
Premiums Awarded
mating demonstrations held. Two
Don't wait 'till the land is too wet or frozen; the Law does not
condition.
Friday. Warren, preparation of vege a few weeks. • • • *
X special feature of the annual
The following projects were adopt farmers have set out 1,000 white pine
accept either excuse.
tables.
The third degree will be worked by
Battery E (Camden) has received ed for the year 1930: 4-H Clubs. Al and 500 Norway pine. A new project meeting was that the boys' and girls' I
Small gardeners may comply by pulling up and burning stalks
Krox Lodge. I.O.O-F. Monday night
the first shipment of new uniforms falfa Demonstrations. Better Bull which will be undertaken next year is 4-H clubs gave exhibits on sewing,
and roots of corn.
A
special
meeting
of
the
auxiliary
and on Wednesday night a special
and the members of the battery are Campaign. Quality Milk Demonstra- woodlot improvement. Already two cooking, housekeeping, poultrj- and
F. P. WASHBURN, Commissioner
preparation meeting will be held for of Winslow-Holbrook Post will be very pleased with them. The uni- i tions Farm Managcment meetings, plots have been laid out. This is a gardening. A One display of articles
State Department of Agriculture
called
for
Tuesday
evening
at
7.30,
the trip to Augusta Friday when
torms are of the latest type, with long | Farm Accounts Pouitry Accounts. very important piece of work that the was given
.
Augusta, Me., Oct. 18, 1929
Knox will work the third for Asylum followed at 8 o’clock by a joint in coats, and roll collars, fully equipped Forest Tree Planting. Woodlot 1m- extension service is undertaking, and
The
women's
division
of
the
Farm
127-129
Lodge. Rockland Encampment has stallation of Winslow-Holbrook Post with gold buttons. The appearance
should receive the support of every Bureau also put on exhibits. Nearly
been invited to visit Belfast, Nov. 5. and Auxiliary, Arey-Heald Post No. of the battery will be enhanced 100 , T„p Worklng Campaign. Apple Tree farmer in the county, for it will mean all of the communities were repre Mrs. G. M. I’. Carleton won second trained to be milked from one sido
30 and Auxiliary and Storer- Collins percent at parade^ and ceremonies. PIun,ln„ F|ork improvement Grow
an increased labor return.
sented and a fine spirit of coopera-, and Mrs. Edna Start of Camden third. often resent being milked from the
The Forty Club annual play will Post No. 110 and Auxiliary. All mem
|Good Pullet Campaign. Dressing the!
tion was in evidence. Besides the Mrs. Wesley Nichols received first other and rto; infrequently they make
Poultry
bers
of
these
units
are
urged
to
be
Captain
R.
Francis
Saville,
G
Bat

be presented Nov. 18-19 in the High
Children. Reconditioning the Wardarticles entered in the contest there premium for Nobleboro on ash splint it uncomfortable for the milker.
Four
adult
poultry
clubs
were
orpresent,
each
having
the
privilege
of
tery.
was
in
Boston
for
a
few
days
the
|
School auditorium. The play se
When a cow freshens she can bo
nart of the week I ieut Rru- ' robe' Sql,are Mea,s for IIeaIth' PreP“- ‘ganized with a membership of 48. was a good exhibit of basketry, mil seating. Mrs. G. M. P. Carleton of
Refreshments first
first part ot the week Lieut. Rru- ration of MiIk and Milk Products
lected is the delicious comedy “Meet inviting one guest.
linery, leather work. lamp shades, Aina won second honors, and Mrs. trained to be* milked from the left
The Wife” which created a sensation an<* dancing uill follow the installa- baker conducted tne drill for the bat- , Home Flll.nishings. Kitchen Improve- F< ur meetings held. In range rota
tion there were 13 demonstrations pine needle work, stenciling, etc. The Edna Start third honors, from Cam side as well as from the right, and
tery during his absence.
men( Tlme gavJ
1)jsh Washing
at Lakewood last summer. Adelyn tion.
some farmers do milk thein cows
den.
and 55 co-operators. Seven meetings results of the contest are:
Bushnell will coach and the High
And here in concise form are re- 1 were held during the year on this
Mrs. Emma Simmons and Mrs. i
from the left side, although the prac
Rockland
High
plays
Cony
High
in
Sergeant
Staples.
Battery
E,
has
School will be co-beneficiary with the
tice is not common. Dairymen who
Augusta this afternoon. Those who been discharged, due to the expira ' ports of what has been accomplished project. Nineteen men used wire Katherine True won first premium on
MILKING THE COW
club.
‘ the past year:
platforms, and 110 open air shelters dresses made from foundation pat
use mechanical milkers generally at
pursue the Maine college games do tion of his enlistment.
Sergeant
terns
for
Hope.
Mrs.
Amelia
Dornan
were used. Loss of chicks this year
tach the pumps from rither side of
Club Project
An Explanation Of Why the Right
James G. Rowell, S. C. of Kansas not need to be told that the State George Hardy. Battery E. has been
has been very low where this system and Mrs. Edith Livingston won sec
the animals, and occasionally there
Side Is the Proper Side.
City will deliver a free lecture on series opens today, with Maine play ordered to Portland for his federal j There were 14 clubs organized this • f brooding was used.
ond premiums, for East Union, and
is a farmer who milks his cows from
Christian Science at the church edi ing Bates at Lewiston and Colby examination for appointment as 2d year with an enrollment of 50 boys
Three men are trying out the Bar Mrs. George MacDonald and Mrs. G.
either side. Sometimes a cow has
The custom of milking cows from
fice, corner of Cedar and Brewster rlaying Bowdoin at Brunswick. The Lieutenant in E Battery. The Fed jand 104 girls—total 154. Twelve of racks house plan of keeping their old M. P. Carleton won third premiums
such a large udder that it is neces
streets, Thursday evening at 8 fens who attend those games will eral Board is headed by Colonel the clubs have held judging demon- hens. Seven egg quality demonstra for Aina. Aina won first premium in the right sld® is almost universal. It sary to milk some of the teats from
o’clock. Mr. Rowell is a member of have an opportunity to see if Maine Dusenbury, Senior Instructor 240th strations, and have a demonstration tion meetings have been held. Eggs exhibiting six muffins of date and probably had its origin the Pathfinder
one side and some from the other.
team which has given one or more
the board of lectureship of The First is “shot to pieces.” quite as much as C. A.
graham, oatmeal and cornmeal: says in man’s preference for the right
• • • •
public demonstrations.
Each has were candled and graded at each ! Simonton won second premium and hand. Most people are right-handed
Church of Christ, Scientist in Bos rumor would have it, and if Colby is
meeting.
In reading the history of the local held a local contest. Eight of the
quite as strong as the pre-series re
ton. The public is invited.
and they find it mor' natural and
For want of $2500 hail Joe Johnson,
There are being held at the present • Damariscotta third.
ports would indicate.
Meantime units a short time ago the following clubs report 100% of the members
possibly somewhat easier to manage a Swede living in Lincolnville, is in
interesting item was noticed. That finishing. We now have a club agent time 11 flock improvement demon- I Camden won first premium for ex
don
’
t
wait
for
the
Bowdoin-Maine
The State League of Loan and
Battery E while the old 5th Co.. C.A.C.. which should increase the number of arations special breeding pens beina hibiting the best salad made from the receptacle with the left hand and the Waldo County jail held for the
Building Associations is holding a game; those of today, and the Colby- Maine National Guard in 1914. had clubsand enrollment another year, picked out to mate with pedigreed cottage cheese; Hope won second. to do the heavier part :f the milking January Superior court on three
Maine
game
at
Waterville
one
week
meeting today at the Mansion House.
with the more developed right hand charges, lewd and lascivious cohabithe following men on its rolls: Lieut, i The coun,y contest will be held in - ckerels. There have been two pul- an^ ^na third.
Poland Spring. The speakers will from today are apt to be more crucial. George Fogg, now Colonel and com
and arm. When the milker is seated tation, common nuisance and illegal
Whitefield Nov. 9, the clubs being en I t culling demonstrations and one | Mrs. Louise Holbrook of Rockport
—
The
Lewiston
Journal
prints
a
large
include Emery O. Bean of Augusta,
manding the 240th C. A.. Lieut. tertained by the Whitefield people. selection of breeder demonstration in , "on first premium on cane seating in on the right side of the cow his right ' manufacture of liquor. When brought
Edward S. Anthoine of Portland. L picture of “Pat” French in football George C. Kern, now Major, and com
chairs. Mrs. Edna Start of Camden arm has more room to play than before Judge Carleton Doak Wedonnection with hoys’ 4-H clubs.
regalia
and
alongside
his
young
son
Organization
Eugene Thayer of Waterville, Ches
Nine caponizing demonstrations won second honors and Mrs. Alfred when he is seated on '-he left. The nesday he pleaded not guilty to all
manding the 1st Battalion 240th C. A.
Bill,
who
may
perhaps
be
as
big
a
ter M. Foss of Portland; and Walter
This year extension work was car j were given, and 131 birds were Chaput won third honors for Noble custom became general, even among three charges. He was ordered to
and Lieut. S. E. Willard, now 1st
S Wyman of Augusta, president of factor in Maine athletics as his dad Lieutenant. C. A.. Regular Army, and ried on for the men in 21 communities ap- nized. Nine men practiced the boro.
left-handed people, oecause it was appear at the January Superior court,
now
it
the New England Public Service
and women in 22. In all of these com i w rk. There was one killing and pick
Mrs. Blanche Steward of Simonton found advisable to train all cows to His bail was $1,000 each in the first
assistant instructor. 240th C. A.
• • • •
*
Company.
munities there is a Farm Bureau ing demonstration, and two poultry won first premium on rush seating. be milked from the same side. Cows 1 two cases and $3500 in the thirdThe Knox County Ministerial Asso
The examination for admission to ! organization with chairman and pro- 1 management meetings were held durciation.
after
a
cordially
commenda

Avenues of approach to Rockland,
West Point which will take place in jeet leaders. Each c mmunity laid ing the year,
in accredited flock work last year
on the Camden and Thomaston roads, tory discussion of the work of Miss Augusta Nov. 1st will have one can- out a plan of work for the year,
Villa
Burroughs,
who
is
carrying
on
were guarded Thursday night by
didate from the local units. Private
The Farm Bureau membership last iliere were 11,367 hens tested, in 23
missionary
religious
education
in
the
Lieut. Cushman. State Patrolman
Robert S. Hopkins. Battery E. has year was 401 men and 415 women, a flocks; 11 flocks having 6.285 hens
Pray, Deputy Sheriff Ludwick and neglected rural sections of Knox submitted application for permission total of 816. In the membership cam- were accredited. Applications have
County,
went
unqualifiedly
on
record
City Marshal Webster,
Cars con
to take the examination.
paign contest conducted last year been received for testing of 13,415
hens in 26 flocks.
taining drivers or passengers un as thoroughly endorsing her splendid
• • ♦ •
• Knox-Lincoln county was sixth.
workThis
action
was
taken
at
the
Captain Russell D. Gray, Battery
known to the officers were carefully
Orchard
Dairy Project
last
regular
monthy
meeting
at
Port
F. is in Boston on business. He ex
scrutinized. The object was to ap
Nineteen grafting demonstrations
Clyde.
Since
she
came
to
Knox
In
the
better
bull
campaign
four
pects to he away about two weeks.
prehend auto thieves who have been
were held and 140 trees grafted. Sev
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The P irk Street Sea Grill will
| hereafter be open until midnight.—
i adv.

and Special “Kitchen-tested”
Recipes.

Just to find out how it works, ac
cept Free, 12 famous, simplified

Get a full set of these remarkable
recipes from your grocer today
inside every sack of Gold Medal
“Kitchen-tested” Flour.
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adv.
i Your rug problems can be settled
with satisfaction guaranteed by call
ing The People’s Laundry. Limerock
street, Tel. 170. We shampoo your
I rugs and return them promptly, like |
new.
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■ COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay highest price
No lot too large; none too email.

Call Warren, Me. 3-22
or write, care of

Al Rines, Warren, Me.
Reference; Any Poultry Raiser

Fas tern
FURNITURE COMPANY, 283 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

When we’re gone mail your payments to our Bangor Store
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